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Ultrafast, Laser-Based, X-ray Science:

The Dawn of Atomic-scale Cinematography

Christopher P. J. Baity

University of California, San Diego

Department of Applied Mechanics and Engineering Science

Urey Hall, Mail Code 0339

La Jolla,CA 92093-0339

The characteristics of ultrafast chirped pulse amplification systems are

reviewed. Application of ultrafast chirped pulse amplification to the

generation of femtosecond, incoherent, 8-keV line radiation is outlined and

the use of femtosecond laser-based, x-rays for novel time-resolved diffraction

studies of crystalline dynamics with sub-picosecond temporal resolution and

sub-picometer spatial resolution is reviewed in detail. Possible extensions of

laser-based, x-ray technology and evaluation of alternative x-ray approaches

for time-resolved studies of the atomic scale dynamics are given.

Keywords: Chirped pulse amplification, femtosecond pulses,

femtosecond x-ray generation, time-resolved x-ray diffraction, relativistic

laser/matter interactions, x-ray movies.

1. Introduction

The continued development of new ultrafast amplification

technologies has led to the production of a class of laser systems which are

simultaneously capable of producing ultrafast (sub-20-fs), ultra-high-peak-

power (100-Terawatt) pulses at repetition rates which are 4 to 5 orders of

magnitude greater than previously possible.1"3 The combination of high peak

power, high repetition rate and ultrashort pulse duration makes these

systems ideal for investigations of novel relativistic laser-matter interactions,

and for the production of high fluxes of energetic particles and ultrashort

duration x-rays.4

Laser-based, 10-keV, sub-picosecond x-ray sources have been used at

the University of California, San Diego for investigations of sub-picosecond,
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laser-initiated atomic dynamics via time-resolved x-ray diffraction and time-

resolved absorption spectroscopy.57 Time-resolved x-ray diffraction has

allowed the production for the first time of atomic-scale, ultrafast movies of

crystal lattice motion. These movies reveal clearly the propagation of

coherent acoustic phonons, non-thermal melting of semiconductor thin films

and interfacial energy transfer in layered crystal structures. Such

investigations are not presently possible with any other x-ray technology

including state-of-the-art, 3rd-generation synchrotron sources.

In this paper, an overview of ultrafast laser technology and x-ray

applications will be presented. A brief discussion of possible extensions to

much higher x-ray fluxes and more demanding applications will be given.

2.Ultrafast Chirped Pulse Amplification

Modern solid state laser materials have many favorable properties

which make them ideal for high peak power pulse generation.8 In particular

materials such at Titanium doped sapphire and Neodymium doped glass

have both high energy storage and ultra-wide amplification bandwidths

capable of supporting pulses of 10 fs to a few 100 fs in duration, thus allowing

in principle one to generate pulses of many Terawatts to Petawatts peak

power with relatively low energy.

There is, however, one fundamental problem with respect to

generating ultrashort duration, high-peak-power pulses directly from solid

state media. In any single pass amplifier the stored energy can only be

extracted efficiently if the input pulse fluence (i.e. the energy per unit area) is

on order of the saturation fluence of the amplifier material.9 Materials such as

Ti:sapphire and Nd:glass have relatively large saturation fluences (1 J/cm2

and 8 J/cm2 respectively) and relatively short potential pulse durations. The

Fourier transform of the gain bandwidth of Ti:sapphire and Nd:glass would

imply that pulses as short as 3 fs and ~50 fs could be generated with these

materials, respectively. If the final amplifier is operated at the minimum

pulse duration and at or above the saturation fluence of the material, then the

peak intensity of the amplified pulse in the final amplifier would be on the

order of 1014 W/cm2. Such intensities are considerably above those necessary

to induce optical breakdown of dielectric materials, e.g. ~5xlO9 W/cm2, and

Q
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therefore the final amplification stage would not survive undamaged. The

common method of circumventing this fundamental problem is chirped pulse

amplification (CPA)10 in which an ultrashort duration, low energy seed pulse

is passed through a dispersive delay line and broadened in time by a factor of

between 1000 and 100,000. This low energy pulse is then amplified to an

energy which is commensurate with the saturation fluence of the gain media

and the damage threshold of the optical materials and coatings in the

amplification chain. After amplification the pulse is passed through an

inverse optical delay line thus recompressing it to an ultrashort pulse

duration.

In practice the longer the input pulse duration is lengthened before

amplification, the more efficient the final energy extraction will be. The

minimum pulse duration for saturated amplification is determined by

dividing the maximum damage intensity of the amplification chain by the

saturation fluence of the amplifier material. For Ti: sapphire and a damage

limit of 5 GW/cm2, one must stretch the input pulse to 200 ps in order to run

the final amplifier at one times the saturation fluence. At three times the

saturation fluence, it is possible to extract more than 90% of the theoretical

maximum stored energy of a single pass amplifier. Therefore, larger initial

stretching is better. The practical limit to which the duration of the input

pulse can be stretched is set by the size of the dispersive delay elements in the

pulse compressor. 10-fs pulses compressors are composed of parallel grating

pairs. The net delay of such pairs of gratings is set to first order by the linear

dimension of the grating in the dispersive plane, e.g. a 30-cm wide grating can

be used to compress roughly a 1-ns chirped pulse. Commercially it is hard to

obtain gratings with dimensions much above 40 cm, therefore stretched pulse

durations are normally much below 1.25 ns. In this respect, the intermediate

saturation fluence of Ti:sapphire makes it nearly an ideal CPA material.

Higher saturation fluence materials require larger stretched pulse durations

for the same percentage of energy extraction from the final amplifier and

lower saturation fluence materials will not compactly store as much energy in

the final amplifier. Ti:sapphire is also the largest bandwidth solid state

amplifier material presently available. It can be produced with excellent

optical quality, has very favorable thermal properties and a high damage

- 9 -
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resistance. Therefore it is possible to produce 10-fs range, multiple Terawatt

to Petawatt pulses at high repetition rate with Ti:sapphire.

The properties and problems associated with 10-fs range CPA are

significant and different from picosecond CPA. So much so that it is useful to

classify 10-fs range CPA as Ultrafast CPA. Pulses produced by ultrafast CPA

have many interesting and unique properties. First of all pulses durations of

the order of 10-fs are extremely short. Light travels only 3 microns in 10-fs.

This timescale is much shorter than that of atomic vibrational motion in

molecules and therefore such pulses have potential for imaging molecular or

crystalline dynamics. 10 fs is also of the order of inner shell lifetimes in

intermediate atomic weight atoms and therefore such pulses have potential

for pumping inner shell x-ray lasers. Because Ti:sapphire is an excellent

optical material, it is also possible to produce near diffraction limited spatial

quality beams. Diffraction limited beams can be focused to mircon diameter

spot sizes and therefore in principle it is possible with ultrafast CPA systems

to produce focussed intensities on the order of 1021 W/cm2 or greater.

Intensities above 2xlO18 W/cm2 are considered to be "relativistic". At this

level, a free electron will experience a pondermotive energy equal to its rest

mass and therefore will be relativisticaUy accelerated on each half cycle of the

laser pulse . At 1021 W/cm2, the interaction is highly relativistic and new

phenomena such as coherent, Larmor x-ray radiation and astrophysically

relevant matter acceleration are expected to be observed.11 The electric of the

laser pulse at this level is many TeV/m or more than 4 orders of magnitude

higher than the highest electric field used in state of the art particle

accelerators. Also unique to ultrafast CPA systems is the peak energy

density which can be achieved at the focus. Because the longitudinal length

of a 15 fs pulse is only about 5 microns the volume that the pulse occupies as

it is focused to 1 micron spot is of the order of 1011 cm3. With only one joule

of pulse energy, the energy density of at the instant the pulse traverses the

focus will be 1011 J/cm3 which is an energy density equivalent to 20 Tons of

TNT/cm3 or a mass equivalent of 1 mg/cm3.

Perhaps the most important property of ultrafast CPA systems

however is that because low energy is required to reach high peak power and

because the optical properties of the amplifier crystals are conducive to high
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average power operation, it is possible to generate terawatt level pulses at

unprecedented repetition rates. In order to generate a 100 TW's of optical

power a decade ago required the use of the world's largest laser facility, the

NOVA laser at the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory. This laser

consisted of 10 beams lines each capable producing a 10 TW, 1000 J, 1 ns pulse

at one shot every hour. When fired simultaneously this laser could produce

100 TWs of optical power. The entire laser system occupied a facility with

dimensions on the order of 100m x 30m x 30m. On the other hand, a modern

ultrafast CPA system can produce 2-J pulses of 20-fs duration at a repetition

rate of 10 Hz or 36000 times greater than technology of only a decade ago.

Such a system can occupy an area of less than 10 m2.

Let us define the product of laser system peak power times laser

system repetition rate as the laser system "Utility". It is this product that will

ultimately determine the flux of particles and x-rays generated from

laser/matter interactions and it is this product that will determine what level

of signal averaging may be employed in the investigations of relativistic

laser/matter interactions. The "Utility" of ultrafast CPA systems is

tremendous and more than 4 orders of magnitude greater than any other laser

technology. Because of this high utility many new applications are now

possible. There are many important technologies which have gone into the

development of ultrafast CPA systems, including higher order phase control,

regenerative pulse shaping, thermal lens management. l>3'12-23 We will not

treat these in this paper but will instead concentrate on the emerging

applications of ultrafast CPA technology, in particular ultrafast, laser-based,

x-ray science.

3.Ultrafast X-ray Diffraction

One particularly exciting application of ultrafast CPA systems is the

generation of high fluxes of ultrafast, incoherent x-rays via relativistic

laser/matter interactions.24 Because of their potential sub-ps pulse duration,

such x-rays are potentially ideal for time-resolved studies of molecular and

crystalline dynamics. To understand fundamental dynamic processes in

physics, chemistry and biology it is necessary to observe atomic motion on

atomic temporal and atomic spatial scales. To capture one frame of atomic

- 11 -
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motion via x-ray diffraction, we will therefore need ~100-fs, ~10-keV x-rays.

With such a source it will be possible to obtain a sequence of stop action

pictures of atomic positions which can then be integrated into a movie of the

atomic process of interest. At the University of California, San Diego we have

investigated a number of laser initiated processes in crystalline materials with

ultrafast, time-resolved diffraction.5'7' 25~27 In each case we use a laser-driven,

copper K-alpha radiation source.

The generic interaction which we use is similar to that first described

by Kmetec et al. We focus a 20-fs, multiterawatt pulses at a 20 Hz repetition

rate onto a moving copper wire target. The 20-fs pulses are accompanied by a

low intensity, nanosecond duration, pulse pedestal which is due to amplified

spontaneous emission from the amplification chain. Even though the

intensity in this pulse pedestal is 5 orders of magnitude smaller than the peak

intensity at the focus, it is still sufficient to pre-ionize the target before the

arrival of the main pulse and thus to produce a low density plasma in front of

the target. The main pulse is focused to an intensity >1018 W/cm2 by an

inexpensive, diamond turned off axis parabola. At these intensities, free

electrons in the pre-plasma are accelerated to energies up and beyond 1 MeV.

These energetic electrons are then incident upon the target and where they

produce x-ray inner-shell vacancies and subsequent x-ray line radiation. The

electrons also produce Bremsstrahlung radiation. Bremsstrahlung x-ray

radiation of >1 MeV has been reported previously from interactions with laser

pulses of as little as 0.3 TW peak power.24 A typical x-ray spectrum of the

radiation produced in the 4 to 20 keV spectral region with a 25 fs, <100 mj

laser pulse is shown in Figure 1. The spectrum is obtained using an x-ray ccd

camera in "single-photon per pixel" mode. The spectrum is dominated by the

copper K-alpha and K-beta radiation. At 20-Hz repetition rate, 5xlO10 photons

per second per 4n steradians are produced in the K-alpha line and 75% of the

radiation between 4 and 20 keV is contained in this line. The spectrum is

therefore non-thermal in origin. To be "thermal" would require an

unrealistically high black-body temperature, i.e. a radiation temperature for

which the total radiated energy would exceed the input laser energy.

Conversion efficiency from laser to k-alpha x-rays is on order of 105. It is

- 12 -
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Figure 1. X-ray spectrum from copper wire target illuminated with 25 fs,

-100 mj pulses.

believed that the x-ray pulse duration is simply the convolution of the laser-

driven electron pulse duration, the electron stopping distance in the material

and the lifetime of the k-shell vacancies which produce the x-rays. Since the

1/e escape depth of 8 keV photons from copper is of the order of 20 microns

and since the multiple keV to MeV electrons are only accelerated to

relativistic velocities during the peak of the laser pulse, it is believed that the

x-ray pulse duration is of the order of 100-fs. Direct measurement of the

duration of 8 keV x-ray pulses with 100-fs resolution is not presently possible

and therefore we must rely on indirect measurements and observations.

One scenario under which the pulse duration might be longer than the

convolution mentioned above would be if there were energetic, e.g. >10 keV,

electrons which streamed away from the target and latter re-collided with the

target. If such electrons were present, then the x-ray spot size would be

larger than the laser spot size and the pulse duration of the x-rays would be

considerably longer due to the long transit time away from and back to the

target. In order to evaluate this possibility a simple imaging test was

performed, in which the laser-generated k-alpha x-rays were used to pin-hole

image a fixed target. The results of this test are shown in Figure 2. The fixed

target is a 16 micron spaced copper mesh. From the resolution present in this

- 13 -
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Figure 2. 8 keV X-ray shadowgraphy of 16 micron copper mesh

image it is possible to conclude that the x-ray source size is nearly identical to

the laser spot size and therefore little, if any, back streaming of electrons is

present. As we will see later, our x-ray source is easily able to resolve physics

occurring on a picosecond timescale. If one were able to construct a target

which was as thin or thinner than one k-alpha escape depth, i.e. 20 microns,

then in principle the duration of the k-alpha x-rays in the forward direction of

the laser pulse would simply be the convolution of the drive laser pulse

duration and the lifetime of k-shell vacancies or on the order of 20 fs.

A schematic of a simple time-resolved, x-ray diffractometer

arrangement is given in Figure 3. In this arrangement a portion of the x-ray

generating laser pulse is split-off, sent through an adjustable optical delay line

and used to rapidly heat a crystalline target. K-alpha x-rays are then incident

upon the target in a symmetric Bragg configuration. The diffracted x-rays are

collected with an x-ray CCD camera and stored on a personal computer for

later analysis. Good quality crystals, e.g. GaAs, Si, Ge, were used in order to

increase the diffracted signal.

When the pump beam is turned off, a static diffraction image is

obtained. In Figure 4 the static diffraction image from 111 GaAs is illustrated.

The exposure for this image is 2 minutes. There are approximately 500,000

- 14 -
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Figure 3. Schematic of time-resolved x-ray diffractometer

GaAs crystal

Figure 4 Static diffraction image from 111 GaAs. 2 minute exposure

diffracted photons used to produce this lineout and the resolution is high

enough to clearly resolve the fine structure split k-alphal and k-alpha2 lines.

The exact line shape of the diffracted signal is a function of the crystal quality

and the quality of the x-ray source. In particular, if one includes the

measured x-ray spot size, the known x-ray linewidth, then one expects to see

the diffracted signal indicated by in Figure 5. The measured and expected

lineshapes show excellent agreement. The important point to take from this

figure is that the linewidith and source size of the x-ray source matter greatly.
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Figure 5. Measured and calculated lineshapes using the measured spot size.

It will be small shifts of these lines which determine the dynamic lattice

spacing information. In the case of laser heated GaAs, one expects to generate

coherent acoustic phonons which propagate into the crystal lattice.28 These

phonons produce slight changes in crystal lattice spacing . For a point source

of x-rays, as the lattice spacing changes, the position upon the crystal at which

the Bragg condition is satisfied changes. Larger spacing will shift the lines to

smaller relative angle. The story is complicated by the fact that the pump

laser penetration depth is less than the depth to which the probing x-rays

penetrate. Nonetheless it is possible to obtain quantitative temporal and

spatial information using this technique.

Figure 6 illustrates three separate time steps during which diffraction

signals were accumulated. Note that the region of the crystal which is

illuminated by the heating laser is small. Diffracted signal from regions

outside the illuminated region can be conveniently used to normalize the

"pumped" diffracted signal at each time step. At early times we see that the

diffracted signal is split from 2 lines into 4 lines. To first order the peak lattice

spacing change can be determined by the maximum shift of the diffracted

signal. In this case the maximum shift corresponds to a lattice spacing change

of only 0.3% or 10 mAngstroms! It is possible with well established models

for coherent acoustic pulse generation and propagation to predict the exact

- 16 -
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Figure 6. Lineouts from three separate time delays.

lattice spacing distribution as a function of depth and time using only the

measured initial peak shift and the known values for the pump light

absorption coefficient and known values for the speed of sound in GaAs.5

From these predictions it is straightforward to then calculated the expected
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diffraction signal and compare it with the measured signal. A comparison of

the expected and measured signals is given in Figure 7. As can be seen, there

is remarkable agreement. Clearly laser-based, time-resolved diffraction can

determine ultrafast crystalline dynamics with picosecond accuracy and

milliAngstrom spatial resolution.

Figure 7. Grayscale measured (a) arid calculated (b) time-resolved diffraction

from 111 GaAs. Note the horizontal axis is diffraction angle and the vertical

axis is time from minus 40 ps to plus 250 ps.

As another illustration of the power of this technique, time-resolved

diffraction was used to determine how crystalline samples melt when

illuminated by an intense laser pulse. There are two possibilities. The sample

can absorb energy at the surface creating a thin super heated liquid region

whose front then propagates into the material OR intense incident radiation

may promote enough carriers into the conduction band that the entire region

into which the laser light is deposited becomes unbound and thus

instantaneously dissociates. The former is considered to be thermal melting

and is an inhomogeneous spatial effect the latter is considered to be non-

thermal melting and occurs homogeneously. There is evidence29 using time-

resolved, visible light reflection that non-thermal melting occurs for
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sufficiently fast and intense laser illumination, however, such measurements

can only probe a small region (one skin depth of the reflecting light) near the

surface of the material and therefore cannot say anything about the bulk

crystal state. Time-resolved x-ray diffraction on the other hand can be used to

see directly the bulk lattice condition.

In order to provide a uniformly heated region, a thin semiconductor

sample was prepared which consisted of 150 nm of 111 Ge on a 111 bulk Si

substrate. Since the illuminated region is damaged by the laser on each shot,

it was necessary to raster the sample as the x-ray data is collected. 100's of

shots are required for each time step, therefore the size of the sample

determines how many time frames can be acquired. In our case

approximately 10 time steps can be obtained from one wafer. Figure 8 shows

the raw diffraction data at 4 different time steps. Note that the laser

illuminated region is small. Because the film is thin it is no longer possible to

resolve the k-alphal and k-alpha2 split lines. Figure 9 is a plot of the

diffracted signal from the center of the pumped region and the edge of the

Pump-Probe Delay
107 ps

8 0 8 - 8 0 8 - 8 0 8 - 8 0 8
Diffraction Angle (8-8B) [arcmin]

Figure 8. Diffraction images at different time delays. Note the lower

rectangle corresponds to the center of the pumped region and the upper to

the edge of the pump region
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Figure 9. Magnitude of diffraction vs. time for the center of the pumped

region (solid curve) and edge of the pump region (dotted curve)

pumped region immediately adjacent to it. From this plot it is possible to

conclude that the sample has undergone homogeneous, non-thermal melting.

The argument is as follows. The center region shows an instantaneous drop

(to within our time step accuracy) in diffraction efficiency consistent with a

homogenous or non-thermal melting process while the diffraction signal from

the "edge" region drops only monotonically as the melting front propagates

outward. Both regions decrease monotonically after the initial heating, as the

melting front propagates in all three dimensions. Later in time both regions

begin to re-crystallize and diffraction increases. At infinite time after the

initial heating pulse, the non-laser-illuminated region returns to its initial

diffraction value while the laser-illuminated region returns to a value slightly

below its initial value. This slight decrease is due to the evaporative loss of

material from the pumped region.
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As a final illustration of the potential power of the laser-based time

resolved diffraction, the thin film samples were also illuminated at an

intensity which was below that which would induce melting but high enough

for coherent phonon generation. Since the film was thin, diffraction from

both the Ge and the Si could be obtained simultaneously. In this way it is

possible to watch the expansive acoustic wave hit and reflect from the Ge/Si

interface. The position of the centroid of the normalized diffracted signal

from the pumped regions is illustrated in Figure 10. In this Figure it is clear

that the diffracted signal from the expansive strain produced in the outer thin

film undergoes a marked change in magnitude at exactly the time predicted

by the speed of sound in Ge and thickness of the thin film. At the time of this

reflection, the expansive wave in the Ge layer produces a compression of the

underlying Si substrate as illustrated in Figure 10. It is interesting to note the

difference in vertical scales of in this Figure. The magnitude of the

compressive strain that is observed in Si corresponds to a lattice change of

only 20 femtometers! Such measurements of buried ultrafast dynamics are

not possible presently with any other method.
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Figure 10. Shift of the centroid of the diffraction lines for Ge film (left plot)

and Si substrate (right plot). Note the difference in vertical scales. Doted

curves are k-alphal and solid curves are k-alpha2 data

Future laser-based x-ray diffraction investigations may allow direct

observation of optically driven phonons, single shot observation of laser

driven shocks, and time resolved studies of amorphous solids and liquids.
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Optically driven phonons should produce lattice vibrations which are

sub-picosecond in duration and therefore may yield information about the

exact duration of the laser-generated x-rays. These experiments also can be

arranged to be zero background, i.e. there will be no diffracted signal unless

the optically driven phonon is present.

Single shot investigations of laser driven shocks should be possible if

the x-ray yield is improved. Empirical evidence suggests that the x-ray yield

scales as the 3/2 power of the input energy.24 Using 100-TW class lasers it

may be possible to obtain enough x-ray line radiation to produce a high

resolution diffraction signal on a single shot. A generic experiment would

place a thin layer of material which is to be compressed on top of a good

quality crystal such as Si or GaAs. The change in diffraction from the

underlying material would be used to monitor both the magnitude and speed

of the shock propagation. In this way it may also be possible to directly

measure the photon pressure of the incident, ultrahigh intensity pulse.

Investigations of amorphous solids and liquids will require both

higher fluxes of x-rays and detectors which are able to subtend a larger solid

angle. The diffraction signal from these samples will be qualitatively similar

to that from a randomly oriented crystalline powder. High energy

Bremsstrahlung radiation which is produced concurrently with the

production of line radiation must be controlled in these low signal to noise

experiments. 100 keV and higher energy radiation is easily generated during

relativistic interactions and can be sufficiently energetic to cause traditional

Pb shielding to fluoresce. Such fluorescence background can significantly

decrease the signal to noise of the collected diffraction signal. Figure 11

shows the static diffraction signal obtained with an amorphous Ni target,

illuminated with x-rays which are refocused by an grazing incidence

ellipsoidal reflector. By refocusing the x-rays it is possible to move the

sample sufficiently far from the source that high energy background radiation

may be reduced with a low-Z/high-Z filter arrangement. The final diffraction

signal is collected with an 80 mm diameter, spatially resolved photon

counting detector.
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Figure 11. Static diffraction from an amorphous Ni foil using 8 keV x-rays

and an ellipsoidal reflector and spatially resolved photon counting detector.

The intense signal at the center is unblocked, direct radiation from the target.

The full diameter of the image is 80 mm and the exposure is 5 minutes using a

4 TW, 20 Hz repetition rate laser.

4.Other X-ray Sources and Improvements in Laser Based Sources

The laser-based, x-ray source used in the UCSD time-resolved

diffraction experiments had a number of very useful properties. The

linewidth was very narrow, of the order of 10"4 AX/X. The source size was

extremely small, approximately 10 microns. The combination of small source

and narrow linewidth allowed high resolution diffraction. The wavelength

was commensurate with atomic spacings, i.e. in the 10 keV energy range. The

potential pulse duration was on the order of 100 fs. Finally it produced x-

rays at a repetition rate which was commensurate with the optical pumping

of the sample, i.e. at 20 Hz. Nominally it takes mj's of energy to excite all the

atoms in a sample probed by 10 keV x-rays, i.e. a sample of several tens of
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cubic microns in volume. Providing sufficient excitation energy at rates

above a kHz will be difficult. Considering all of these parameters, the laser-

based, k-alpha source appears to be an ideal choice for performing time-

resolved diffraction studies.

In principle there are a number of alternative short pulse x-ray

technologies which could be employed for time-resolved diffraction

experimentation. Of these laser-Thomson scattering, 3rd generation

synchrotron radiation and radiation from x-ray free electron lasers are the

principle alternatives.

In laser-Thomson scattering, an intense, femtosecond laser pulse is

scattered off of an energetic electron pulse.30 The scattered laser photons are

upshifted into the x-ray regime. Advantages of this technique are that the

pulse duration can be a few 100 femtoseconds, the exact duration being set

by the crossing time of the laser pulse and the electron pulse. The x-rays are

reasonably collimated and the energy of the x-rays is tunable by varying the

energy of the electrons. These sources, however, also have some rather severe

drawbacks with respect to their use in x-ray diffraction studies. First of all the

scattered radiation is broadband, set by the energy spread of the electron

bunch. The bandwidth of the Thomson x-rays is at least 100 times that of the

laser-based, Cu k-alpha source. In the diffraction studies discussed above, it

would not be possible to observe milliAngstrom and smaller motion with this

linewidth. Secondly, the efficiency of the scattering process is small, thus

much longer accumulation times are needed for each time step. The typically

electron bunch frequency at most electron storage ring facilities is much in

excess of 1 kHz. Lasers of sufficient intensity have not yet been constructed

with high enough repetition to utilize the full electron bunch frequency.

Finally, synchronization of laser which pumps the sample which is probed

with the Thomson scattered x-rays will require careful locking of its

repetition rate to some harmonic of the RF which drives the storage ring.

Achieving ps accuracy is difficult and will require locking to better than one

part in 1000 of the RF frequency.

3rd generation synchrotrons are purpose built machines for producing

x-ray radiation. These machines presently produce the highest average

brilliance x-rays of any source and do so by several orders of magnitude.
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With respect to laser-based, Cu k-alpha sources, the average brilliance of the

ESRF synchrotron in Europe is at least 20,000,000,000 times greater at 8keV.

Average brilliance, however, is only one consideration when evaluating the

usefulness of the source for time-resolved diffraction studies. 3rd generation

synchrotrons are broad band sources. In order, to produce the same

linewidth as a laser-based, Cu-k-alpha source would require the use of a

additional x-ray monochrometer. Even if the monochrometer were 100%

efficient the relative advantage of the synchrotron would be reduced by a

factor of 10. Next the pulse duration of the synchrotron radiation is typically

on the order of 100 ps and not 100 fs. Assuming that one could arrange to

slice a 100 fs pulse from the 100 ps initial pulse with an efficiency of up to 1 %,

the relative advantage of the synchrotron would be further reduced by

another factor of 105. Finally the pulse repetition rate of the synchrotron

radiation at ESRF is very high, of order 350 MHz, and not 20 Hz. Pumping

the sample with a few mj's of optical energy at 350 MHz is not possible. If

one considers doing experiments at 20 Hz with the ESRF synchrotron, the

relative advantage will be reduced by another factor of 2xlO7. Combining all

factors, a 20-Hz, time-resolved, x-ray diffraction experiment can be performed

on the order of 1000 times faster with a laser-based, Cu-k-alpha source than

with present 3rd generation synchrotrons. Furthermore, the use of

synchrotron radiation for ps time-resolved, laser-pump/x-ray-probe

experiments will once again require synchronization of the pump laser pulse

with RF of a storage ring to better than one part in 1000. It is interesting to

note also that this comparison is made between a laser-based source requiring

2 watts of optical power to generate x-rays while the ESRF synchrotron

requires 2 MW of RF power to maintain the electrons in the storage ring.

At least two proposals currently exist for producing single pass x-ray

amplification from an x-ray FEL, one using DESY in Germany and one using

SLAC at Stanford University. Of these only the Stanford University Linac

Coherent Light Source (LCLS) proposes to produce 10 keV light in the near

future. If funded and built on schedule and to specification, the LCLS will

produce in 2004, sub-100-fs, 10-keV x-rays with 10 orders of magnitude

higher peak brightness than presently possible. This source holds great

promise for a number of time resolved studies as well as for macromolecular
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crystallographic investigations. It, however, will be a unique and expensive

($100,000,000 not including the 15 GeV accelerator) device and will, like all

accelerator based setups, require synchronization to better than one part in

1000 with respect to the linac RF if visible-pump/x-ray-probe studies are to be

conducted with better than 1 ps relative accuracy.

For the near future, laser-based, x-ray sources seem to have clear

advantages for pump/probe x-ray diffraction experiments. In addition to

incoherent line radiation, 10-fs range, high-peak-power lasers can be used to

generate ultrafast bremsstrahlung x-rays from solid targets, ultrafast line

radiation from interactions with cold atomic-clusters31, ultrafast semi-

coherent radiation via relativistic interactions, e.g. larmor radiation, and

possibly even coherent keV radiation from inner-shell x-ray laser schemes. In

all cases, the ultimate useful flux of x-rays will increase as the "utility" of

ultrafast CPA systems increases.

Possible routes to improved CPA utility include, shorter pulse

duration, higher pulse energy and higher system repetition rate. Reductions

in pulse duration are currently limited by the bandwidth of high damage

threshold optics. Presently the widest bandwidth commercial optics are only

capable of supporting 12 fs pulses. The shortest duration CPA pulses

produced to date are 16 fs. Increases in pulse peak power will be limited by

the size and damage threshold of gratings used in the final pulse compressor

of the ultrafast CPA system. Meter diameter gratings should allow the

production of between 10 and 100 Petawatt, 15 fs pulses without damage.

Increases in pulse repetition rate are limited by the availability of high energy,

high repetition rate pump lasers. This factor has probably the most room for

improvement. Present pump lasers used in ultrafast CPA systems have

average powers of order 10 Watts, while commercial industrial lasers can

operate at 10's of kW's. Improvements in pump laser technology will come

from both diode pumping of the pump laser gain media and the use of phase

conjugation or active beam shaping to control thermal distortions. Taken

together, it is not unreasonable to assume that it may be possible to increase

ultrafast CPA "utility" by 6 or 7 orders of magnitude over present levels. This

combined with the fact that present laser-based x-ray sources and

experimental arrangements have only been minimally optimized to date,
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would suggest that laser-base x-ray science and atomic-scale cinematography

has a very exciting future ahead of it.
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o Development of Ultrahigh Peak Power Lasers:
Present and Future

Koichi YAMAKAWA

Advanced Photon Research Center, KANSAI Research Establishment,
Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute

8-1 Umemidai Kizu-cho, Kyoto 619-0215, Japan

Design and performance of a Ti:sapphire CPA laser system, which has produced 100
TW, sub-20 fs pulses at a 10 Hz repetition rate are described. Present developmental efforts to
extend this system to a petawatt level are discussed.

Keywords : Chirped pulse amplification, Terawatt, Petawatt

1. Introduction
The combination of chirped-pulse amplification (CPA) and ultrabroad-band solid-

state laser materials has made it possible to produce terawatt and even multiterawatt femtosecond
pulses with ever increasing average powers [1,2]. During the past decade this technique has
been extended to produce multiterawatt pulses of less than 20 fs in duration [3, 4]. Such high
peak power, ultrashort pulses are useful for a variety of high-field applications.

We present here on the techniques for the generation of multiterawatt optical pulses in
the 10 fs range. As an example, the design and performance of a compact three-stage
Ti:sapphire CPA laser system at the Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute are described. The
system has produced sub-20 fs pulses with peak and average powers of 100 TW and 19 Wat a
10 Hz repetition rate [5]. We also discuss extension of this system to the petawatt power level.

2. Design and performance of a 100 TW, sub-20 fs, 10 Hz Ti:sapphire laser system
The 100 TW laser system consists of a Ti:sapphire oscillator, a pulse stretcher, a

regenerative amplifier, two multi-pass amplifiers, and a vacuum pulse compressor. The 10 fs
seed pulses from a Ti:sapphire oscillator were stretched by more than 100,000 times in a pulse
stretcher. The stretched pulse is then first amplified in a regenerative amplifier. The
regenerative amplifier uses two 3 \im thick etalons as regenerative pulse shaping to counter gain
narrowing [3-5]. The 8 mJ output from the regenerative amplifier is then introduced into a
4-pass preamplifier. The output pulse energy from the amplifier was ~ 340 mJ with 700 mJ of
532 nm pump light. The output from the preamplifier is then sent to a 4-pass power amplifier.
This amplifier uses a water cooled 40 mm diameter 25 mm long Ti:sapphire crystal and is
pumped with a custom built Nd:YAG laser which is capable of producing ~ 7 J of 532 nm
radiation at 10 Hz.
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Figure 1. Saturation characteristics of the 4-pass
Ti:sapphire power-amplifier. The three curves are
the calculated efficiencies of the power amplifier
as a function of pump pulse fluence for different
input pulses.

Figure 2. Measured (circles) and
calculated (solid line) autocorrelations
of the compressed output. Inset:
measured, amplified spectrum after
the pulse compressor.

The saturation characteristics for the power amplifier is shown in Fig. 1. Squares,
circles and a triangle represent the measured efficiencies in the power amplifier. With 6.4 J of
pump light incident upon the crystal the amplifier has produced 3.3 J of 800 nm radiation.
Under these conditions, this amplifier has reached to the theoretical maximum conversion
efficiency of 532 nm pump light to 800 nm radiation. This result agrees well with our model
calculation. A typical autocorrelation trace and an amplified spectrum after the compressor
are shown in Fig. 2. The FWHMof the measured pulse duration is 18.7 fs. The transmission
of the compressor, including the multilayer dielectric- and gold-coated turning optics, was ~
57%, yielding a compressed output pulse energy of - 1.9 J, which implies a peak power for the
laser pulse of 102 TW. The spatial beam quality was about 2 and 2.5 times diffraction limited in
vertical- and horizontal-planes, respectively. With an f/3 off-axis parabolic mirror, focused
intensities of ~ 3 x 1020 W/cm2 should be possible with this beam quality.

3. Towards a petawatt
To scale the system to peak powers above 100 TW, requires a larger size Ti:sapphire

crystal, a higher energy pump laser and larger diameter gratings. We plan to use an 80 mm
diameter Ti:sapphire disk as a final booster amplifier. The major problem with high-energy
laser amplifier such as the booster amplifier is parasitic lasing across the large-aperture
amplifier disk at high-energy pump. Parasitic lasing is due to the formation of a laser cavity
by Fresnel reflections at the material interfaces of the gain medium. Above parasitic lasing
threshold, the gain is clamped, no additional energy can be stored in the amplifier, and the
amplifier efficiency is thus reduced. A technique for suppressing these parasitic lasing modes
based on index matching the crystal edges with an absorbing doped polymer thermoplastic was
developed and demonstrated for large-aperture Ti:sapphire disk amplifiers having significantly
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higher refractive index (n = 1.76) [6]. The thermoplastic has a refractive index of 1.6849 for
800-nm light and the Fresnel reflection at the Tirsapphire interface is thus estimated to be
-0.048 %. Therefore, parasitic lasing should not occur across the input face until the
transverse gain is reached to -2100. Actually, the transverse gain of the parasitic lasing
threshold would be increased by a few times, because the scattering at the frosted disk edge

50

40

30

5 20

10

Parasitic
. lasing

-Single-pass
— Double-pass
— Triple-pass
— Four-pass

4 5 6
Beam diameter (cm)

(a)

4 5 6
Beam diameter (cm)

(b)

Figure 3. Calculation results of transverse gain (a) and output energy (b)
as a function of (he beam diameter for 70-J pump energy.

contributes additional transmission loss to the transverse cavity.
Figure 3(a) shows the calculated transverse gain on the disk faces as a function of the

beam diameter [7]. The parasitic lasing limit (gain -2100) for the crystal edge with the
absorbing doped polymer thermoplastic is also indicated. In order to prevent the parasitic
lasing, the beam diameter should be set to be at least -40 mm. At the parasitic lasing threshold
the pump fluence is -5.6 J/fcm2. Figure 3(b) then shows the calculation result of the output
energy depending on the beam diameter for single-, double-, triple-, and four-pass
configurations. The 800-nm input energy is assumed to be 2.5 J in this calculation. At the
diameter of 50-mm, sufficient amplifier efficiencies would be achieved in the triple- or double-
pass configurations. Here, the achievable amplified energy is estimated to be -40 J in the
triple-pass configuration and at the beam diameter of 50 mm.

We have designed the Offner triplet stretcher [8] and the Tracy-type compressor [9]
based on the mixed gratings [10] for the petawatt-class laser pulse compression. In order to
compensate for the phase distortion of the material in the laser system, we have chosen a 1200-
groove/mm ruled grating in the stretcher and 1480-grooveAnm holographic gratings in the
compressor. In the stretcher, the optimized incident angle and perpendicular separation
between gratings are 8.5° and 627 mm, respectively. In the compressor, the incident angle and
separation are calculated to be 24.4 ° and 544 mm, respectively. In this calculation, we assumed
that BK7 of 112 cm was used as dispersive materials in the whole laser system. Although the
fourth-order dispersion compensation can be accomplished here, the residual fifth-order-limited
dispersion would broaden the initial 20-fs pulse to 25-fs duration. The designed stretcher
would expand into ~800-ps pulse duration of chirped pulse for spectral width of 70 nm,
although the bandpass of the stretcher is approximately 100 nm (centered at 800 nm). The
sufficiently long pulse duration of such chirped pulses should ensure the efficient amplification
without the optical damage of the materials.
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The compressor will consists of four gold coated 1480-groove/rnm holographic
gratings. A four-grating arrangement is determined by the maximum available size of 1480-
groove/rnm gratings and the onset of optical breakdown of the coating material on the last
grating. The sizes of the gratings are 220 mm x 165 mm for the first and last gratings and 420
mm x 210 mm for the second and third gratings, respectively. The diffraction efficiency of
these gratings was expected to be greater than 92 % over the 100-nm bandwidth (centered at 800
nm), and thus the overall efficiency should be greater than 70 %.

4. Summary
With a compact three-stage Ti:sapphire CPA system, we have produced near diffraction

limited and spectrally limited sub-20 fs duration pulses with a peak power in excess of 100 TW.
We have designed the petawatt-class Ti:sapphire laser system consisting of the 10-fs oscillator,
the four-stage amplifiers, the Offner triplet stretcher, and the Tracy-type compressor. The final
large-aperture Ti:sapphire disk amplifier has been designed to achieve efficient energy
extraction without the parasitic lasing on the disk faces, and the amplified energy has then been
expected to be as much as -40 J for the -70-J pump. The design of the Offner triplet stretcher
and the Tracy-type compressor based on the mixed grating scheme can allow the laser system to
generate the compressed pulse of ~25-fs duration. Based on the diffraction efficiency of the
grating, the energy of the compressed pulse is estimated to be >28 J. Thus, the peak power for
laser pulse is expected to be >1.1 PW.
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4.
Future Prospects of Laser Diodes and Fiber Lasers
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For the next century we should develop new concepts for coherent control of light generation and
propagation. Owing to the recent development of ultra fine structures in semiconductor lasers, fiber lasers,
and various kinds of waveguide structure, we can make optical devices which control the light propagation
artificially. But, the phase locking and phase control of multiple laser oscillators are one of the most
important directions of laser science and technology. The coherent summation has been a dream of laser
since 1960. Is it possible to solve this old and quite challenging problem for laser science? This is also a
very basic concept because the laser action based on the stimulated emission is the process of coherent
summation of huge number of photons emitted from individual atoms. In this paper, I discuss the
fundamental direction of laser research in the next ten or twenty years. The active optics and laser
technology should be combined intrinsically in near future.

Keywords : Fiber Laser, Laser Diode, Coherent summation, Active optics, Phase control
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O . Simulation of Intense Short-Pulse Laser-Plasma Interaction
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We have completed the massive parallelization of a 2-dimensional giga-particle code and

have achieved a 530-fold acceleration rate with 512 processing elements (PE's). Using this we

have implemented a simulation of the interaction of a solid thin film and a high intensity laser and

have discovered a phenomenon in which high quality short pulses from the far ultraviolet to soft

X-rays are generated at the back surface of the thin layer. We have also introduced the atomic

process database code (Hullac) and have the possibility for high precision simulations of X-ray

laser radiation. With respect to laser acceleration we have the possibility to quantitatively

evaluate relativistic self-focusing assumed to occur in higher intensity fields. Ion acceleration

from a solid target and an underdense plasma irradiated by an intense and an ultra intense laser,

respectively, has also been studied by particle-in-cell (PIC) simulations.

Keywords: Giga-Particle Simulation, PIC, Solid Thin Film, Short-Pulse Laser, X-ray Laser,

Atomic Kinetics, Multiple Charged Ion, Laser Acceleration, Relativistic Self-

Focusing, Ion Acceleration, Underdense Plasma, Positron Emitting Radionuclide

1. Introduction

Computational science is a science that involves analysis, construction of new theories,

or the discovery or clarification of phenomena. Typically this type of analysis is carried out on

research objects which are difficult to do experimentally and/or observe, and problems which are

theoretically difficult to analyze, by combining and building up many known principles. In

recent years, due to the rapid development of super computers more complex close to realistic

models have become treatable.

One of the main subjects of the Advanced Photon Research Center is the 100 trillionth of

a second duration ultrahigh peak power laser (T3 laser). When such a laser is focused to its limits

and is irradiated onto a solid or something else, in an instant, an ultrahigh energy high density

plasma is generated, and in an extremely short time it is said that various phenomena occur which

up till now were not expected. To make progress in the analysis of these phenomena, large

scale plasma particle simulations are important. Now, by optimized calculations with massively

parallel computers, we have clarified in the manner below results of great interest. In this
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calculation we used the Kansai Research Establishment massively parallel Paragon XP/S

75MP834 computer which is provided with 2502 CPU'S, has the ability of 125 GFLOPS and

106 GBytes, and has the possible demonstrated ability of above 100 times that of a regular super

computer.

We are doing simulation research using massively parallel computers for the prediction

of new phenomena induced by high peak power lasers for which doing experiments is presently

difficult, along with supporting experiments of X-ray lasers and laser acceleration.

In this paper, we report some recent research activities of the simulation group for

advanced photon science of the Advanced Photon Research Center, JAERI Kansai Research

Establishment

2. Higher harmonics generation from a solid thin film irradiated by an intense laser

When a laser is irradiated onto a solid thin film, the laser is reflected from the surface.

However, in the case of an ultrahigh peak power laser, a part is transmitted through the thin film.

Furthermore, in a subject of great interest, we have found that this transmitted light is composed

of more fine intervals, and powerful short wavelength coherent light below 1/10 of the laser

wavelength (far ultraviolet or soft X-rays) is emitted as shown in Fig. 1 [1].

3. X-ray laser radiation

We have developed a collisiona] radiative model of electron collisional excited X-ray

lasers. We have calculated the ion abundance and soft x-ray gain for the 4d-4p transition of

Ni-like multiply charged ions, in short pulse laser irradiated plasmas. We have combined a

detailed model using the atomic data calculated by the HULLAC code and an averaged model

based on the screened hydrogenic approximation. Calculations of the soft X-ray gain have been

carried out both for stationary plasmas and plasmas subject to the irradiation of double two short

laser pulses to show the advantage of the transient pumping scheme. Figure 2 shows a large

transient gain for a thin Ag foil irradiated by a double short pulse laser. The transient gain is

more than 40 times greater than the steady state gain. It has also been found that the gain occurs

immediately after heating by the second laser pulse and that a larger gain is obtained at the center

of the target where the plasma density is higher. At the surface of the plasma, the density might

be too low and the temperature is too high to produce large gain [2].

4. Laser acceleration

One of the key issues in attaining high energy electrons from acceleration by a laser

generated wake field is the maintanence of the wake field over long distances. To attain this the

laser pulse needs to remain focused in the plasma over distances much longer than the Rayleigh

length of the laser pulse in vacuum. One mechanism to achieve this is the relativistic self-

focusing of the laser pulse which occurs at high laser powers. To quantitatively determine the
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effects of this self-focusing for the 100 TW laser system of the Kansai Research Establishment on

the laser pulse we have performed 2-dimensional PIC simulations of a high intensity short pulse

laser propagating in a homogeneous plasma. Figures 3 (a) and (b) show the results of the

simulation for the laser beam and the electron density, respectively. It can be seen in Figure 3

(a) that the laser pulse is self-focusing. The intensity of the laser pulse has increased by a factor

of 1.5 and there is filamenting of the laser pulse in the directrion transverse to the laser

propagation direction. In Figure 3 (b) it can be seen that electron cavities have formed where the

electrons have been completely expelled due to the pondermotive force of the self-focusing laser

pulse. We are now investigating whether these cavities can also be used for proton

acceleration.

5. Ion acceleration

Ion acceleration and expansion in the interaction of a relativistically intense short-pulse

laser with an underdense plasma layer has been investigated. Ion and electron dynamics have

been studied by using a two-dimensional PIC simulation code with a real mass ratio. It has been

shown that the longitudinal electric field induced by electron evacuation due to the large

ponderomotive force or light pressure can accelerate ions to several MeV in the direction of the

laser propagation. It is after the laser completely passes through the plasma layer that the ion

explosion starts to be significant. Figure 4 (a) shows the electron density contour indicating that

some of the electrons have moved forward. Electron acceleration continues until when the

electrons are overtaken by the peak point of the laser intensity. Ion acceleration and expansion

near the original plasma boundary are also clearly seen, as shown in (b) the ion energy spectrum

(Emax < ~ 5 MeV) and (c) the ion density contour, respectively. Figure 4 (d) shows a contour of

the ion distribution in the x-Px plane, where Px is the ion momentum in the x-direction, indicating

that ions are accelerated in the x direction near the original plasma boundary [3].

A new method has also been proposed for producing 18F, a positron emitter, via
18O(p,n)18F reactions with fast protons from the interaction of a relativistically-intense short-

pulse laser with an underdense plasma layer. The instantaneous production rate of 18F has been

found to be two orders of magnitude larger than by the standard method using a cyclotron [4].

Using a collisional PIC simulation, which incorporates nonlocal-thermodynamics-

equilibrium ionization including optical field induced ionization, we have obtained the plasma

temperature, line shape, and maximal energy of accelerated ions, which agree well with those

determined from experimental spectra for the irradiation of a solid target by an intense laser [5].

* T. Tajima (Univ. Texas /LLNL), H. Ihara, M. Yamagiwa, A. Sasaki, J. Koga,

K. Moribayashi, Y. Ueshima, I. Fukumoto, A. Zhidkov, L. Tsintsadze, T. Utsumi, T. Arakawa,

K. Nakagawa, T. Shirai, Y. Kishimoto, K. Suzuya, H. Totsuji (Okayama Univ.)
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Far ultraviolet light or
soft x-ray (transmitted)
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Laser Pulse
(injected)
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Fig. 1
Injected, refrected, and transmitted laser light
in an ultrahigh peak power laser-solid thin film
(hatched) interaction.
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Fig. 2
Temporal evolution of the soft x-ray gain of the
plasma produced from a thin Ag foil target
irradiated by two short laser pulses.
The smaller the index number, the closer to
the center of the target the position is.

Fig. 4
(a) The electron density contour, (b) ion energy
spectrum, (c) ion density contour, and (d) contour
of the ion distribution in the x-Px plane after the
laser completely passes through the plasma layer
(A is the grid size).

Laser pulse propagation direction (a)

Self-focusinq

plasma Electron Cavity

Increase in Laser Intensity

Fig. 3
(a) Time sequence of a 100 TW
19fs laser pulse propagating in a
uniform ionizing plasma at a
density of 5x10" cm3 and
(b) the corresponding electron
density at the last time frame of
the laser.
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Abstract
The mechanism of electron acceleration and extraction during propagation of an ultra-relativistic

laser pulse in an underdense plasma in front of a solid target has been studied. When laser pulse
reaches the target surface the accelerated electrons move forward inertially and gain high energy which
scales proportionally to the laser intensity. The energy conversion efficiency into these electrons is
~ ne/2nc if the plasma thickness exceeds the laser pulse width. The backward electrons accelerated
by the reflected light accumulate significantly higher energy though their total number is less.

Keywords : Relativisitc laser pulse, Electron Acceleration, Solid target, Wake field

1 Introduction

The development of compact high intensity subpicosecond lasers are now being applied to particle accel-
eration in laser-matter interaction. In the past years there has been significant progress in the increasing
of laser energy conversion efficiency to the fast electron so that several hundred keV electrons can be
generated with the efficiency up to 30% [1]. However the efficiency of the generation of MeV electrons
is still unclear. These high energy electrons enables a number of important applications such as the
sparking of fusion reaction (fast ignitor) [2], short x-ray source in the range of several MeV and above
[3, 4] and ion acceleration due to the induced strong electrostatic field [5, 6]. The latter is a promising
area for "table-top nuclear reactors" which has already made progress in the context of short neutron
sources [7] though more sophisticated nuclear applications has also been proposed [8].

Several mechanisms describe the laser energy transfer to the energetic electrons during laser-target
interaction: "vacuum heating" due to the Brunei effect [9] or v x B Lorentz force [10], Raman scattering
[11], resonance absorption [12], and stochastic heating [13]. The crucial but not entirely resolved problem
constitutes the presence of underdense plasma near the solid target surface which can arise as a result of
weak laser prepulse and increase the efficiency of high energy electron generation and x-ray yield [1, 14].
It has been already mentioned that in such a plasma the laser intensity, and consequently fast electron
flux, can be enhanced due to the self-focusing or plasma resonance effect [1, 14].

2 Acceleration Mechanisms

A new mechanism of electron acceleration in forward and backward directions by the incident and re-
flected laser pulse during its propagation through an underdense plasma on the front of solid target is
proposed here. The high energy electrons in forward direction are extracted when the laser pulse reaches
the target. Even more energetic electrons can be generated in the backward direction by the reflected laser
pulse, since the electrons in the underdense plasma near the target surface have got a significant initial
momentum due to the laser-induced return current caused by the v x B Lorentz force. The mechanism
considered originates from the standard ponderomotive acceleration in the ascending front of a propa-
gating electromagnetic pulse. Nevertheless the key issue is the extraction of the accelerated electrons
because of well-known fact that an electromagnetic pulse propagating in vacuum or low density plasmas
can not be used for electron acceleration: when it overtakes electrons the ponderomotive radiation pres-
sure pushes them forward in the ascending front of the laser pulse and then pushes them backward in the
descending front making no net energy gain. By destroying this symmetry one can expect a generation
of extremely high energy electrons from relativistically strong laser pulse. The simplest realization of the
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latter occurs when the laser pulse suddenly stops at the solid target surface though more complicated
schemes, which violate adiabaticity of electron motion have been proposed [15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21].
As a result, the electrons accelerated by ascending laser front continue to move forward inertially and
hence are extracted from the laser pulse. Their energy scales as the laser intensity and, therefore, is much
higher than that of the fast electrons produced by a standing wave in front of the target, which scales as
square root of laser intensity [22]. The electron extraction mechanism is similar to that proposed in Ref.
[23] where it is suggested to accelerate the electron beam in a vacuum by the laser pulse propagating
toward a foil. In this letter we present a simple model, which clarifies the acceleration mechanism and the
PIC simulation of electron acceleration by an ultra-relativistic laser pulse propagating in an underdense
plasma on the front of solid target.

The well known analytic solution [24] describing relativistic electron motion in a plane electromagnetic
wave propagating in a;—direction with velocity of light and depending only on the phase <p = x — ct leads
to the following expressions for the electron kinetic energy e, and momentum p

Px - Pxo = e - £o , P_L-p_L0 = a, (1)

where e = 7 — 1, 7 = y/l + p\ + p2. is the relativistic factor, e and p are normalized by me2 and me,
correspondingly, £0 and po are initial electron kinetic energy and momentum, and a = {0,ax} is the
vector potential of the laser pulse field normalized by mc2/e. For electrons initially at rest, ta = 0 and
po = 0, one can get from Eqs. (1) and (2):

px=a2/2, e = 7 - l = a 2 / 2 , ' (2)

i.e. the electron kinetic energy at the peak of laser pulse can be as high as ag/2, where ao = 0.85 x 10~9

is the laser strength parameter, I is the laser intensity in W/cm2 and A the wavelength in /im. However,
after the laser pulse overtakes the electrons, they have no energy gain in accordance with well-known
fact that a propagating planar pulse can not be used for electron acceleration. In the relativistic regime
(ao > 1) the maximum electron energy, cm, for the propagating laser pulse is much higher than that for
the standing wave [22], em = y/l + 0% — 1. The former scales as laser intensity while the latter as square
root of laser intensity.

The crucial issue of possible utilization of this high electron energy is the extraction of the electrons at
the acceleration stage and especially in the vicinity of the laser pulse intensity maximum before electrons
start to loss their kinetic energy in the descending front of the pulse. A solid thin foil can be used to stop
the laser propagation while to allow the penetration of energetic electrons which move forward inertially
when laser pulse stops. The foil thickness should be larger than the laser field skin depth but shorter than
the stopping length of the accelerated electrons. An underdense plasma layer of the thickness comparable
to the laser pulse width can be placed on the front of a foil to serve as a source of electrons. In experiments
such a plasma layer can be produced by amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) or weak laser prepulse.
The importance of prepulse for laser-to-electron energy conversion efficiency has been already recognized
in practice [1] though the dominant mechanism of electron acceleration with a preformed plasma is still
indefinite.

3 PIC Simulation Results

Though in practice a plasma produced by ASE or prepulse is inhomogeneous, we consider a simplified
model which consists of an uniform underdense plasma layer adjacent to the foil target to identify the
mechanism proposed. Meanwhile, such a scheme can be attributed to the laser focusing in the high
pressure micro gas jet expanding along the solid target surface. Numerical simulation has been performed
using a ID relativistic PIC code. A linearly polarized laser pulse has been used which has a Gaussian
intensity profile with peak amplitude ao = 7.5, wavelength A = 1/im, and pulse width L = 15/xm. It is
normally incident on the underdense plasma with length d = 30/̂ m and a thin foil target behind it with
density neo = 10nc and thickness / = 8/um so the foil is not transparent to a laser pulse. The plasma is
chosen to be deuterium one.

Figure 1 shows the spatial distributions of the longitudinal electron momentum as well as the transver-
sal electric field amplitude and the electrostatic field, E, at different times for an undcrdense plasma with
the density n = ne/nc = 10~3. If the plasma length d is reduced twice, the simulation results do not
change, demonstrating that the acceleration length does not exceed L/2. Figure la corresponds to the
time moment when the laser pulse has not reached the target yet. It carries high energy electrons. Their
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momentum agrees well with the scaling px — a2/2, that gives em = pxm ~ 28. This energy is considerably
higher than the electron energy for standing wave, em ~ 4. With part of electrons being accelerated and
carried away, the plasma behind the laser pulse maximum becomes positively charged and a significant
(relativistic) electron return current is induced. A fine structure of the longitudinal electron momen-
tum are also typical demonstrating electron oscillations at double frequency in accordance with a2((f>)
dependence. The latter disappears when we use a circular polarized light.

The relativistic electrons penetrate into the target when laser pulse reaches the target and is reflected
(Fig.lb,c). At the moment t = 60 the v x B electrons appear. They are manifested in Fig. b by
symmetrical distribution of the electron momentum px ^ 0 close to the target surface. It is seen a
significant return current which consists of two parts: the first one, due to the positively charged plasma,
covers the wide region before the dense target and the second one, due to the v x B electrons expelled
from the foil, is concentrated near the target surface (Fig. lb). Forward accelerated electrons extracted
from the laser pulse penetrate through the target with a small energy loss, see Fig. c. This is completely
different from the case without the presence of an underdense plasma (Fig. le), where the number of
electrons which can leave the target is extremely reduced.

When the reflected laser pulse propagates back (Fig. lc), it accelerates returning electrons to energy
even higher than the forward electron energy, pxm ~ 200 (Fig. Id). One can easily estimate from Eqs. (1)
and (2) their maximum energy cm ~ pxm ~ pxoa.Q ~ 200 using for the initial electron momentum at the
reflected pulse front pox ~ 4, i.e. the maximum energy of backward electrons is several times larger than
that of forward electrons. Note here that there is an another important mechanism for the reflected laser
pulse, the electron density on its way is actually inhomogenous, especially around the vaccume-plasma
interface. In this case, the reflected pulse speeds up because of the decrease in the plasma density and
can accelerate electrons to an extremely high energy. However, the total number of backward accelerated
electrons is less than the forward one. The extraction of backward electrons can be done by the same
way: secondary reflection of the reflected laser pulse. The practical scheme of the electron accelerator
might be based on an oblique incidence of the laser pulse on a foil with preformed plasma and another
foil placed opposite it for backward electron beam utilization.

4 Plasma Density Dependence
We have also investigated the influence of the preplasma density on the electron acceleration and discov-
ered moderate increase in the electron energy. In Fig. 2 we plot the maximum longitudinal momentum
observed at the preplasma-target interface for different plasma densities 0.001 < n < 0.2 with d — 15/xm.
For our laser intensity, ao = 7.5, the electron energy is practically constant at n < 0.02. The maximum
electron energy increases by 1.5 times if n increases by ten times from 0.02 to 0.2. To understand the
density dependence of pxm observed in simulations we include the effect of laser pulse moderation in a
plasma where it propagates with the group velocity, vg, less than the vacuum speed of light. In this case
the generalized first relation in Eq. (1) for the electrons initially at rest reads [18]

1 + vgpx = 7 . (3)

It leads to the following expression for electron momentum

(4)

where jp = 1/(1 — v2)1/2 is the laser pulse Lorentz factor. It is evaluated by j 2 = {~f)/n taking into
account the relativistic mass of electron, where (..) denotes the averaging over the electromagnetic wave
period. It follows from Eqs. (3) and (4) that

(5)

where E{x) is the complete elliptic integral. Substituting jp that follows from the solution to this equation
into Eq. (4) one can compute the maximum electron momentum. It is shown by the solid line in Fig. 2.
The theory is in quite good agreement with the simulation result in spite of small underestimation up to
~ 10%.

The electrostatic electric field near the target surface has spatial distribution similar to a bi-soliton.
It increases with the preplasma density and accelerates ions in forward and backward directions. We
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demonstrate the ion phase plot in Fig. 3 at the time moment when the maximum electron flux hits
the foil. The magnitude of the positive component of the bipolar electric field inside the foil target
exceeds the magnitude of the negative component outside, so that the maximum energy of the forward
accelerated ions exceeds the energy of the backward ones by a factor 2. The total energy of the ions
accelerated inward the target is two orders larger than that for the backward ions. Figure 3 demonstrates
generation of deuterons with the energy up to 1 MeV at the laser intensity IX2 = 7.7 x 1019W/cm2/fm2.
Later (t=110), the maximum energy of backward ions increases and can be even slightly larger than
for the ions emitted forward from the irradiated surface though their total energy is still 2.5 times less.
Without the underdense plasma the forward to backward total energy ratio is 1.5. Thus, we observed
direct correlation between electron and ion components, i. e. enhancement of fast electron flux into the
solid target is followed by enhancement of high energy ion generation in a forward direction.

One can define the laser-to-electron energy conversion efficiency r/ as the ratio of the forward electrons
energy to the laser pulse energy. The former is the averaged energy of electron ~ mc2a^/2 multiplied by
the number of accelerated particles neL, where we suppose that d> L. Writing the laser pulse energy as
(al/2)ncmc2L, we obtain

T] « n e /2n c , (6)

i. e. conversion efficiency increases proportionally to the density of preplasma. Obviously, this estimation
does not take into account the effect of additional electron energy gain due to the finite density of plasma
that may slightly increase this estimation.

5 Summary
In summary, a simple mechanism of electron acceleration by a propagating relativistic laser pulse in the
underdense plasma on the front of solid targets have been proposed. Compared to the case without
preformed plasma, the energy of escaped electrons is extremely enhanced. Also the number of forward
accelerated ions at the irradiated surface is greater as a result of efficient high energy electron generation.
The maximum energies of forward and backward accelerated electrons are 25 MeV and 100 MeV corre-
spondingly for /A2 = 7.7 x 1019W/cm2/zm2. The mechanism considered is related to the experiments with
ASE and specially produced laser prepulse. The laser-to-electron energy conversion efficiency practically
does not depend on laser intensity and scales with the density of underdense preplasma in accordance
with Eq. (6). Plasma inhomogeneity could also change the efficiency of high energy electron generation.
We will discuss this in a future publication. Systematic experiments may clearly identify this mechanism
of electron generation. The practical scheme of the electron accelerator has also been discussed. The
present work may have significant impact on fast ignitor applications and short x-ray sources.
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Figure 2
Density dependence of the maximum electron energy
observed at the target front surface at the time when
the center of laser pulse reaches the target surface.
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Figure 1
Spatial distributions of the longitudinal electron mo-
mentum (left vertical axis) and the transverse elec-
tric field amplitude and electrostatic field multiplied
by 20 (right vertical axis), shown by solid and dashed
curves, respectively, at different times: t=50 (a), 60
(b), 110 (c), 180 (d). The density of an underdense
plasma is n = 10~3nc. Dot-dashed lines show the
front and rear surface of the dense target. The panel
(e) for t=110 corresponds to the target without the
underdense plasma.
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Ion phase plot at t=70. The underdense plasma den-
sity is n = 10~2nc.
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Molecular dynamics (MD) simulation is used to study the time evolution of the recognition processes
and to construct a model of the specific 'DNA-repair enzyme' complexes. MD simulations of the
following molecules were performed: DNA dodecamer with thymine dimer (TD), DNA 30-mer with
thymine glycol (TG), and respective specific repair enzymes T4 Endonuclease V and Endonuclease III.
Both DNA lesions are experimentally suggested to be mutagenic and carcinogenic unless properly
recognized and repaired by repair enzymes.

In the case of TD, there is detected a strong kink around the TD site, that is not observed in native
DNA. In addition there is observed a different value of electrostatic energy at the TD site - negative '-9
kcal/mol', in contrast to the nearly neutral value of the native thymine site. These two factors -
structural changes and specific electrostatic energy - seem to be important for proper recognition of a
TD damaged site and for formation of DNA-enzyme complex. Formation of this complex is the onset of
the repair of DNA.

In the case of TG damaged DNA the structural characteristics of the TG were calculated (charges,
bond lengths, bond angles, etc.). The formed TG was used to replace the native thymine and then
submitted to the simulation in the system with a repair enzyme with Endonuclease III for the purpose of
the study of the formation of the DNA-enzyme complex.

Keywords : Molecular dynamics, DNA-repair enzyme recognition, Thymine dimer, Thymine
glycol

1. Introduction

The radiation, ranging from cosmic rays to ultraviolet light (UV), could lead to variety of damages
on DNA molecule that are caused mostly by low doses /I/. In addition to radiation DNA has to face
constant challenges with its genomic integrity from other external agents as chemicals, as well from
those produced during internal process of replication. The continuity of life thus depends upon the
successful repair of damages caused by these agents to DNA /2/. The repair processes of these damages
ensuring the stability and functionality of DNA are not yet well known. The frequent damages observed
on DNA upon low doses of radiation are damages to pyrimidine bases, e.g. cytosinyl radical, thymine
glycol, thymine dimer, etc. The damage which is in most cases initially located on the base may initiate
an electron abstraction from neighboring pentose and this way formed sugar radical originates a strand
break. In general, base damages if left un-repaired may cause significant biological consequences, as are
for example miscoding during proliferation (mutagenesis), inhibition of replication and thus might be
lethal for the cell.

The two examples of radiation damages to DNA discussed in this paper are thymine dimer (TD) and
thymine glycol (TG). Thymine dimers are major damages to DNA produced by solar UV of wavelength
between 260 - 320 run. This lesion is considered as major cause of skin cancer /e.g. 3/. T4
Endonuclease V is TD specific repair enzyme that enzyme was isolated and crystallographically
described. It is shown to excise a TD from DNA strand /4/. An improved understanding of the
biochemical process of the mechanisms by which repair enzyme excise the photodimers and restore the
intact function of DNA may enhance the effort to prevent and cure skin cancer.

Thymine glycol is another example of radiation damage to pyrimidine base. It has been observed in
DNA after irradiation in vitro as well in vivo and after oxidation by chemicals. This lesion formed by
addition of water OH radical on C(5)-C(6) double bond of thymine. OH radical is common product of
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radiolysis of the water environment in cell nucleus. TG is recognized and repaired by the UvrABC
enzyme complex - endo III, exo III and endo IV. UvrABC is usually considered responsible for the
removal of lesions that cause significant distortion to DNA, e.g. TD that causes large bending at the
lesion site of DNA /5, 6/. However in experimental observation as well in our theoretical simulation, the
large bending was not observed for the TG lesioned DNA. There is a suggestion, that UvrABC
recognizes different stacking in the vicinity of the lesion, that may lead to the breaking of DNA strand.
Strand break contribute to the forming a favorable situation for docking of enzyme.

In this paper there are introduced results of computational simulations of TD and TG lesioned DNA
molecules together with respective repair enzymes T4 Endonuclease V and Endonuclease III.

2. Method

MD simulations and analysis were performed using the computer software package AMBER 5.0
that allows to carry out MD simulations, particularly on biomolecules /7/. Entire MD simulations were
performed with program SANDER (part of AMBER 5.0), that minimizes energy by moving atoms
down the energy gradient and then generates the configurations of the system by integrating Newtonian
equations of motion. In solving these equations the empirical force field is used with modifications for
the lesioned molecules.

One constructed system composed of TD lesioned DNA dodecamer d(TCGCG'TD'GCGCT)2 and
part of the enzyme T4 Endonuclease V. The selected part of enzyme composed of 10 amino acids
including Thr-2, Arg-22, Glu-23 and Arg-26 that form so called catalytic center active in the incision of
thymine dimer during repair process.

Another system composed of one part of human fibroblast AG9387 - DNA 30-mer
d(CCAGCGCACGACGCA'TG'GCACGACGACGGG)2, and of repair enzyme Endonuclease III /8/.
TG was created during energy and structural optimization after adding two OH radicals at the C5 and
C6 atoms of thymine.

Both systems were solvated in water environment ensuring the minimal water layer of 10 A from the
surface of solute each molecule. Sodium counterions were added to neutralize to negative charges of
DNA phosphates and to satisfy the neutrality of each systems. Finally system with TD composed of up
to 30,000 atoms in total, while system with TG composed of nearly 70,000 atoms. These systems were
subjected to MD simulation of 1 ns and 400 ps respectively.

Simulations were performed on FUJITSU VPP500/42 vector/parallel type supercomputer of the
Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute. One picosecond (ps) of MD simulation of constructed systems
required approximately 1.7 hour (TD) and 3 hours (TG) of CPU time.

3. Results and Discussion

Thymine Dimer
a) structural analysis
The dynamic properties of the molecule, such a differential flexibility of its different parts

(nucleotides, amino acids, phosphodiester backbone, etc.) were analyzed from the trajectory of the MD
simulation. Analyzing the root mean square deviations (r.m.s.d.) of all solute atoms (except hydrogen
ones) from the original positions it was found that during the first 300 ps the r.m.s.d. was steadily
increasing. After 280 ps molecule stabilized and remained stabile up to performed 1 ns. The structural
changes in TD containing DNA molecule are discussed in detail in paper of Yamaguchi 151 and in
addition with structural changes of enzyme in paper of Pinak /6/. Generally it may be concluded, that
the structure of enzyme molecule undergoes only slight changes during the process of MD. The situation
is different for DNA molecules, where sharp kink is observed around the TD site formed after 200 ps of
MD. This kink is significant for TD site and is not observed for native DNA molecule. There is also
important finding showing, that the kinked DNA form a shape that is complementary to the concave
shape of the enzyme. This structural complementarity of DNA and enzyme may play significant role in
proper binding these two molecules (Fig. 1).
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b) energetic analysis
An energetic analysis is an important mechanistic connection between the structural changes and the

thermodynamics predictions. The electrostatic energy was analyzed with aim to investigate electrostatic
interactions between enzyme and DNA and its possible role in recognition process. It was calculated
that the electrostatic energy of accessible surface of the enzyme has generally positive value, ranging
from +5 to +15 kcal/mol. Among mostly positively charged amino acids, there are 12 arginine amino
acids having significantly negative value of electrostatic energy around -50 kcal/mol. In the case the
native DNA molecule, the electrostatic energy of most nucleotides is negative and that one of native
thymines is nearly neutral. The situation is different for TD site, where the negative value of around -9
kcal/mol was found (Fig. 1). This value is specific among the nucleotides of DNA (thymines are neutral,
adenines have electrostatic energy around -15 kcal/mol, and cytosines and guanines around -40
kcal/mol). Comparing the neutral value of native thymines and negative value of TD, it can be estimated
that this negative value at the TD is significant for proper recognition by positively charged repair
enzyme.

v - V K \ 4 - U v.
T4 Endonuclease V

catalytic
" center
+ 10 kcal/mol

thy mine
dimer

~ - 9 kcal/mol

DNA dodecamer

Fig. 1 Structure of T4 Endonuclease V and DNA with TD at 300th ps of MD. The highlighted parts
mark the position of catalytic center of enzyme (Thr-2, Arg-22, Glu-23 and Arg-26) and TD on
DNA. Shown are also values of electrostatic energy at the catalytic center and at the TD site.

Thymine Glycol
TG is chemically 5,6-dihydroxy-5,6-dihydrothymidine. Its molecule has been formed by adding two

OH radicals at C(5) and C(6) atoms of thymine from the C3' direction. Experimental data indicate, that
the approach from C5' is sterically occluded. The formed molecule was optimized by the program
AMBER 5.0 and program Insight II /9/. All inter atom distances and respective angles were calculated
during optimization. These together with TG molecule are shown on Figure 2. After stabile single TG
molecule was formed it was used to replace the native thymine at position 16 in DNA 30-mer
d(CCAGCGCACGACGCATG'GCACGACGACCGGG)2. The TG lesioned DNA 30-mer and repair
enzyme Endonuclease III were then subjected to MD simulation. During the simulation the DNA was
slightly bending during performed 400 ps of MD. No significant bending specifically at TG site similar
to one observed at TD site was detected. Repair enzyme initially placed at the distance of about 5 A
from the DNA surface was moving closer and at 400 ps its closest atom was at around 2 A from the
DNA surface. This close proximity represents the favorable situation for formation of complex of DNA
and enzyme and thus further MD study is necessary.
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Dihedral: Angle:

O6-C6-C5-O5 -49.90 O6-C6-C5 104.01

C6-C5-O5 109.10

^ ^ 5,6-dihydroxY-5.6-dihydrothymidine

counterion Na+

phopshate
H2O '

Distance:

O6-C6 1.43

C6-C5 1.52

C5-O5 1.44

optimized structure at 30K

Fig. 2 Structural characteristic of TG (5,6-dihydroxy-5,6-dihydrothymidine) optimized and calculated
using software AMBER 5.0 and Insight II prior incorporating into DNA. (distances are in A)

4. Conclusions

Results of MD simulation of TD lesioned DNA molecule suggest that there are two important factor
that lead to the proper recognition of lesion - structural complementarity of DNA and enzyme originated
by strong king around TD site, and the negative electrostatic energy that discriminate TD site from
neutral native thymine site. Both factor are recognized by the repair enzyme and significantly contribute
to the formation of complex of DNA and enzyme. Formation of stabile complex is necessary for the
onset of enzymatic repair process.

In addition to the TD lesioned DNA molecule, the oxidative type of thymine lesion (TG) has been
prepared and after replacing the native thymine on DNA was submitted to the MD simulation. Results
of MD simulation show that this lesion doesn't originate a kink similar to one observed around TD.
Instead of structural features there are expected energy conditions that facilitate the movement of repair
enzyme towards DNA during first 400 ps of MD. These require further studies.

The presented MD simulations of TD lesioned DNA studied complementarily with TG lesioned
DNA are aimed to find common features in the repair of thymine damages. Achieved results may
provide theoretical explanation of individual steps of repair processes and may be as complementary to
existing experiments in those aspects that are not currently measurable.
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The JAERI superconducting rf linac based FEL has successfully been lased to produce a 0.3kW FEL light
and lOOkW or larger electron beam output in quasi continuous wave operation in 1999. The lkW class output as
our present program goal will be achieved to improve the optical out coupling method in the FEL optical
resonator, the electron gun, and the electron beam optics in the JAERI FEL driver. As our next 5 year program
goal is the lOOkW class FEL light and a few tens MW class electron beam output in average, quasi continuous
wave operation of the light and electron beam will be planned in the JAERI superconducting rf linac based FEL
facility. Conceptual design options needed for such a very high power operation and shorter wavelength light
sources will be discussed to improve and to upgrade the existing facility.

Keywords: high power, free electron laser, superconducting rf linac, quasi-cw, beam energy recovery

1. Introduction
In a conventional laser device, there are commonly three major components of the driver like a flash lamp,

the gain medium like a crystal, and the optical resonator mirrors. In the conventional laser system, heat losses
and damages in the components give the serious limitations to the applications and intrinsic performances since
the invention in 1960. In a free electron laser (FEL) system unlike the conventional, the losses in the gain
medium will be quickly removed from the inside because the medium consists of an undulator generating an
alternating magnetic field and a highly energetic electron beam. Resultantly. no deterioration is observed in the
optical quality of the gain media during the high power operation. However, a normal conducting rf linac as the
FEL driver produces a large amount of heat, and is very inefficient like the lamp. In order to improve drastically
the efficiency and power output, and to realize very small errors of the amplitude and phase in acceleration, we
have to introduce a superconducting rf linac because of a negligibly small heat loss inside the cavities.

We summarize our results in three steps of the JAERI superconducting rf linac based FEL programfl]. Final
goal of the program is a demonstration of the high power and high efficient continuous wave (CW) FEL lasing
using the JAERI superconducting rf linac driver with a full energy recovery scheme. After a successful ending
of the program, very high wall plug efficiency will be expected. First, we spent about 6 years to build a
prototype of the driver[ 1 -6]. We could operate the driver with a nearly 100% efficiency from the rf power to the
electron beam power optimizing the adjustable coupler. Second, we spent another 3 years to demonstrate 0.3kW
FEL power averaged in a quasi-CW operation with a 30% of the expected extraction efficiency. To realize a
lkW FEL output we plan to improve the FEL device, resonator opticals and injection system[7]. Third, beam
energy recovery will be demonstrated by adding another electron beam recirculation half loop in the existing
FEL facility within a few years [8].

In the following, the superiority of the superconducting rf linac based FEL, the brief history and current
improvements, the world-strongest FIR FEL oscillation achievement of 0.3kW in quasi CW operation August,
1999 are discussed, and future programs and/or related technological developments added. Especially,
conceptual design and considerations are discussed about a 20 kW CW 1.5 micron Industrial FEL.

2. Superconducting rf Linac Driver
We spent a few years to study feasibility on the FEL's in the end of 1980's. As explained already, the

first step is decided to build a prototype of the quasi-CW superconducting rf linac of FEL driver, the second the
lasing, and the third the energy recovering. In the prototype FEL driver, we have developed a number of
accelerator components and technologies listed in the following. They covers the 250 kV thermionic triode
electron gun generating a 1 ns width and 1.2 nC micropulse. all-solid-state rf power supplies, superconducting
bulk Nb accelerating cavity module, liquid-coolant-free cryogenic refrigerator system, a personal-computer
based accelerator control system, a hybrid wedge-pole permanent planar undulator and optical resonator system.
After the ending of the second, some demonstrations of a few applications should be planned, and we have
already gotten some preliminarily results in environmental problem ones. In addition to them, an industrial
superconducting rf linac based FEL machine and an academic FEL user facility have been discussed since the
beginning. Since 1989, just after the feasibility, we spent about 6 years to build the JAERI superconducting if
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linac FEL driver. Each component of the facility is explained and discussed in the following. All of them are
planned to be used in the industrial machine.

The electron gun consists of a SF6 gas-insulated pressure vessel, a fast grid pulsar and a high voltage
power supply. In the beginning, a micropulse width had been 4 ns or 6 ns. recently the width became shortened
to be 1 ns or less, and the peak current typically increased to be several times larger than the original. The
micropulse is compressed to be 30 ps or less by the subharmonic buncher of 83.3 MHz. There are two kinds of
time structure of the micropulses and macropulses. The gun fires once every 100 ns. and micropulse repeats at
10.4125 MHz. In the first macropulse mode, every 100 ms, the gun typically fires for 1 ms long or less. In the
second mode, at the end of the macropulsc train, the gun typically fires for 100 ms or longer and once. The final
macropulse of the second mode is adjustable and continued to fire up to 5000 ms. The second mode power
supply was successfully tested by a dummy load and the third rf power supply as long as 100 ms. We decided
to use these two modes instead of a true CW mode because of a thin shielding wall, avoiding some damages
from the beam hitting in the low energy side and a shortage of the electricity in the FEL building. After the third
step, we may use the true CW mode using the energy recovery, especially in the compact industrial machine.
The first is so long as to simulate the FEL physical process and an rf power amplifier's thermal process inside
the transistor's ceramic housing. Thermal processes in the superconducting cavity modules, and optical
resonator and optical transport systems are so slow not to simulate by the two modes within a few seconds.

The JAERI design option for the superconducting cavity and cryogenic system are explained briefly in the
following. As we have no maintenance and operation crew and specialist, we have to run the system by
ourselves without any maintenance for one year. In order to realize an easy maintenance and an easy operation
in the JAERI FEL, we first introduced a so-called Zero-Boil-Off (ZBO) cryostat concept in the field of the
superconducting rf linac technologies[4]. Unique features of the cryostat are as follows. (l)Independent
modular refrigerator structure, each cryostat for a pair of 4 K and 20 K/80 K refrigerators, (2) liquid coolant free,
no need for liquid Nitrogen and liquid Helium except for the liquid buffer to stabilize the temperature and
pressure inside the module, and (3) each module of the cryostat has a 20 K/80 K two-staged He gas Gifford-
McMahon (GM) refrigerator as a heat shield cooler and a He gas 4 K JT-GM composite refrigerator as a liquid
He recondensor inside the cavity liquid He vessel. In addition to them, the JAERI module has a vibrational
isolation steel frame between the module and the refrigerators, and Piezo fast tuner and mechanical slow one,
three higher mode couplers and an adjustable main coupler, and double heat shields. As expected in the above
explanation, we can easily replace any one module in the system for repairing and improvements, and add
another module very easily to the system for future expansion without any serious problem. In order to
minimize the heat invasion and to optimize a thermal anchoring in all heat bridges between 4 K and 300 K, and
thickness of the heat shields, we performed the finite element method simulation to calculate temperature
distribution of the heat shields, and heat invasions of the beam pipes, liquid He supply tower, higher mode
couplers and main coupler. A typical example of the 80 K heat shield temperature is ranging from 49 K to 55 K.
Heat invasions of the four modules are measured to be in the range from 2.5 W to 4.5 W, and typically around 4
W in the factory measurement. Quality factors and accelerating gradients of the cavities are in the range from
2.0x 10+9 to 2.5 x 10 +9, and from 5.8 MV/m to 8.3 MV/m. Once a year in the middle of October, a regular
maintenance of the cryogenic system is usually performed to replace some sealing parts, rotary valves, oil filter
and absorber materials for a week. In the 1996 Japanese fiscal year, we could run all cryogenic systems for one
year without any stop and repairing except for the regular maintenance and scheduled and unscheduled power
failures. The main coupler was designed, and needed to be adjustable, and used to minimize an insertion loss
through it, and to maximize the efficiency.

A 50 kW all solid state amplifier has a 32 fold coaxial stripline combiner, and several microwave monolithic
integrated circuit (MMIC) and peripheral circuits in one print circuit board inside each of the 32 amplifiers of
1.8kW. In comparison with a vacuum tube amplifier, a solid state one has very wide band and resultantly fast
response features. During the beam acceleration, errors of the field amplitude and phase were observed to be
0.05% and 0.2 degrees, respectively, except for a front tens UIJJ shoulder of the beam loaded drop. Since the
installation of 1992, two of the 50 kW amplifiers have run very steadily without any malfunctioning.

3. World-Strongest FEL Oscillation Achievement in Quasi-CW Operation
The strongest and stable oscillation was achieved in the JAERI FEL in the 26th February 1998. Typical

electron beam energy and resolution are 15.8 MeV, and 0.4% respectively, the beam current and 10 Hz-
macropulse width 2-4 mA and 0.9 ms or less, respectively. The optical resonator with a 52 period hybrid planar
undulator (K=0.7) is 1.7 m long and uses Au coated Cu mirrors of 120 mm diameter. Remotely controlled
actuators adjust the optical axes and distance of the mirrors in order to coincide with (he electron beam and

nucropulse repetition rate, respectively, before the oscillation. The power is scattered from 10+& to 10+9 times
higher than that of the spontaneous emission. During the first successful operation, the highest FEL power was
measured to be about 0.1 kW of 28(xm in the quasi CW average. The FWHM of the FEL spectrum is less than
0.09 u.m, which corresponds to AAA=0.4% or less, and very near to the Fourier transform limited. Recently, the
power was increased to be 0.3kW or moreof 21um. The detuning range of the cavity is recently about 150;xm.
The FEL wavelength spread were measured using a monochrometer with a pyro-electric line sensor during the
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measurements. An optical resonator length was measured and matched to a half of the micropulse separate
distance with an accuracy of 0.1 ̂ m or less using the JAERI quick resonator matching method[5]. The third and
fifth higher hannonics were measured, the seventh, ninth and eleventh and the higher ones are not confirmed yet.

4. Future Programs and Related Technological Developments
The current goal of lkW or larger will be achieved to modify the lasing mode, optical out coupling

method in the FEL optical resonator and the electron beam performance upgrading in the driver. The
modification and upgrading are now under way[7,8], The electron beam energy recovery using the
superconducting cavities and a recirculation loop will minimize resultant radiation hazards and shielding wall
thicknesses, and maximize the FEL output and total conversion efficiency from electricity to the light output. A
prototype of the energy recovery system in the JAERI FEL will be added in the FEL accelerator room by the
middle of the next year, the first recirculated beam will be expected next year.

In addition to them, we plan to use the existing and near-future-available facilities as coherent and
partially coherent light sources. Several kinds of the light sources being under consideration and their regions of
peak output power are planned in ranging from 100MW to 1 mW. Currently, available wavelengths are located
in the region from far-infrared (FIR) to near-infrared (NIR) by fundamental and higher hannonics of the FEL,
ones from a few tens nm to a few nm by an intra-cavity FEL Compton backscattering, and ones from several
tens pm to 0.1 pm by channeling radiation and coherent Bremsstrahlung. Conventional lasers, which are
currently and commercially available, are very attractive for a variety of applications in the region from NIR to
ultraviolet (UV). As well known. FEL's are very competitive with other light sources in the two regions from
FIR to mid-infrared (MIR), and from the UV to the shortest because of the tunability and a lack of another
available light source.

5 Industrial FEL Design Consideration
In order to apply the superconducting if linac based high power FEL to every field of this world, we

have to demonstrate its superiority with all other light sources in many itemized features and performances, i.e.,
high power capability, high wallplug-efficiency, low weight, small volume, tunability, low toxicity, no harmful
by-products, little radiation hazard, low running cost, low capital cost, easy operation, maintenance free an so
on. In a shipbuilding yard, high speed welding and cutting machines being free from post and pre processing
have been needed to develop a 1.5 micron 20 kW Iodine chemical laser welder. The Iodine laser is coupled with
a small diameter of 0.3 mm and several tens meter long transmission fiber in order to realize the high speed
welding of thick steel plates. Instead of the Iodine laser, we plan to do a conceptual design work of a 1.5 micron
20 kW superconducting rf linac based high power FEL, and to do some developmental works of the components
in the FEL facility at Tokai. JAERI.

Requirements to such a high power industrial FEL machine are already itemized above. An FEL device
of the industrial are rather conventional except for the huge heat load of the laser light. We need some cooling
devices and their interlocks to remove the huge heat concentration in the mirrors, windows and outcouplers.
Electron beam power also become huge, but interruption of the beam means a sudden beam stop, and no damage
in the driver like a storage ring because the rf power is planned to recycle inside the superconducting rf linac's
cavities.

Basic options for the JAERI industrial FEL are as follows.
1)A 180 degrees reflected or half-turn geometry of the recirculated energy recovery scheme shall be used
instead of the 360 degrees full-turn one to improve the recovery efficiency of the superconducting cavities up to
100% in low energy.
2)A coupling coefficient of the main coupler shall be very small or weak for each superconducting cavity to
minimize losses in the rf system. Resultantly, very low powered simple main coupler and low rf power supply
are enough to excite the cavity.
3)Low cost sputter-coated No cavities without higher mode couplers shall be used in order to minimize the
capital cost of the machine.
4)A laser illuminated photocathode cw electron gun at a very high working voltage up to 0.5-2 MV, or the
existing thermionic high current and high charge cw electron gun at 0.25-0.5 MV shall be used .
5)An energy recovering DC decelerator coupled with the electron gun shall be used to maximize the wall-plug
efficiency, and to minimize the radiation hazards.
6)0ther options of the machine shall be the same or the similar with the existing facility.

Usually, we have to pay about 30% of the total capital cost for the superconducting rf linac modules,
the 20% for the rf system, the 20% for the refrigerators, the 20% for the electron gun, injection and transport
system, and the 10% for the FEL related. We can cut about 70% or more of the superconducting cavity modules
and 90% of the rf system by developing above items. Electricity of the system is mainly consumed in the
refrigerators, electron gun and decelerator. The industrial FEL machine has about several tens mA of electron
beam current. 20 kW of FEL power, and several MW of beam power.

6. Summary
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We have done nearly two of the three steps of the current program goal up to now as we mentioned
above. And, we also mentioned about the next program towards lOOkW class FEL machine above. Especially,
we discussed and itemized some developmental for the JAER1 industrial FEL machine for a shipbuilding
industry. We may itemize our recent activities and fruitful results except for the energy recovery work in the
following.
(1) Successful operation of the first superconducting rf electron linac in Asia[6].
(2) Successful operation and construction of the first all-solid-state rf system for an electron rf linac with a
practically infinite life span[2].
(3) Successful operation and demonstration of the world-largest recondensing 11.5 W 4 K He4 refrigerators
system[l].
(4) Successful realization and operation of the world-first modular and independent Zero-Boil-Off (ZBO)
cryostat for the JAERI superconducting rf electron linac FEL driver.
(5) Successful demonstration of the first coupling-adjustable main coupler in the rf electron linac, and
optimization of the power losses in the rf system.
(6) Construction of the first shift- and deflection- compensated wedge pole hybrid undulator systemp],
(7) Successful realization one of the most precise and the quickest matching between twice of the optical
resonator length with separate distance between two neighboring electron beam pulses[5].
(8) Successful demonstration of the world-first and largest recondensing 2 W 2 K He3 refrigerators system for a
future higher frequency system:
(9) Successful demonstration of the world-strongest 0.1 kW FEL oscillation in a quasi-continuous operation in
1998, and upgrading to 0.3kW in 1999.
(10) Successful operation of the 100 kW-cIass electron beam output using the JAERI superconducting rf electron
linac FEL driver.
(11) Successful operation of the 500 MHz UHF band superconducting rf electron linac with accelerating
gradient from around 5 MV/m up to 8.3 MV/m[4].
(12) Successful 24 hour- and one year continuous operation of the JAERI FEL cryogenic system with no
maintenance and operation crew and specialist in 1996 Japanese fiscal year.
(13) Successful achievement of 1.2 nC, Ins, and 10 MHz quasi CW firing of the 250 kV thermionic triode
electron gun without any spurious micro pulse [8].
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Abstract

The GeV photon beam at SPring-8 is produced by backward-Compton scattering of
laser photons from 8 GeV electrons. The maximum energy of the photon will be above 3
GeV, and the beam intensity will be 107 photons/sec. Polarization of the photon beam will
be 100 % at the maximum energy with fully polarized laser photons. We report the outline
of the quark nuclear physics project with this high-quality high-intensity beam.
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1 Physics Motivation

The GeV photon beam at SPring-8 is produced by backward-Compton scattering of laser
photons from 8 GeV electrons. The maximum energy of the photon will be above 3 GeV,
and the beam intensity will be 107 photons/sec. Polarization of photons will be 100 % at the
maximum energy with fully polarized laser photons. Many experiments which utilize this high-
energy, high-intensity high-polarization photon beam at SPring-8 have been proposed and are
currently under discussions. In the following, we briefly review a physics motivation of a </>
photoproduction experiment, for which the detector system is optimized.

It is well known that all the hadron-hadron total cross sections (including a jp total cross
section) in a wide energy range are reproduced very well in terms of two s-dependent terms with
s~0-5 and ^0 0 8 dependences, where s is the Mandelstam s variable [1], The Reggeon exchange
model clearly suggests that the s~0"5 term originates from the p meson (T = 1, ,V — \~. )
trajectory. On the other hand, the s 0 0 8 term requires the introduction of an unobserved Regge
trajectory, whose a(t — 0) has to be 1.08. The trajectory is called the pomeron because of the
great contribution by Pomeranchuk [2]. One can identify the Pomeron trajectory with a gluon
trajectory since the first particle state on the trajectory appears at m2 ~ 4 GeV2 with J — 2
(2 + + glueball).

At high energies, diffractive photo-production of a vector meson from a proton target is well
described as a pomeron-exchange process in the framework of the Regge theory and of the Vector
Dominance Model (VDM) [3]; a high energy photon converts into a vector meson and then it is
scattered from a proton by an exchange of the pomeron [4]. Within QCD, interactions between
hadrons can be due to quark-exchange and gluon-exchange. Phenomenologically, we know that
the quark-exchange processes can be simulated by meson-exchange which can be calculated from
effective Lagrangians based on QCD. This has been very successful in understanding various
photoproduction data at low energies. On the other hand, the gluon-exchange mechanism is
poorly understood.

For the $ production, the meson-exchange contribution is small because the couplings of the
<f> meson to other non-strange mesons are weak due to the OZI suppression. Precise measure-
ments of da/dt and spin observables in the low energy will provide an important information on
the Pomeron exchange dynamics through interferences with the meson exchange amplitudes [5].
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Moreover, the 4> production measurements near the threshold may reveal the existence of an-
other gluon-exchange trajectory (a 0 + + glueball trajectory) whose contribution falls off rapidly
at high energies. In the measurement of the </> production, one can also address the question
concerning the ss components in nucleon. Again, polarization data obtained by using polarized
photons are crucial. Spin observables magnify small amplitudes hidden in a dominant ampli-
tude by interference effects. The interference between a pomeron-exchange amplitude and a
small amplitude due to a direct knockout of ss in the nucleon may cause a large asymmetry of
the production cross sections between the spin parallel and anti-parallel configurations of the
polarized photon and polarized nucleon [6].

2 LEPS Facility

8 GeV a beam

Straight section
(JASRS/SPring-3)

Experimental Hutch

Figure 1: Plan view of the Laser-Electron Photon facility at SPring-8 (LEPS).

The Spring-8 facility is the most powerful third-generation synchrotron radiation facility with 61
beamlines. We use a beamline, BL33LEP (Fig. 1), for the quark nuclear physics studies exclu-
sively. The beamline has a 7.8-m long straight section between two bending magnets. Polarized
laser photons are injected from a laser hutch toward the straight section where Backward-
Compton scattering (BCS) [7] of the laser photons from the 8 GeV electron beam takes place
(Fig. 2). The BCS photon beam is transfered to the experimental hutch, 60 m downstream of
the straight section. Figure 3 shows the maximum energy of the BCS photon as a function of a
laser-photon energy for the cases of 8 GeV and 6 GeV electron beams. The maximum energy
depends more strongly on the electron-beam energy than on the laser-photon energy. SPring-8
is the only facility where a high-intensity BCS photon beam above 2 GeV is obtainable.

If laser lights are 100 % circular polarized, a backward-Compton-scattered photon is also
polarized. The polarization drops as the photon energy decreases. However, an energy of laser
photons is easily changed so that the polarization remains reasonably high in the energy region
of interest. The intensity, position, and polarization of the laser lights which do not interact
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Figure 2: Backward-Compton scattering process Figure 3: Laser energy versus energies of a
BCS photon with a 8 GeV electron beam
(solid line) and a 6 GeV electron beam
(dashed line)

with the electron beam are monitored at the end of the beamline.
The beam energy is determined by measuring the energy of a recoil electron with a tagging

counter. The tagging counter is located at the exit of the bending magnet after the straight
section. It consists of multi-layers of a 0.1 mm pitch silicon strip detector (SSD) and plastic
scintillator hodoscopes. Electrons in the energy region of 4.5 - 6.5 GeV are detected by the
counter. The corresponding photon energy is 1.5 - 3.5 GeV. The position resolution of the
system is much better than a required resolution. The energy resolution (RMS) of 15 MeV for
the photon beam is limited by the energy spread of the electron beam and an uncertainty of a
photon-electron interaction point.

In the first stage, we use a conventional Ar laser. A 25 W Ar laser has a 2 W output at 351
nm (3.5 eV). The maximum energy of the BCS photon with this laser light is 2.4 GeV. If we use
a multi-line mode around 351 nm, the laser output power is about 5 W. The estimated intensity
of the BCS photon beam amounts to 107 photons/sec. A laser-electron photon beam at SPring-
8 was first produced on July 1st, 1999. The energy spectrum of the beam was measured with
a PWO gamma calorimeter which was placed in the laser hutch. Figure 4 shows the measured
energy spectrum of the LEP beam. The beam intensity was 2 x 106, which was about 5 times
less than the expectation. The intensity has been slowly decreasing time by time. The most
likely cause of the problem is deterioration of the first mirror and/or the second mirror in a
vacuum chamber. The detailed investigation is in progress.

The LEPS detector (Fig. 5) consists of charged-particle tracking counters, a dipole magnet,
and a time-of-flight wall. The design of the detector is optimized for a <f> photoproduction in
forward angles. It has a large forward acceptance and good coverage of momentum transfer t
for the <j> photoproduction.

The opening of the dipole magnet is 135-cm wide and 55-cm height. The length of the pole
is 60 cm, and the field strength at the center is 1 T. The vertex detector consists of 2 planes
(x and y) of single-sided SSDs and 5 planes (x,x',y,y',u) multi-wire drift chamber (DCl), which
are located upstream of the magnet. The stereo ambiguity (pairing ambiguity) for two-track
events are solved with DCl. The thickness of each SSD is 300ytim and it results in angle spread
(a) of ~ 1 mrad. The corresponding deterioration in 2-kaon invariant mass and momentum
transfer t measurements are 300 KeV and 2 X 10~3GeV2 respectively. Two sets of MWDCs
(DC2 and DC3) are located downstream of the magnet. The active area size of DC2 and DC3 is
200cm(W) X 80cm(H). Each set has 5 planes: x,x',y,y', and u(v) in order to solve both left-right
ambiguity and stereo ambiguity locally.
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Figure 4: Energy spectrum of the LEP
beam measured with a PWO calorimeter.

Figure 5: The LEPS detector setup.

The construction of the beamline and the laser hutch were completed in September of 1998.
The laser system was installed in the winter shutdown period of 1998-1999. The experimental
hutch was constructed in March, 1999. Each components of the detector system has been tested
by a LEP beam as well as a Bremsstrahlung gamma from out gas in the ring. An integrated
test of the detector will be done shortly.
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Abstract
Recently there has been a tremendous experimental progress in ultrahigh field particle acceleration

driven by ultraintense laser pulses in plasmas. A design of the laser wakefield accelerators aiming at
GeV energy gains is discussed by presenting our recent progress on the laser wakefield acceleration
experiments, the developments of high quality electron beam injectors and the capillary plasma
waveguide for optical guiding of ultrashort intense laser pulses.

Keywords: Laser-plasma accelerators, Laser wakefield acceleration, Photocathode
RF gun, Z-pinch capillary plasma waveguides

1. Introduction
A number of concepts of particle acceleration by laser fields have been proposed almost since the beginning
of the laser evolution. Recently advance in generation of ultraintense short pulse lasers has brought about
tremendous progress in experimental maturity of laser-driven particle accelerator concepts. Ultrahigh
fields generated by focused laser pulses have evolved a great deal of particle acceleration concepts. The
peak amplitude of the transverse electric field of a linearly polarized laser pulse is given by Ei[TV/m] ~
2.7 x 10~9/1//2[W/cm ] ĉ  3.2ao/Ao[/im], where / is the laser intensity, Ao is the laser wavelength, and do
is the laser strength parameter given by ao ~ 0.85 x lO~9Ao[/im]/1/2[W/cm ]. Physically ao is equal to
the normalized momentum of the electron quiver motion in the laser field.

A novel particle acceleration concept was proposed by Tajima and Dawson[l], which utilizes plasma
waves excited by intense laser beam interactions with plasmas for particle acceleration, known as laser-
plasma accelerators. In particular recently there has been a prominent experimental progress and a
great interest in the laser wakefield acceleration (LWFA) of electrons since the first ultrahigh gradient
acceleration experiment made by Nakajima et al. [2]. First-generation experiments have successfully
shown that ultrahigh accelerating gradients higher than 10 GeV/m and relativistic electron acceleration
up to more than 100 MeV with large energy spread. The second-generation experiments have aimed at
a high energy gain of more than 1 GeV and high quality beam acceleration with a small energy spread.
Here we present a design of the GeV laser wakefield accelerator experiments and our recent experimental
progress for such second-generation experiments.

2. Electron Acceleration by Laser Wakefields
Plasmas can sustain ultrahigh electric fields, and can optically guide the laser beam and the particle beam
as well under appropriate conditions. For a nonrelativistic plasma wave, the acceleration gradients are
limited to the order of the wave-breaking field given by eJ5ivs[eV/cm] = meajp ~ 0.96nQ/2[cm"3], where
uip = (Annoe1 /me)

ll2 is the electron plasma frequency and n,Q is the ambient electron plasma density.
In order to demonstrate the electron acceleration by laser wakefields, we have carried out the accel-

eration experiments using the table-top terawatt laser. The laser pulses with duration of 90 fs and the
peak power of 2 TW produced by the Ti:Sapphire laser system at 790 nm wavelength were focused by
a f/10 off-axis parabolic mirror in the acceleration chamber filled with a He gas. The measured focal
spot radius was 13 /zm. A single bunch electron beam with the energy of 17 MeV and the FWHM bunch
duration of 10 ps from the RF linac at 10 Hz repetition rate is brought to a focus with the FWHM beam
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size of 0.8 mm. An electron pulse was synchronized to the laser pulses within the rms jitter of 3.7 ps.
The energy gain spectra of accelerated electrons were measured for various He gas pressures and the laser
peak powers as shown in Fig. 1. The maximum energy gain up to 300 MeV was observed for the peak
power of 1.8 TW at 20 Torr[3].
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Figure 1: Measured energy gain spectra of accelerated electrons for (a) 3.4 Torr, P=0.9 TW, (b) 20 Torr,
P=0.9 TW, (c) 2 Torr, P=1.8 TW, and (d) 20 Torr, P=1.8 TW.

The wakefield excitation has been confirmed by 2-D measurements of the plasma wave oscillation with
the frequency domain interferometer. The measured density perturbation has shown the longitudinal
wakefields of the order of ~ 10 GeV/m in good agreement with the accelerating wakefields expected
theoretically. Measurements of the Thomson scattering image of the 1.8 TW pump laser in He gas plasma
at 20 Torr have indicated that the strong self-guiding of the laser beam occurs over 2 cm in a plasma. We
have also observed a jet-like formation generated with numerous energetic electrons transversely ejected
from the central region of plasmas. The detail measurements have shown that an electron jet produced
an outward electron flux with the maximum energy higher than 140 keV in a cylindrically homogeneous
distribution around the laser propagation axis. This implies that energetic electrons are accelerated by
the transverse wakefields higher than 140 MeV/cm, assuming a transverse acceleration length of 10 //m.
Since the longitudinal wakefield is higher than the transverse wakefield for the laser focusing parameters,
it is inferred that the maximum energy gain exceeds 280 MeV, which indicates a good consistency with
the acceleration measurements.

3. GeV Laser Wakefield Acceleration
As an intense laser pulse propagates through an underdense plasma, the ponderomotive force expels
electrons from the region of the laser pulse. This effect excites a large amplitude plasma wave (wakefield)
with phase velocity approximately equal to the group velocity of laser pulse, given by vp = C(1-CJ2/LJQ)1/2,
where wo is the laser frequency. The maximum axial wakefield occurs at the plasma wavelength, Ap[̂ tm] ~
0.57T in a plasma with the resonant electron density, no[cm~3] ~ 3.5 x 1021/r2 in terms of a FWHM
pulse duration r [fs]. When a Gaussian driving laser pulse with the peak power P [TW] is focused on
the spot size TQ [/un], the maximum axial wakefield yields

(eE«)m«[GeV/m] ^ 8.6 x 104PAg/(TrjJ7o), (1)

where 70 = (1 + a^/2)1/2 takes account of nonlinear relativistic effects, and ao = 6.8\QP1^2/r0 for the
linear polarization [4].
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Table 1: Parameters of the GeV capillary-guided laser wakefield accelerators.
Energy gain [GeV]
Pulse duratuon r [fs]
Peak power P [TW]
Spot radius r0 [/xm]
Laser strength parameter an
Plasma density [1018 cm"3]
Accelerating gradient [GeV/cm]
Diffraction length [cm]
Dephasing length [cm]
Capillary length [cm]
Number of particles accelerated [109]

0.5
20
100
30
1.8
8.8
1.9
1.1
0.4
No
7

1
50
40
20
1.7
1.4
0.7
0.5
5.5
1.5
1.1

5
100
20
10
2.4
0.35
0.55
0.12
56
10
0.2

In order to achieve the acceleration energy gains of higher than 1 GeV in a single stage of cm-scale,
it is necessary to extend the acceleration length limited by diffraction effects of laser beams. We propose
the capillary-guided laser wakefield accelerators in which both the driving laser pulses and particle beams
can be guided through Z-pinch capillary discharge plasmas of cm-scale. The parameters to test electron
acceleration of GeV energies are shown in Table 1. The design of the laser wakefield accelerators is based
on availability of the 10 Hz table-top ultrashort, ultrahigh peak power Ti:Sapphire laser with 20 fs and
100 TW developed at JAERI-KANSAI.

4. High Quality Electron Beam Injectors
In order to produce a high quality electron beam with low momentum spread and good pulse-to-pulse
energy stability, it is required that femtosecond electron bunches should be injected with the energy
higher than trapping threshold and femtosecond synchronization with respect to a wakefield accelerating
phase space which is typically less than 100 fs in a longitudinal scale and 10 /J.m in a transverse size. For
the second-generation experiments of laser wakefield accelerators, we have developed an electron injection
system consisting of a photocathode RF gun and a compact race-track microtron shown in Fig. 2. The
injection system can deliver the electron beam with energy of 150 MeV, pulse length of 3 ps FWHM and
charge of 0.5 nC. As results of beam tests of the Cu photocathode RF gun driven by 50 Hz UV (263 nm)
laser pulses delivered from a compact all solid-state Nd:YLF laser system, we have obtatined its excellent
performance producing the maximum beam chrage of about 3 nC with quantum efficiency of 1.4 x 10~"4,
the normalized emittance of a few n mm mrad and the pulse length of 5 ps[5].

Electron Injector Section

S-band Accelerating Tube

Beam Extraction Section

Figure 2: A schematic of the electron injection system.
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5. Z-pinch Capillary Plasma Waveguides
We have presented the first direct observation of optical guiding of high intensity laser pulses over 2
cm through a plasma channel produced by an imploding phase of fast Z-pinch discharge in a gas-filled
capillary[6]. A high current fast Z-pinch discharge generates strong azimuthal magnetic field, which
contracts the plasma radially inward down to ~ 100 /im in diameter. The imploding current sheet drives
the converging shock wave ahead of it, producing a concave electron density profile in the radial direction
just before the stagnation phase. The concave profile is approximately parabolic to out a radius of ~ 50
/im, after which the density falls off. We have used a capillary with an inner diameter of 1 mm and a
length of up to 2 cm, filled with helium. A high intensity Ti:Sapphire laser pulse (A = 790 nm, 90 fs,
> 1 x 1017 W/cm2 ) was focused on the front edge of the capillary to a spot size of 40 /im in diameter.
The transmitted laser beam profile at the exit of the capillary was observed through a band pass filter
(AA = 10 nm) with a CCD camera. Fig. 3 shows typical CCD images of the transmitted high intensity
Ti:sapphire laser pulse profile through the capillary discharge plasma. These show clearly that a high
intensity laser pulse could be guided through the channel over a distance of 2 cm corresponding to ~ 12.5
ZRO, where ZRQ ~ 1.6 mm is the Rayleigh length of the laser beam.

Figure 3: Typical CCD images of the transmitted a high intensity Ti:Sapphire laser pulse (~ 1 x 1017

W/cm2) through the capillary at an initial pressure of 0.9 Torr He; (a) t = 8.5 ns, (b) no discharge.

6. Conclusions
The laser wakefield acceleration experiments with a beam injection have accomplished electron acceler-
ation up to 300 MeV. It is of importance for practical applications to generate a high energy gain with
a high beam quality as well as high gradient acceleration. The high energy gain exceeding 1 GeV will
be achieved by optical guiding by means of the capillary plasma waveguide, presently by which 2 TW,
90 fs laser pulses have propagated over 2 cm in the plasma channel with 20 /im radius. The high quality
beam with a low energy spread and a low emittance will be injected by the 150 MeV microtron with the
photocathode RF gun.
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The main issue of X-ray laser research in JAERI/Kansai is to develop feasible and stable compact

X-ray laser sources aiming with high X-ray conversion efficiency and high coherence in soft X-ray region.

The potential of X-ray laser application capability is expected to cover a variety of fields on

physics and technology such as high density plasma diagnostics, surface physics, microscopic

observation of many kind of materials, etc., with the properties of short wavelength, high

brightness, high coherence and short pulse duration. To achieve shorter wavelength generation

of X-ray laser under lOnm, it is expected to be possible by computer simulation using thin foil

target with transient excitation.

Keywords : X-ray laser, Collisional excitation, Transient gain, Optical pumping
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Polarization of radiation emitted from a plasma reflects the anisotropic properties of the plasma,

especially the angular anisotropic distribution of electron velocities. Polarization has been observed on

impurity ion lines from the WT-3 tokamak and the GAMMA-10 tandem mirror machines. The soft x-ray

laser line from the neonlike germanium was also found polarized.

Keywords: Spectroscopy, Polarization, Electron velocity distribution, Anisotropy

1. Introduction

When a classical atom located at the origin is hit by an electron travelling from the -z direction on

the z-axis, and when the energy of this electron is just enough to excited the atom, the electron gives up all

of its momentum and energy to the atom. The atomic electron begins to oscillate back and forth on the z-

axis. This atom is a classical oscillating electric dipole, emitting radiation which is polarized in the z-

direction, the TT -light. When the energy of the incident electron is very high, and it passes near the atom,

the atom is exerted a pulsed electric field, the direction of which is, roughly speaking, in the x-y plane.

The atom is excited in this direction, and emits the a -light. The situation with actual quantum atoms is

more complicated, but the fact that angular anisotropic excitation produces polarized radiation is still valid.

When the velocity distribution of electrons in plasma is anisotropic, e.g., a Maxwellian distribution is

accompanied by a beam component, the emitted radiation should be polarized. This reasoning suggests

that, from the observed polarization characteristics of emitted radiation, we should be able to investigate the

anisotropic velocity distribution of electrons. The first observation of polarization from a tokamak plasma

was reported in ref. 1.

In the following three examples of observation of polarized radiation are given.

2. WT-3 tokamak

An image reducing (1/8) optics focussed the image of the plasma on the entrance slit (10 mm in
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height) of the monochromator. Behind the slit, a calcite plate is placed, which displaced horizontally the

extraordinary ray (the K -light which is polarized in the toroidal direction) from the ordinary ray (the a -

light polarized in the poloidal direction) by about 0.5 mm. These rays were dispersed and focussed on the

CCD detector. We thus obtained a polarization resolved and space resolved spectrum. Berylliumlike

oxygen triplet lines (OV 2s3s 3S, - 2s3p 3P0,i,2) and heliumlike carbon triplet lines (CV 2s 3S, - 2p 3P0,],2)

were observed. In the former case, the weakest line, J=l <—J=0, which is never polarized, was used for the

purpose of calibrating the relative sensitivities of our detection system for the two linearly polarized com-
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Fig. 1

ponents. It was found that, for the Joule heating mode, the 1<—1 and 1*—2 lines had stronger a -

components than the n -components. Figure 1 shows the longitudinal alignment

AL = ( /„ - /„ ) /(IK +2 /„ ) at a certain time (the signal accumulation was over 0.1 ms) against the distance

from the central chord. The heliumlike carbon line, J=l«—J=2, also showed polarization.

We have constructed the atomic kinetic model for the purpose of interpreting our experimental data,

the population-alignment collisional-radiative model.2 In this model, to each ionic level two quantities are

assigned, i.e., the population and the alignment. The former quantity gives the intensity of the emitted

line and the latter gives the polarization of this line. A set of rate equations is constructed for the

populations and another for the alignments, and they are solved in the quasi-steady-state approximation.

The cross sections relevant to polarization excitation are based on the calculation by Dr. G. Csanak.3 We

tentatively assume that the electron velocity distribution is expressed by different temperatures for the

toroidal direction and the poloidal direction. The negative longitudinal alignments in Fig. 1 suggest that

the poloidal temperature is higher than the toroidal one: the pancake-shaped distribution, but we are still

unable to interpret quantitatively the result yet.
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2. GAMMA-10 tandem mirror

The image of the plasma in the central part of the mirror machine was focussed on the vertical slit,

and the image of this slit was polarization resolved by a calcite plate located just behind it and focussed by

a lens on the entrance surfaces of the optical fibers aligned in two columns. Each of the five pairs of the

optical fibers accepted the 7c - and a -components of the radiation emitted from the same line of sight

through the plasma. The other ends of the fibers are aligned in a line to fit the entrance slit of the

monochromator. We"*thus obtained the polarization resolved spectrum for 5 locations of the plasma, each

7.5 mm apart. Figure 2 shows an example of the spectra for one location: The broad lines in the shorter

1000
100-110ms

#384
274nm

wavelength side are the berylliumlike oxygen lines, which are the same as those presented in Fig. 1. The

sharp lines in the longer wavelength region are those of singly ionized iron lines. The upper traces slTows

no polarization with the former lines in this time interval, but one of the iron lines shows substantial

polarization. These lines are emitted from the different parts of the plasma; the oxygen lines from the

central part and the iron lines from the peripheral part. It is suggested that, while the central part has an

isotropic velocity distribution of electrons, the outer part has an anisotropic distribution, "shape" of which
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changes with time (See the lower traces).

2. Soft x-ray laser4

A 3-cm long curved germanium target was irradiated by double laser pulse of 0.1 ns width

separated by 0.4 ns. The irradiance of the second pulse was about 3 x 1013 W/cm2. The x-ray laser light

was observed by a high resolution spectrometer with resolution of 0.6 nm/mm. The central 0.6 cm portion

of the image of the 19.6 nra laser line (3s (J=l)<—3p(J=0)) went through a reflective linear polarizer, and

focussed on the photographic plate. The polarizer was contained in a housing, which can rotate around

the optical axis of the spectrometer. The relative transmittance of our detection system for the polarized

components was calibrated by using the H o line of hydrogenlike carbon. In order to monitor the

fluctuation of the laser output, a part of the laser line image was recorded simultaneously.

From the densitometer traces of the developed plates we determined the relative intensities of the

polarized components in the directions parallel and perpendicular to the surface normal of the target. The

intensity of the parallel component was 0.14, and that of the perpendicular component was 0.45: the

polarization degree was -0.53.

The upper level of this laser line has J=0, and the spontaneous emission is never polarized. Thus,

we conclude that this polarization is due to the population imbalance in the lower level among the three

magnetic sublevels. From the observed gain coefficient and the estimated plasma parameters, we derived

the magnetic sublevel populations to be (Ss)^^ = 2.6 x 1014 cm"3 and (3s)^/-±j = 0.7 x 10M cm"3.

We performed the Monte Carlo simulation of the anisotropic radiation trapping of the resonance line

between the laser lower level and the ground state. Due to the doppler decoupling, the optical thickness

was smaller in the parallel direction than in the perpendicular direction. As its result, population

imbalance was created in the 3s level. The result was approximately consistent with the above results.
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Development of high quality large laser crystals for a CPA laser system
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Uniform doped concentration along growth direction of Nd3+:YAG crystal with 110mm length

was successfully grown by the Czochralski furnace with a double crucible. The fluctuation of doped

concentration was less than 4 %, nearly 1/4 of the Nd3+:YAG crystal grown by a conventional method.

We also demonstrated direct bonding without the use of adhesive materials on Ti:sapphire laser crystals

with a bonding surface dimension of 12mm x 6mm. The bonding surfaces were treated with chemical

processes to clean up and to create a hydrophilic layer for hydrogen bonding in an atmospheric furnace.

Successive heat treatment in a vacuum furnace transformed the hydrogen bonding into the direct

bonding. From the observation by a transmission electron microscope (Hitachi: HF-2000), atomic

level bonding was succeeded in the bonding surface. The performance of the bonded crystal was also

tested by laser oscillation with a second harmonics of Q-switched Nd3+:YAG at a 20Hz repetition rate.

In comparison with a normal laser crystal, there were no difference in output power or spatial profile in

an input condition of 30mJ. The optical damaged threshold on the bonding surface was estimated over

660MW/cm2.

Keywords: Laser Crystals, Nd3+:YAG, Ti:sapphire, Double Crucible,
Crystal Growth, Czochralski Furnace, Direct Bonding, CPA Laser
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_L 4 • Ultrafast Molecular Processes in Intense Laser Fields
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The momentum vector distributions of fragment ions produced through the Coulomb

explosion of small polyatomic molecules such as CO2 and NO2 in intense laser fields (~1

PW/cm2) are measured by the mass-resolved momentum imaging (MRMI) technique. In the

MRMI maps for the fragment ions produced from CO2 and NO2, their ultrafast structural

deformation both along the stretching coordinate and along the bending coordinate is identified.

The Z.O-C-O angle distribution of CO2 spreads significantly (FWHM -40°), and the Z.O-N-O

bond angle of NO2 increases toward a linear configuration within the ultrashort duration of the

laser pulse (-100 fs).

Keywords : Intense-laser fields, Polyatomic molecules, Ultrafast structural

deformation, Light-dressed states

1. Introduction

When molecules are irradiated by the intense laser light whose magnitude is comparable

with the valence electric-field in atoms and molecules, the phenomenon called the Coulomb

explosion occurs, in which multiply charged atomic fragments having a large released

momentum are produced [1-12]. The molecular Coulomb explosion in intense laser fields is

known to exhibit two characteristic features, i.e. (i) ultrafast geometrical deformation occurring

during the short laser-pulse duration, and (ii) anisotropic ejection of the atomic and molecular

fragment ions representing the anisotropic preparation of the parent molecular ions with respect

to the laser polarization direction.

Recently, in order to investigate the ultrafast nuclear dynamics of molecules in intense laser

fields, we introduced a novel method called mass-resolved momentum imaging (MRMI) [2-8].

In the MRMI method, atomic and molecular fragment ions ejected with a large released

momentum are detected by a time-of-flight (TOF) mass spectrometer, and the momentum as well

as angular distributions of the ejected ion species are obtained by rotating the direction of the
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laser polarization with respect to the detection axis of the TOF tube. Due to the high resolving

power of our TOF mass spectrometer, atomic and molecular ions with different charge numbers

are observed separately. The resultant momentum and angular distributions of the charged

species are plotted either on the two-dimensional (2D) momentum plane as a contour map or in

the form of three-dimensional (3D) intensity distribution on the momentum plane. By the

analysis of the imaging maps, it becomes possible to extract geometrical structure of molecules

just before the Coulomb explosion, from which we discuss the ultrafast geometrical deformation

occurring within an intense laser pulse.

In the present report, by referring to our recent studies of ultrashort dynamics of CO2 and

NO2 intense laser fields using the MRMI approach, we describe how the information of the

geometrical deformation is extracted from the MRMI maps.

2. Experiment

The details of our experimental set-up were presented previously [2-8]. Briefly,

femtosecond laser pulses at A ~ 800 nm generated by a mode-locked Ti-sapphire laser were

introduced into a regenerative amplifier system to obtain high-power short-pulsed laser light at a

repetition rate of 10 Hz. After a pulse compression, a laser-pulse duration of 100 fs was

achieved with a total energy of up to 50 mJ/pulse.

The laser beam was focused by a quartz lens onto a skimmed pulsed molecular beam of a

sample gas in the region between the extraction parallel repeller plates of a linear TOF mass

spectrometer.

In oiir TOF mass spectrum with typical mass resolution of m/Am ~ 620, ion species with

different charge numbers were resolved well with no temporal overlap. The TOF mass spectrum

with a high S/N ratio was obtained by accumulating the spectra for -1 x 103 laser shots using a

digital oscilloscope at a 1 GHz sampling rate. When the pulsed valve was not operated, the

background pressure in the main chamber was 2xlO 8 Torr and that in the TOF tube was 1x10 "8

Torr. During the experiment, the pressure in the main chamber was kept sufficiently low in

order to avoid the space charge effect.

For constructing the MRMI maps, the TOF mass spectra were taken at different laser

polarization angles by rotating the laser polarization using a zero-order half-wave plate, which
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was introduced after the pulse compression stage of the regenerative amplification system. The

half-wave plate was rotated manually or automatically with a small angle interval of -6°.

3. Spread of bond angle distribution in CO2

We investigated the (p, q,r) Coulomb explosion processes of CO2, i.e., CO2
2+ -> O74 + C'+

+ CX+ (z = p+q+r), at the field intensity of 1.1 PW/ cm2 [6]. The observed MRMI maps for the

fragment atomic ions, C + (q = 2, 3), exhibited an elliptical pattern substantially extending

perpendicular to the laser polarization with a peak at the zero momentum, indicating that the C2+

and C3+ ions gain only small released momenta even though they are formed from the highly

charged parent ions, and that they are ejected more preferentially in the direction perpendicular

to the laser polarization vector.

From the detailed analysis of the MRMI maps, it was found that (i) the bond length R(C-O)

determined exhibits a gradual increase as z increases, which is consistent with the recent studies of

diatomic molecules, N2 and NO, and triatomic molecules, NO2 and H2O in an intense laser fields

and (ii) the Gaussian width ay of the bond angle distribution becomes ay = 50 ~ 30° for z = 3 ~

9. Considering the mean amplitude of bending, ay = 12.5°, in the ground vibrational level of

the X 1Zg
+ state of neutral CO2, the present results clearly show that a substantially broad y

distribution centered at the linear configuration is induced in the intense laser field.

The observed broad y distributions were interpreted by the laser-induced population

transfer to an excited state having a bent equilibrium; i.e., the linear ground and the excited bent

state are coupled strongly by the intense laser field to form a significant avoided crossing

resulting in a pair of adiabatic light-induced potential energy surfaces.

4. Bent-to-linear deformation of NO2

We also investigated the three-body (p, q, r) Coulomb explosion processes of NQ2, i.e.,

NO2
Z+ -> OP+ + N4+ + O r+, at the field intensity of 1.0 PW/cm2[7]. The observed MRMI maps

for the fragment atomic ions, W+ (q = 2, 3), have a substantially elongated pattern with two

peaks at large released momenta (~ 200 xlO3 amu m/s) in the perpendicular direction to the laser

polarization. A closer inspection of the MRMI map of N2+ revealed that the momentum

distribution extends substantially along the coordinate perpendicular to the laser polarization
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toward the center of the map from the peaks at ~200xl03 amu m/s. The probability distribution

at the zero momentum reaches about a half as large as that for the two peaks.

The increase in the probability distribution at the linear configuration is more clearly seen

in the MRMI map of N3+, where the momentum distribution is almost flat along the horizontal

axis with the highest peak located at the zero momentum region. The observed momentum

distribution of N^+ (q = 2,3) could also be regarded as a direct evidence for a substantial

deformation of NO2 induced by the intense laser field not only along the stretching coordinate

but also along the bending coordinate.
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Biological Effects of Pulse X-rays
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Time sequence on the biological effects of X-rays was reviewed with respect to cell death. When

cells were exposed to X-rays, interaction between X-rays and biological materials in cell begins with

physical processes (10'18-10'12 sec), followed by chemical (10"l2-l sec) and biological processes (1 sec-).

The use of pulse X-rays will reveal the dependence of biological response on the dose rate of X-rays. In

biological processes, cell death was modified by biological repair functions at the dose rates from 0.095

Gy/hr to 7 Gy/min. Above this dose-rate range, no significant change in the nature of the survival curve

has been reported to the dose-rate up to 109 Gy/sec. Direct and indirect actions of X-rays are known in

biological effects of X-rays. Detailed study of these processes using chemical scavengers showed that

more than 90% of biological effects were removable by externally introduced chemicals. This evidence

suggests that chemical processes play an important role on cell killing by X-rays. To study this role,

ultrashort-pulse X-rays from laser-produced plasmas may be greatly helpful since pulse X-rays at the dose-

rate of shorter than 10"12 sec becomes available.

Keywords : Time sequence of radiation effects, Cell death, Chemical scavenger,

Dependence on the dose-rate, Laser-produced plasma X-rays
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Closed loop wavefront correction using deformabiemirror for Saser beam
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The laser beam with wavefront distortion can't be focused. The wavefront distortion of ultra-high peak

power laser is increased by the thermal effect. For compensation of the wavefront of such a laser beam, we

developed a closed loop wavefront control system consisting of a Shack-Haltmann type wavefront sensor

and a deformable mirror. As a result of the experiments, the root mean square of the wavefront distortion

was reduced to less than 1/10 of the original.

Keywords: Wavefront control system, DeformabSe mirror, CPA Saser,
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Characteristics of a High Energy Pump Source for Yb Laser Materials
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Characteristics of a flashlamp pumped Ti:sapphire laser for high intense optical

pumping of Yb materials was investigated. Emission spectra from the flashlamp was

measured by a multi channel spectrometer. Emission below 400 nm was filtered by UV

filters. Output energy of 6J/pulse at 800 nm and 2J/pulse at 910 nm were obtained constantly.

Wide tuning performance from 730 to 950 nm was demonstrated with the use of a prism and

an etalon in the cavity. An efficient UV-visible solid state converter, a broadband quartz

birefringent filter and an acoust optic tunable filter would be effective for improving the

output energy and the efficiency.

Keywords : Flashlamp pumping, Ti:sapphire laser, Yb laser materials, Wavelength tuning,
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j o Transient Collisional Excitation X-ray Laser with Thin Foil
Targets
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The transient collisional excitation x-ray laser scheme with thin foil metal targets has been proposed. This
scheme has higher laser energy efficiency and less x-ray laser refraction effect and makes possible to generate
shorter x-ray wavelength with a compact table-top sized laser system. The electron temperatures of plasmas
heated with a short pre-pulse and short main pulse have been calculated with ID hydrodynamic code and
obtained electron temperature higher than lkeV with 20J laser energy. X-ray laser propagation is also calculated
with gain guiding effect.

Keywords: X-ray laser, Transient collisional excitation, Thin foil target, X-ray laser propagation

1. INTRODUCTION

The x-ray lasers have a potential to apply for many fields like medical, biology, semiconductor
technologies. There are many experimental studies generating x-ray laser radiation presented1"17. However only
few applications of x-ray lasers have been reported18 because high power laser drivers are needed to generate x-
ray lasers. Most of those works were done with large laser facilities for laser fusion project1"9. Recently
generations of x-ray laser radiation with a compact table-top laser system have been reported10"16. However there
are no experimental results reported x-ray wavelength shorter than lOnm. Considering of application for
biological imaging x-ray wavelength around "water window (2.3nm-4.3nm)" will be needed. Several hundreds
to kilo joule energy are needed to generate such short wavelength x-ray lasers. In order to generate shorter x-ray
laser radiation with a compact table-top sized laser system, high laser energy efficiency and high x-ray laser gain
coefficient are the most important issues. For the solid target cases most of absorbed laser energy propagate into
cold region of the solid density area and only a few percent of incident laser energy contribute to heat plasmas.
Furthermore the long plasma density scale length (~100|xm) for the solid target case makes difficult the laser

energy deposition onto high electron density area (~1021/cm3) which will be needed to obtain high x-ray laser
gain coefficient. Another issue to be solved is the problem of the x-ray laser refraction due to electron density
gradient. The refractive index is higher at law electron density area and the generated x-ray laser is refracted to
outward and effective gain length becomes short. The electron density gradient is even steeper at the high
electron density area needed to generate shorter x-ray laser wavelength.

We have proposed to use thin foil metal targets with irradiation of double short pulse lasers for achieving
both of high laser energy efficiency and high x-ray laser gain coefficient. Thin foil metal targets is irradiated
with a pre-pulse of pulse duration lps. The laser pulse duration is much shorter than the plasma expanding time.
The collisional excitation rate is much higher than as usual because the electron density is nearly solid density
through the ionization process. The most ions are ionized to Ni-like or Ne-like ions during the short laser pulse
duration. The electron temperature reaches to over lkeV and the plasma then expands quickly and the electron
temperature also drops. The three-body recombination rate is low enough to keep Ni-like or Ne-like ionization
stage for more than lOOps time period. When the peak electron density becomes lxl021/cm\ which is adequate
to generate x-ray laser at the density peak, the plasma is heated with a short main pulse of duration lps. Most of
the laser energy is absorbed near the critical density and the energy transport to the high density area. The
electron temperature of the density peak climb up to over lkeV again and produce population inversion. The
density peak area has a flat electron density gradient and the refraction effect of the generated x-ray laser
radiation is small. The calculation results show that the only 20J laser energy is needed to achieve those
processes.

2. ELECTRON TEMPERATURES HEATED WITH DOUBLE SHORT PULSES
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The electron temperatures of plasmas heated with short pulse lasers were calculated with ID hydrodynamic
code. Silver thin foil targets were irradiated with a pre pulse of pulse duration lps and laser intensity
lxlOlfiW/cm2 and a main pulse of pulse duration lps and laser intensity lxl0l5W/cm2. The time separation of
those pre and main pulses were changed according to the target thickness. The timing of the main pulse was
adjusted to the time that the peak electron density reached to the critical density lxlO2'/cm3. The electron
temperature of plasma heated with the pre pulse rose to over IkeV in the pulse duration and dropped to lOeV in
lOOps. The plasma expanded to the scalelength lO îm, which was 10 times smaller than the size for solid targets.

The main pulse heated the cooled plasma again up to IkeV and the absorbed laser energy transported to the peak
density region in a few pico seconds. The energy was used to excite electrons to produce population inversion
rather than ionization. The gain efficient was estimated larger than 100cm"1.

Shown in Figure 1 is the target thickness dependence of the electron temperature of plasmas heated with a
pre and main pulses. Closed circles and triangles are the peak electron temperatures heated with the first pulse
(pre pulse) and the second pulse (main pulse), respectively. The targets for these calculations were Silver foils
and the thickness was varied from 0.025(im to 0.2|J.m. The electron temperature due to the main pulse was higher
than that due to the pre pulse in spite of that the laser intensity of the main pulse is one order smaller than the
intensity of pre pulse. The absorption rate was higher for the main pulse due to the long plasma scalelength and
also some energy of the pre pulse were used for plasma expansion.

The electron temperatures decreased rapidly from 2keV to IkeV as the target thickness increased from
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0.025(j.m to 0.1 Jim. This was due to the target mass increase which was needed to be heated. The electron
temperature decrease became very slow the target thickness thicker than 0.1 \im and reached to 700eV which was
the electron temperature for the solid targets with same irradiation. From the result the target thickness 0.2|0.m is
considered to be solid targets. The requirement of the electron temperature to generate x-ray laser shorter than
lOnm wavelength is or more after the second pulse. In order to obtain the x-ray laser radiation shorter than lOnm
wavelength the target thickness thinner than 0.1 ̂ m will be needed.

3. X-RAY LASER PROPAGATION THROUGH LASER MEDIA

X-ray laser propagation through laser medium is also very important to obtain short wavelength x-ray laser
since the electron density is high enough for the x-ray laser refraction to be essential. To avoid the x-ray
refraction the flat electron density profile is desirable. In the case of the thin foil targets electron density profile
becomes horse-back shape and the flat density profile will be obtained if the x-ray laser is generated at the top of
the electron density. The x-ray laser propagation through the gain medium was calculated with laser propagation

„. (3 32 ' f f l » b ? + c * — = aJE, «,„ = M-

Az) = I{z) exp(g x Az) (2)
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equations. In the calculation the gain guiding effect is also included. Equation (1) is the laser propagation
equation and equation (2) is the equation for the gain guiding effect. Where ne is the electron density obtained
with the ID hydrodynamic code and ncr is the electron critical density, here ncr is 5xl024cm'3 for Ni-like Ag 4d-
4p transition (14nm). / is the x-ray laser intensity andg is the gain coefficient.

Shown in Figure 2 is the gain coefficient dependence of the propagation distance of x-ray lasers. Also
dependence of the target thickness and x-ray laser beam diameter has been plotted. The target thickness was
varied from 0.025|im to 0.1 |im. Closed points show the results of x-ray laser beam diameter 5|im and open

points show the results of x-ray laser beam diameter 10p.m. For the case of the target thickness 0.1|i,m and

'D=5nm, t=0.025jim'
'D=5|im, t=0.05nm'
'D=5(im, t=0.1nm'
'0=1 O^m, t=0.025nm'
'D=10|im, t=0.05nm'
'D=10|im, t=0.1nm'
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Fig.2. The gain coefficient
ctepencfence of t he pr opagat i n
distance. The targst
thickness varied from
0.025nm to 0.1um. Closed
points show the results of
x- ray laser beam diameter
5um and open points show
the results of x- ray laser
beam diameter 10am.

10

Gain Coefficient (cm")

0.05(im the x-ray laser propagation distance increases rapidly with increase of gain coefficient. It is due to that
the x-ray laser refraction effect is relatively small for the thicker target and the gain guiding effect is stronger
than the x-ray laser refraction. For the target thickness 0.025(j.m the x-ray laser refraction becomes stronger than
the gain guiding effect and propagation distance did not change with the gain coefficient.

4. SUMMARY

In summary the x-ray laser pumping driver laser has been developed with Ti:sapphire front end and
Nd:glass main amplifiers. This hybrid system has performance of short pulse duration lps and high energy 20J
output. This system has two beam lines and each beam line produce long pre pulse and short main pulse. The
pulse duration of the pre pulse can be changed from lps to Ins and pulse separation of those pre and main is also
changeable. This hybrid laser system will be used to produce x-ray laser radiation with the transient gain scheme.

We also proposed the new transient gain scheme with thin foil metal targets to achieve short wavelength x-
ray laser operation. Using of thin foil targets improves the laser energy efficiency and reduces the x-ray laser
refraction coupled with x-ray laser gain guiding effect. The laser energy efficiency was improved two times for
the target thickness 0.05|xm compared with solid targets. The x-ray laser propagation distance was improved five

times due to the gain guiding effect with the target thickness 0.1|xm. The calculation results showed that the

optimum target thickness will be 0.05 to O.lfim.
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X-ray Laser by use of Charge Exchange Recombination
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The gain coefficients of Balmer-a and Lyman-a lines of hydrogenlike
carbon plasma are calculated by use of collisional-radiative (CR) model. In
this calculation, we include the effect of charge exchange recombination
(CXR) process between the fully striped carbon ions and the neutral helium
atoms. Calculated result shows that the substantial enhancement of the
gain coefficient due to the CXR process is expected.

keywards : Plasma spectroscopy, Collisional-radiative model,
Charge exchange recombination, Recombining plasma laser
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Energy extraction efficiency was drastically improved at low temperature with

the reduced saturation fluence 28 J/cm2 and the expanded spectral width 35 nm.

Keywords : Yb-doped materials, Chirped Pulse Amplifier, Ultra-short pulse laser,

NIR Spectroscopy

Yb-doped materials is one of the most promising laser materials for the next

generation of high-field lasers using a chirped pulse amplification system (CPA).^ We

first demonstrated a LD-pumped oscillator performance with a YbYLF.2) In our LD-

pumped YbYLF and Yb:Glass, it was clearly found that a laser gain was quite low due

to a strong reabsorption of a lower laser level in spite of hard pumping over 50 kW/cm2.

Efficient energy extraction in a LD-pumped CPA system, therefore, can not be expected

at a room temperature. As an energy splitting separation of the resolved Yb ground state

is comparable with a room temperature, the reabsorption is very sensitive to a material

temperature. By cooling the Yb-doped materials, much higher energy extraction

efficiency must be obtained through the reduction of the reabsorption and too high

saturation fluence should be reduced with an enlarged emission cross section. A wide

emission spectral width is desired for a CPA even at such a low temperature.

Absorption and emission spectra of YbYLF and Yb:Glass (Kigre Inc.), both of

which have a wide fluorescence spectral width over 50 nm, were observed in a near-

infrared region. In Yb:YLF at a room temperature (289K), the emission spectrum was
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hardly LD-pumped oscillator, the lasing

wavelength was around 1040 nm.
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Fig. 2 Ratio of emisson to absorption of

Yb:YLF at (a) 289 K and (b) 30 K.

Table 1 Saturation fluence at 289 K and 30 K.

Host
Saturation Fluence Us a t (J/cm2)

289 K 30K

YLF 239 at1040nm ]
lo e = 0.8x10-21cm2l 28

[at1015nm
[oe = 7.0x10-21cm2

Glass 147 at 1040nm ]
ae = 1.3x10-21cm2l 64 at 1020nm

l = 3.5x10-21cm-21cm2j
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an index of extraction efficiency. The

hE/A at 30 K and 1015 nm was 45 times

higher than that at 289 K and 1040 nm,

where the wavelengths are available in a

LD-pumped CPA system. Energy

extraction efficiency is drastically
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Fig. 4 Ratio of emisson to absorption of

Yb:YLF at (a) 289 K and (b) 30 K.

increased and a heating of the crystal could also be reduced. An practical saturation

fluence Usat was decreased to 28 J/cm2 (at 1015 nm) from 239 J/cm2 (at 1040 nm) at

room temperature, showing in table 1. These characteristics were kept almost the same

at the liquid nitrogen temperature, which leads to a compact and low-cost cooling unit.

In Yb.Glass, the hE/A at 30 K and 1020 nm was 2.9 times higher than that at 289 K and

1040 nm, shown in Fig. 4. The reduced overlapping at 30 K led to an expanded enrgy

extraction range of 80 nm by 1.6 times shown in Fig. 3. The Usat was decreased to 64

J/cm: (at 1020 nm) from 147 J/cm2 (at 1040 nm) at room temperature.

Yb-doped materials, Yb:YLF and Yb:glass, were cooled at low temperature.

Energy extraction efficiency was drastically improved and saturation fluence was

decreased. The spectral band width for an efficient energy extraction was expanded. Yb-
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doped materials cooled at low temperature will be highly efficient laser materials for the

next generation of high field lasers using a LD-pumped CPA system.
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Development of High Efficiency Second Harmonic Frequency Converter
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An efficient four-pass quadrature frequency conversion scheme was developed. A high conversion efficiency

in excess of 80 % has been achieved for frequency doubling of 1064-nm in KTP with a low input fundamental

laser intensity of 76 MW/cm2. A second-harmonic output of 486 mJ has been obtained with 607 mJ of the input

1064-nm fundamental laser at 10 Hz.

Keywords: quadrature frequency conversion, second-harmonic generatiom, Nd:YAG, KTP

1. INTRODUCTION

The technique of using nonlinear optical crystals to convert the frequency is an important and popular method

to extend the utility of existing lasers. In particular, generation of pulsed green output is important for

application for pumping Ti: sapphire amplifier. The most effective way to accomplish this has been through

second-harmonic generation (SHG) of 1064-nm Nd:YAG lasers in nonlinear optical crystals. For SHG with the

1064-nm Nd:YAG lasers, a commonly employed laser source, conversion efficiencies exceeding 50 % are

commonplace [1-6]. Efficient SHG from the fundamental laser wavelength is also essentially important for the

frequency up-conversion because the performance of higher-order harmonic generation is very much dependent

on this. Additionally, in many applications and experiments, a high second-harmonic conversion efficiency is

desirable for the purpose of enhancing the signal-to-noise ratio or reducing the size of the required laser source.

In order to achieve high conversion efficiency, a quadrature frequency conversion scheme has been proposed

[7]. Figure 1 shows the quadrature doubling scheme used for SHG. In this scheme, the planes formed by the

input laser beam propagation direction and optic axes of two type II crystals are arranged to be orthogonal. The

input laser beam left unconverted from the first crystal due to nonuniformities of the input beam intensity can be

converted efficiently in the second crystal. Thus, the sensitivity to input laser beam profile, angle and thermal

misadjustment is lower than that of single crystal scheme. The second-harmonic output produced in the first

crystal is not at the correct polarization for interaction in the second. Thus, the second-harmonic output from the

first crystal passes through the second without back-conversion.

In this paper, we describe a four-pass quadrature frequency conversion scheme by using polarization rotation

for pumping Ti.sapphire amplifier and report a frequency conversion efficiency of above 80 % for SHG with a

low input fundamental laser beam intensity of 76 MW/cm2. The incorporation of quadrature and multi-pass

features in this scheme provides a frequency conversion performance superior to that of comparable lasers in its
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class. This scheme can be easily scaled up by increasing the size of the nonlinear optical crystal to accommodate

larger input fundamental laser beam cross-section.

input laser

• I O J

'2u>

first crystal

optical axes in orthogonal planes

Fig. 1 quadrature doubling scheme used for SHG.

E 2 o ,

2. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The experimental arrangement of four-pass quadrature frequency conversion scheme is shown in Fig. 2. The

laser source used in this experiment was a Q-switched Nd: YAG laser (Continuum, Powerlite 910), operated at a

repetition rate of 10 Hz. The input 1064-nm fundamental laser beam diameter was 8.5 mm and the pulse

duration was 15 ns (full width at half maximum (FWHM)). This scheme consists of a thin-film polarizer, a high-

reflection mirror, two dichroic mirrors, a half-wave plate, two type II KTP crystals and a quarter-wave plate.

KTiOPO4 (KTP) was chosen as the nonlinear optical crystal because of its high effective nonlinear coefficient,

large acceptance angle, large temperature bandwidth, and reasonably high damage threshold. The KTP crystal

(Crystal Associates, gray-tracking-resistant KTP) size was lOmmX lOmmx 10mm. The crystal was oriented for

type II phase matching for SHG of input 1064-nm laser radiation at room temperature. The input faces of the

crystals were antireflection coated at both 532-nm and 1064-nm. The crystals were mounted on a rotation stage

for optimizing the angle between the input beam and the crystals at room ambient without any crystal

temperature control. A dual-output scheme was used to lower the second harmonic power loading in the

crystals. The second harmonic output beam on each direction which are elliptically polarized will be separated

into two linear polarized beams by thin-film polarizers. The polarization of the two linear polarized beams are

rotated in half-wave plates for correct orientation to the Ti:sapphire amplifier for efficient absorption.

optical isojator relay optics

thin-film polarizer

second harmonic output

Q-switched Nd:YAG laser

A /4 plate second harmonic output

dichroic mirror
M i

dichroic mirror
type II KTP crystal M 2

Fig. 2 Experimental arrangement of four- pass quadrature scheme.
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The input laser beam for this scheme, which was /7-polarized, was relayed and passed through an optical

isolator and a thin-film polarizer. The optical isolator (EOT, 1211064) was placed between the Q-switched

Nd:YAG laser and the frequency conversion part in order to provide sufficient optical isolation between the two

sections. The input beam was injected into the two KTP crystals in quadrature frequency conversion scheme by

dichroic mirror M,, which was high-reflection coated at 1064-nm and anti-reflection coated at 532-nm, and then

converted, after rotating the polarization by 45° in a half-wave plate for correct orientation to the crystals for

efficient conversion. Furthermore, the polarization of the input beam was rotated by 90° after a round-trip pass

through the quarter-wave plate before retracing its path. The input beam made two more passes through the two

KTP crystals as it was s -polarized at the thin-film polarizer. Thus, the input beam passed through the two KTP

crystals in quadrature frequency conversion scheme a total of four times and the second-harmonic output

generated was extracted through the dichroic mirrors M, and M2.

3. RESULTS

Figure 3 shows the 532-nm second-harmonic conversion efficiency as a function of the input 1064-nm

fundamental laser intensity for conventional scheme and four-pass quadrature scheme. In the four-pass

quadrature scheme, we measured the second-harmonic output energy generated in two opposite direction as 532-

nm second-harmonic output energy. For comparison, we also measured the SHG charactenstic in a single pass

with a single crystal scheme as a conventional scheme.
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Fig.3 532-nm second-harmonic conversion efficiency as a function of the input 1064-nm fundamental laser

intensity for conventional scheme and four-pass quadrature scheme.

The second-harmonic output and the fundamental laser power were measured by a calibrated power meter
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(OPHIR, ATN). The intensity was calculated from the measured pulse duration, the measured energy, and

measured beam diameter. There were no compensation for optical losses such as reflection and absorption of the

crystals, and reflection and transmission of the dichroic mirrors. As can be seen from this figure, the conversion

efficiency of four-pass quadrature frequency conversion scheme is clearly higher than that of the conventional

scheme. A maximum second-harmonic conversion efficiency of above 80 % was achieved with a low input laser

intensity of 76 MW/cm2. The high efficiency enables efficient use of energy and hardware. The low input laser

intensity enables the use of a smaller laser source, and ensures no photochromic damage (gray-tracking) [8,9] in

KTP. Though the threshold of gray-tracking depends on the repetition rate of the laser and the growth technique

of the crystal, laser damage thresholds ranging from 100 MW/cm2 to about 10 GW/cm2 have been reported.

4. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we have demonstrated efficient SITG in four-pass quadrature frequency conversion scheme. A

high second-harmonic conversion efficiency of 80 % has been achieved with low input laser intensity of 76

MW/cm2. The successful operation of the scheme demonstrates that it is applicable and scalable to the design of

a high power laser system with high efficiency.
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We fully characterize a high-peak power, ultrashort laser pulse in a Ti:sapphire chirped-

pulse amplification laser system. The phase and contrast of the 20 fs pulse are determined by

using frequency-resolved optical gating and high dynamic range cross-correlation techniques.

The result of the phase measurement of the pulse indicate that the predominant phase distortion

is quartic. The measured contrast of the pulse is of the order of 10 limited by amplified

spontaneous emission coming from the amplifiers.

Keywords : Ultrashort pulse, FROG, Phase, Contrast

1. Introduction

The high-peak power ultrashort pulse laser systems can realize pulses with a peak

intensity of >1020 W/cm2 [1]. Such high intensity ultrashort laser pulses are useful for the variety

of high-field applications such as the generation of ultrafast x-ray radiation [2] and high

harmonic generation [3] from solid targets and photoionization pumped x-ray lasers [4].

However the ultrashort laser pulses may, in general, have pedestals and/or amplified

spontaneous emission (ASE) associated with the main laser pulse. In a laser produced plasma

experiment, such a pedestal and/or ASE would create a low density plasma in advance of the

main laser pulse and thus significantly alter the physics of the laser/plasma interaction. It is,

therefore, crucial to characterize the phase and contrast of the pulse.

A second-harmonic generation (SHG) frequency-resolved optical gating (FROG)

technique can measure the intensity and phase of the pulse over a wide range of wavelengths

using the nonlinear-optical materials [5]. However, the dynamic range of this method is usually

limited to - 10 which is not sufficient to measure the high contrast pulse. A slow scanning

second-order high dynamic range autocorrelation has enough temporal resolution and

dynamic range of -101 [6] and suitable for the detection of very low intensity ASE.

Unfortunately, this technique gives information on the symmetry of the pulse shape. On the
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other hand, a third-order high dynamic range cross-correlation between fundamental and its

second harmonic pulse, it can distinguish prepulses from postpulses [7], The time resolution is

limited by the broadening of the SHG caused by group velocity mismatch (GVM) and spectral

filtering in the doubler and tripler. In order to fully characterize the laser pulse, it is therefore

necessary to measure the phase and contrast of the pulse using these techniques

simultaneously.

In this paper, we characterize a high-peak power 20 fs laser pulse. The phase and contrast

of the laser pulse were measured with the techniques of SHG FROG and high dynamic range

third-order cross-correlation. The measured contrast (defined as the ratio of the peak pulse

intensity to ASE) of the pulse is of the order of 10'6.

2. SHG FROG measurement

In this experiment we used a part of our Tirsapphire laser system operating at a 10 Hz

repetition rate [1, 8]. A laser pulse is generated from a Ti:sapphire oscillator with a pulse

duration of ~ 10 fs [9]. The pulse was stretched to > 1 ns in an expander and amplified by

regenerative and multipass amplifiers. The output energy of the amplified pulse was ~ 250 m l

The separation and incidence angle of the compressor gratings were 115.219 cm and 62.97° ,

respectively. After the compressor, the phase of the compressed pulse was measured by using the

SHG FROG technique.
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Fig. 1 Retrieved intensities and phases of the SHG FROG trace for the compressed pulse, (a) Pulse intensity
and phase in time, (b) Spectral intensity and phase as a function of wavelength.
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The setup of the FROG is similar to the single-shot second-order autocorrelator [1]. The

nonlinear material used in the autocorrelator was a 100 îm thick KDP crystal. The SHG signal

was detected by an imaging spectrometer with a grating of 300 groove/mm and a CCD camera.

A 250 mm relay lens focused the SHG signal onto the entrance slit of the spectrometer. The

magnification of the image is 1 : 0.8. The sensitivity as a function of the wavelength of the

detection system was calibrated by using a Halogen lamp. The measured FROG trace was

extracted using the central 256 X 256 pixel area of the CCD camera and then retrieved until the

FROG error decreased to less than ~ 0.01. The number of iterations was 20 in this case. Figure 1

(a) shows the pulse intensity and phase in time retrieved from the SHG FROG trace. The pulse

duration is 20 fs full width at half maximum (FWHM) accompanied with pre- and post-pulses.

The intensity and phase of the pulse in frequency are also shown in Figure 1 (b). The spectral

width is 67 nm FWHM. The duration of the transform-limited pulse calculated from the

measured spectrum is 16.5 fs. The measured pulse contains of a group delay dispersion of 2.83

X102 fs2, a cubic phase of 3.73 X103 fs3, and a quartic phase of 3.80 X106 fs4. Based on these

results, we conclude that the predominant phase distortion is quartic.

3. High dynamic range measurement

The arrangement of the cross-correlator is that of a Type I phase-matched, noncollinear

geometry which incorporates SHG and THG nonlinear crystals. The SHG and THG signals

were obtained with 1 mm and 500 \im thick KDP crystals, respectively. To minimize the

dispersion of the SHG signal, reflective optics are used after frequency doubling. The two

beams were focused onto the THG crystal with an aluminum coated concave mirror (R = 500

mm) and had a crossing angle of 8° . In the case of nonlinear phase matching, the interaction

length of the fundamental and its second harmonic pulse becomes less than the thickness of the

THG crystal. The THG signal was then recorded by a standard photomultiplier tube (PMT). A

computer controlled stepping-motor was used to vary the delay between the two cavity arms (up

to ±160 ps). Calibrated neutral density filters were also used to obtain the THG signals at a

different attenuation level. The signal from the PMT was time gated (50 ns) to avoid any other

long-time-scale noise and averaged over ten laser shots in a Boxcar integrator.

The cross-correlation signal of the compressed pulses is shown in Figure 2. Each point of

cross-correlation trace with a time resolution of 670 fs corresponds to an average of ten laser

shots. The detection limit of this apparatus is approximately 10"8. The measured contrast is of

the order of 10"6 limited by ASE coming from the amplifiers. ASE can be easily suppressed by

two orders of magnitude by using a solid-state saturable absorber with a preamplifier before the

pulse expander [10].
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Fig. 2 High dynamic range cross-correlation trace of a compressed pulse. Each point of the cross-correlation

trace corresponds to an average often laser shots.

4. Summary

We have fully characterized a high-peak power, ultrashort laser pulse in a Ti:sapphire CPA

laser system. The contrast, temporal and spectral phases of the 20 fs pulse are determined by

using high dynamic range cross-correlation and SHG FROG techniques simultaneously. The

pulse duration is 20 fs FWHM accompanied with pre- and post- pulses resulting from the

predominant quartic phase distortion. The measured contrast of the pulse is of the order of 106

limited by ASE.
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Optical parametric chirped pulse amplification has apparent advantages over the current schemes for high
energy ultrashort pulse amplification. High gain in a single pass amplification, small B-integral, low heat
deposition, high contrast ratio and, especially the extremely broad gain bandwidth with large-size crystals
available bring people new hope for over multi-PW level at which the existing Nd:glass systems suffered
difficulties. In this paper we present simulation and experimental studies for a high gain optical parametric
chirped pulse amplification system which may be used as a preamplifier to replace the current complicated
regenerative system or multi-pass Ti:sapphire amplifiers. Investigations on the amplification bandwidth and gain
with BBO are performed. Analysis and discussions are also given.

Key words: Broadband amplification, Ultrashort pulse lasers, CPA, OPA

1.INTRODUCTION
In the past few years, people recognized it is possible to amplify broadband optical pulses with a couple of

well- developed nonlinear crystals such as LBO, BBO, KDP etc. through optical parametric process. However
the extremely short pulse duration was still the main obstacle to higher efficiency. OPCPA [1-2] (optical
parametric chirped-pulse amplification) technique came at the time when both chirped-pulse amplification
(CPA) and broadband OPA had been well studied for many years. OPCPA is especially promising for the
amplification of extremely short (even below lOfs) pulse from a few of micro-Joules to more than hundreds of
Joules of energy with multi-PW output power by only several passes through the media, yielding small B-
integral and good beam quality. Potential high contrast ratio is another unique advantage with OPCPA.

2.SIMULATIONS
We numerically solved coupled-equations [3] in order to have a full view on OPA. A program was

developed to simulate the parametric interaction in a number of nonlinear crystals. There are input options
available for both ordinary pulse and chirped pulse. In the case of chirped pulse amplification, given the
temporal (or spectra and) inputs with arbitrarily distributions, different spectral components are first calibrated
with respect to its temporal intensity counterparts which are then calculated separately and summed up over a
certain length, yielding the parameters for all waves after interaction. The inputs include user supplied intensity
distributions, spectral distributions, relative time delay, crystal and its length, angle for non-collinear scheme.
Specific crystal parameters and characteristics such as phase matching angle, walk-off angle and spectral tuning
can also be sorted with this program.

Typical simulation results are shown in Fig.l. Fig. l(a) refers to the amplification process in which a week
signal and an idler grow exponentially in the small signal gain regime until the pump is fully depleted and
therefore the amplification is saturated. It also gives a clear picture for the interaction after saturation, where
energy begins to flow back to the bump and both signal and idler gradually dwindle. We compared our
simulation with the results based on the analytical solution which omits the pump depletion as shown in Fig.l(b).
They show good agreement with each other in the small signal gain region and remarkable deviation near and
after saturation. This indicated that crystal length has to be carefully chosen once the parameters of pump and
signal are set. The previous analytical analysis [2] is useful in small signal region but can not be used for
selection of optimal crystal length, which is especially true in case of OPCPA where strong saturated
amplification is expected in order to achieve high extraction efficiency and better stability. Previous efforts have
been focused on seeking effective way to minimize the amplified spectral width and people had not taken much
concern over the gain bandwidth until the amplification of femtosecond pulses emerged in the past few years. It
turns out that this previous unwanted effect with OPA may be useful for broadband amplification. Fig.3
represents the chirped signal temporal profiles before and after saturation. Apparent broadening occurred in the
strong saturation regime. It should be mentioned that temporal broadening in an OPCPA also associates with
spectral broadening due to its unique chirped characteristics.
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3.EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The experimental setup is sketched in Fig.4. The whole system primarily consists of a femtosecond laser,

grating stretcher, Nd:YAG pump laser and double stage OPA. The femtosecond laser source is a diode-pumped
Nd:glass K.LM oscillator with lOOmW output power and 150fs pulse duration at lOOMHz repetition rate. The
FWHM spectral width is 8.2nm around central wavelength 1056nm. This laser shows excellent long period
stability under our ultra-clean environmental condition. One of the femtosecond pulses is selected and
temporally stretched to 1.2ns by a 4-pass stretcher comprising a 1480groov/mm grating, a concave mirror and
some reflectors. Minor spectral clip occurred due to limited optics aperture, resulting in a reduction of spectral
width to less than 8nm after the stretcher.
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Fig.2. Temporal profiles of signal and depleted pump. Fig.3 Signal temporal profiles before and after amplification

Fig.4. Schematic of experimental setup. M: reflectors; L: Lenses; WP: waveplates; PI : polarizer;P: prism
reflectors; TFP: thin film polarizers; DM: dichroic mirrors; BD: beam dump; BS: beam splitters; PD: photo diodes;
BA: beam analyzer.

The pump source for OPA in this experiment is a frequency-doubled/Q-switched and seeded Nd:YAG laser
operating at 532nm with about 200mJ energy and 6 Hz repetition rate. This laser produces uniform flat-top beam
pattern with better than ±2% shot to shot pulse energy stability and, most of all, fairly smooth temporal profiles
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which is crucial for OPCPA. As shown in Fig.5, the pulse duration is 8ns. Several polarisers and waveplates are
used for allocation of pump energy while the uniform flat-top near field is image-relayed to the expected
positions. According to our tests, no air breakdown was actually observed around the focus between the image-
relay lenses for pump energy up to 80mJ in our laboratory. Pump beam sizes are demagnified about 4 times and
pump fluence on crystals can be adjusted by changing either its energy or distance between imaging lenses. Seed
pulse is electronically synchronized with the pump pulse in time. A set of optical delay line comprising comer-
prisms and reflectors is also included in the schematic and turned out to be a good alternative for
synchronization. This passive delay apparently has the advantage of simple structure and low cost but the
disadvantage of its dependence upon the starting time of pump pulse. The seed beam is first demagnified and
then combined with the pump beam by dichroic mirrors and spatially overlapped along crystal for efficient
interaction. The focused seed beam is 0.3mm in diameter and is re-collimated by another lens after amplification.

(a) (b)
Fig.5. Temporal waveforms of (a)pump laser pulse, and
(b)signal laser pulse.

Seed Intensity (W/cm2)

Fig.6. Gain dependence upon input signal intensity.
Average data error is about ±10%.

BBO was used here as nonlinear crystal. BBO has higher non-linear coefficient but lower damage threshold
and a relative larger walk-off in comparison with LBO. In addition, LBO shows broader bandwidth at certain
conditions. In case of longer pulse pump like Q-switched YAG laser, BBO may be chosen for higher gain,
especially on the first stage where a weak signal with tiny beam size is to be amplified The amplification gain
and spectrum have been of top concern over OPCPA experiments. Both single and double-stage amplifications
were performed. Two BBO crystals have the same 5mm x 5mm cross section and different lengths, one is 18mm
long and another 14mm, respectively. For single crystal amplification, a relatively larger pump beam size insider
crystal were chosen in order to keep the seed beam within the interaction area all along crystal length. According
to our simulation, it is difficult for our weak signal to saturate the pump in a single pass before complete walk-
off occurs even if the crystal is long enough. Lower pump fluence around 2.5J/ cm2 was therefore kept to
facilitate experiments. The measured pump diameter is 2mm and the actual pump fluence can be adjustable by
simply changing the pump energy.
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Fig. 7. OPCPA gain dependence upon pump intensity and
comparison with numerical simulations. Is: input signal
intensity; Es: input energy. Average data error about ±10%.
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Fig.8.Double stage OPCPA gain dependence upon
pump intensity. Is: input signal intensity

4.RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We first examined the OPCPA gain dependence upon input signal intensity with the 18mm BBO. Because

the overall throughput from the oscillator to OP A is about 10% and the signal energy can be changed from
lOOpJ down to less than lOpJ. As shown in Fig.6, the OP A gain keeps nearly constant for various input signal
intensities when pump intensity is given. This is consistent with calculation and shares similarity with the
conventional laser amplification process. With the same BBO we measured the gains under various pump
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intensities, as shown in Fig.7. The energy of input seed is 50pJ, corresponding to 60W/cm2 intensity. The
highest gain of 6600 was achieved with 32OMW/cm2 pump intensity which is the maximum available under
present beam diameter and 80mJ energy in collinear configuration. Both experimental data and calculation
clearly indicate the gain is still far away from saturation.

In order to increase the signal energy and amplification extraction efficiency, the 14mm BBO was used to
form a second-stage OPA with basically the same configuration as the previous one. The output signal from the
first stage served as the input signal to be amplified in the second stage. To prevent air breakdown, 80mJ
maximum pump energy within a 1.5mm beam diameter was delivered to the crystal. The pump beam diameter,
or the pump intensity, was carefully calculated with our computer code. It is important to keep in mind that the
analytical theory can not be employed for estimation in this case where strong saturation was expected to happen.
Fig.8 is the measured gains together with a simulation curve. Strong saturated gain of 1200 at this stage was
obtained at 560MW/cm2 maximum pump intensity. Taking into account of the 50% loss caused by minors and
measurements between stages, the overall gain from two stage OPA reaches I.4X107 and the final output
energy is over 0.7mJ. If we calculate the OPA gain with respect to crystal length, our result shows that BBO has
a gain of over 4X106/mm at the moderate pump intensity which is far more efficient than the widely used
Ti:sapphire as broadband amplification media for the ordinary mJ level amplifiers. The extraction efficiency for
the second-stage and whole system are about 0.9% and 0.45%, respectively.

1042 1046 1050 1054 1058 1062 1066
Wivclcnglh (ran)

Fig.9. (a)seed spectrum and (b)amplified spectrum
(a) (b)

Fig. 10. Traces of (a)single shot, and (b)60 shots pulses

The spectrum of one of amplified pulses was recorded as shown in Fig.9 with comparison with that of seed
pulse. Little difference can be found between the original seed spectrum and the amplified from the first stage
OPA where the gain is far away from saturation. Obvious flattening and broadening however appears under
strong saturated amplification as in our case. We expect even more significant broadening for further
amplification by adding a few more OPA for higher energy output since the gain bandwidth of BBO is beyond
lOOnm. For the sake of practicality to other applications, the output stability of OPCPA was examined. The
oscilloscope photograph of both single shot and a typical overlap of 60 shots are shown in Fig. 10. We estimated
the final OPA output energy instability was less than ±5% while our pump laser has an output stability better
than ±2%. It is certain that excellent environmental conditions partially contributed to the good OPA stability.
In addition, our simulations shows there exits a optimal working point around the saturation area for the given
crystal length and input signal, amplified output instability is minimized when the pump fluctuation varies
within ±5%.

4.SUMMARY
Investigations were conducted both numerically and experimentally on the optical parametric chirped pulse

amplification. Broadband amplification gain of over 1.4 X 107 in a single pass through two-stage BBO OPA
were obtained with good output stability. Although the extraction efficiency is still low, this is not intrinsic and
high efficiency of over 20% is possible with improved schematic according to simulations. OPCPA has great
potential for amplifying extremely short pulses and is one of the ideal candidates for both high energy and high
repetition rate ultrashort pulse lasers.
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Diode-pumped microchip laser oscillation of highly Nd3+-doped polycrystalline YAG ce-

ramics has been succeeded. It is found that the loss of a 2.4 at. % neodymium-doped

ceramic YAG is as low as that of a 0.9 at. % NdrYAG single crystal. From a 4.8 at. %

Nd:YAG ceramic microchip, 2.3 times higher laser output power is obtained than that

from a 0.9 at. % Nd:YAG single crystal microchip.

Keywords: Laser materials, Diode-pumped lasers, Neodymium lasers, Solid-

state lasers

Diode-pumped microchip solid-state lasers are attractive light sources because of advantages

such as compactness, high efficiency, high power, and low numbers of longitudinal and transverse

modes [1]. A wide variety of materials has been investigated to develop more efficient and higher

power microchip lasers. Although Nd:YVC>4 is a suitable material for highly efficient microchip

laser owing to its large absorption cross section [2,3], high power operation is difficult because its

thermal-mechanical properties are poor. On the other hand, while Nd:YAG has good thermal

properties, high efficiency is difficult since high doping (> 1 at. %) of Nd3+ into the YAG crystal

is impossible, limiting pump absorption.

We have recently developed highly Nd3+-doped, transparent YAG ceramics [5-7], and found

that the thermal conductivity is as high as that of NdYAG single crystals even at the Nd3+

concentration of 9 at. % [4]. In this work we report measurements of the absorption spectra and

the fluorescence lifetime of ceramic NdYAG in order to show that it is a promising material as

a highly efficient, high power microchip laser. Moreover, we characterized its laser performance.

The measured ceramic samples were made by a developed sintering process [5]. The Nd3+

concentration of the samples - the percentage of Nd3+ in the starting powders - ranged from

1.1 to 9.3 at. %. Single crystal samples were also prepared for comparison.

Figure 1 shows the absorption spectra of 2.2 and 4.8 at. % NdYAG ceramics and 1.1 at. %

single crystal. The measurements were carried out by use of a spectrophotometer (Hitachi,
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Fig. 1. Absorption spectra of 2.2 and 4.8 at %

Nd:YAG ceramics (solid curves), and 1.1 at %

Nd:YAG single crystal (dashed curve).
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Fig. 2. Nd3+ concentration versus fluorescence life-

time. The open squares show the experimental

data for the YAG ceramics and the solid curve is

the fitting with Eq. (1).

U3500) at the resolution of 0.2 nm. The absorption increases as the Nd3+ concentration in-

creases. The 4.8 at. % Nd:YAG ceramic has an absorption coefficient of 30.4 cm"1 at 808 inn,

which is as large as that of Nd:YVC>4.

Fluorescence lifetimes were determined by the measurement of the time dependence of the

fluorescence intensity. The pump wavelength and the pump pulse width were 808 nm and 10 ns,

respectively. The measurement was performed for 1.1, 2.2, 4.8, and 9.3 at. % ceramics and a

1.1 at. % single crystal. The Nd3+-concentration dependence of the lifetime is shown in Fig. 2.

The solid curve is the fitting with the following equation

T z==- (1)

where CNd is the Nd3+ concentration, TQ is the lifetime at CNd = 0, and Co is the quenching

parameter which was obtained to be 5.4 at. %.

In the microchip laser experiments, we used a diode laser oscillating at 809 nm as a pump

source. The thickness of every sample was less than 1 mm, and the input facet was high-

transmission and high-reflection coated at 808 and 1064 nm, respectively. The radii at the beam

waist were 20 and 90 /im in the fast and slow-axis direction, respectively. An output coupler

with a curvature of 100 mm was used, and the cavity length was set to be 50 mm.

Figure 3 shows the input-output power characteristics of 2.4 and 4.8 at. % ceramics and a

0.9 at. % single crystal. For the 4.8 at. % ceramic, 2.3-times higher output was achieved than

that for the single crystal, which indicates the advantage of Nd:YAG ceramics as highly efficient

miniature or microchip lasers.

We estimated the cavity losses by obtaining the slope efficiencies, rjs's, which were determined

from the relation between the absorbed and the output power by changing the transmittance of

the output coupler. The round-trip cavity loss, L,, is given by

(r2/Ti)Ti - {m/m)T2

m/m -
(2)
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Table 1. Slope
Neodymium

Concentration

(at. %)

Single Crystal

0.9

Ceramics

2.4

4.8

Efficiencies and

Vi

(%)

20.7

24.7

27.4

m
(%)

15.7

19.0

13.7

Cavity

u
(%) <

0.5

0.5

2.2

Losses

(cm"1)

0.04

0.03

0.13

where rj\ and 772 are the slope efficiencies when the output couplers with transmittance of T\ =

4.4 % and T2 = 1.1 % are used, respectively. Absorbed power was estimated by monitoring the

transmitted pump power at each input power; the input-to-absorbed power ratio was different

at different input powers or different diode currents because of spectral changes of the pump

diode. This is why the output power from the 4.8 at. % ceramic sample decreased above the

input pump power of 550 mW, as shown in Fig. 3, not because of any thermal effects.

The relation between the absorbed and the output power for the 4.8 at. % ceramic is shown

in Fig. 4, and Table 1 summarizes the slope efficiencies and the cavity losses of each sample. It

was found that the loss of the 2.4 at. % ceramic is as low as that of the single crystal. Moreover,

the slope efficiency of the ceramics was found to be higher than that of the single crystal. That is

because the mode-matching efficiencies of the ceramics are higher than that of the single crystal;

owing to their larger absorption coefficients, the absorption depths of the ceramics are shorter,

resulting in the less divergence of the pump beam in the sample.
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It is concluded that highly Nd3+-doped YAG ceramics are promising as a highly efficient,

high power microchip laser material.

This work was partially supported by the Grant-in-Aid for Scientific Research #10555016,

from The Ministry of Education, Science, Sports and Culture of Japan.
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We characterize a laser produced gas puff plasma for soft x-ray generation. Strong emission in 11.4 nm wavelength
region was observed, using krypton and xenon gas puff targets irradiated by a Nd:YAG laser with an energy of
0.7J/8ns. Space resolved x-ray spectral measurement indicated that the source size on the Rayleigth length and the
gas density profile.

Keywords : Laser produced plasma X-ray source, X-ray generation, Gas puff target, EUV lithography
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ABSTRACT

To demonstrate high gain saturated amplification in soft x-ray lasing, uniform and long amplification medium
must be created by novel focusing and target set-up technique. We report on the cylindrical lens array and multi
target coupling system for creating uniform line focus.Through these methods, series of x-ray lasing with the
wavelength towards the water window are obtained at the GekkoXII Nd glass laser facility in ILE, Osaka University.

Key words: Nickel like x-ray laser, cylindrical lens array, multi-target coupling, gain coefficient.

1. INTRODUCTION

Since the first demonstration of soft x-ray laser in 1984, the electron collisional excitation scheme of x-ray laser
have been studied in many laboratories worldwide with great achievements towards the water window wavelength
with higher efficiency[1~8]. X-ray lasers have already been used for many applications such as the plasma
diagnostics and so on. Recently x-ray lasing of the electron collisional excitation scheme is created in the Nickel-like
isoelectronic sequence ions by pumping the high atomic number solid target with a train of hundred ps high power
laser pulses.

In this paper, we report the series of experimental results of the x-ray laser research carried out since 1996 using the
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GekkoXII Nd-glass laser facility at ILE, Osaka University.
All the experiments on the Nickel-like scheme soft x-ray lasing used two multi pulse laser beams at fundamental

wavelength(1053nm). To achieve high gain x-ray lasing output, two focal lines with uniform intensity were formed
by two sets of convex cylindrical lens array. Multi. slab targets were precisely coupled together in order to form long
amplification length. By utilizing the above techniques, high intensity Nickel-like x-ray lasing with the wavelength
range from 13.9nm to 4.6nm were successfully obtained with different gain length product. Shorter wavelength
lasing lines in the range of water window were also observed at relatively low intensity, indicating that this
configuration is applicable for more shorter wavelength x-ray lasing with significant improvement of pumping
conditions.

Experimental setup is described with details in section 2 of this paper. Experimental results of x-ray lasing in the
series of different atomic number elements and by using different pumping pulse trains are described in section 3.
We summarize the result in section 4.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Experiments are carried out at the target Chamber II of GekkoXII Nd glass laser facility at the Institute of Laser
Engineering. Osaka University. Figure 1 shows the schematic diagram of the experimental setup. Two 1053nm beams
of GekkoXII laser pump two sets of target from opposite direction with a lOOps duration pulse train. The number of
pumping pulses and interval between the pulses can be set for improvement of the x-ray laser performance. Each
beam is focused by the composition of a cylindrical lens array ( 4 lens are combined together) and aspherical lens to
form the

Line focus system:
Wedge plate,Cylindrical lens
array .Aspherical lens

Taregt
system

Xray
Spectrometer (XRS)
+CCD

Fiducial wire

lOOps Pulse width
100~600J/beam

I

Xray
Spectrometer (XRS)
+Streakcamera

Fig. 1. Experimental configuration of double target pumping beams with its target and diagnostic system

the narrow focal line on the target surface as an amplification medium. Output x-ray radiations were recorded by the
grazing incidence flat field grating spectrometer.
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2.1 Creation of the plasma amplifying region:

Formation of the plasma amplification column in which the population inversion occurs and a x-ray beam
propagation is of the key importance to obtain high gain-length product. The intensity should be high enough to create
the required electron temperature together with uniform distribution for the purpose of elimating the early deflection
of the X-ray output of the amplification region.

We can create line focus by the cylindrical lens, but due to the circular cross section of the pumping laser beam, the
intensity of a focal line created by a single cylindrical lens cannot be well distributed. For this reason the unique
methods were developed for the creation of a uniform focal line [9, 10]. One of them is the concept of cylindrical lens
array. As shown in Fig.2. multi cylindrical lens units separate the beam into several parts and each lens focuses
independently.Each focused light overlaps with each other to form a single line focus on a target surface which gives a
more uniform distribution due to average effect. During experiment, four unit convex cylindrical lens array were
adopted. The real focal line on target surface is superposed by four independent lines A, B, C, D, with different
lengths and energy ratio for each l i n e — ( E A : E B : E Q E D =0.618:1:1:0.618) where each factor corresponds to the

energy fraction of line A,B,C and D respectively .The overlapping regions and energy distribution ratios were
optimized when it was designed.

Aspherical lens

Cylindrical
lens array

A B C D

Fig.2. Schematic of four overlapped focal lines created by 4 convex cylindrical lens units
together with an aspherical lens.

Each lens unit was designed to convex shape to avoid the high intensity interference patterns on aspherical lens
caused by placing the adjacent lenses. The interference fringe due to the overlapping is smaller than 10^m which
brings no obvious effect on the plasma distribution.

The cylindrical lens array forms the focal line with the intensity of 101JW/cm and 26mm in length and 100 \xx\\
in width. In Fig.3, we can compare it with single unit cylindrical lens, the width and energy distribution is we]]
improved. The measured integrated intensity fluctuation (root mean square) along the focal line was estimated to be
within a 15%.

2 . 2 Multi-target coupling for long amplifying medium.

The targets were 2-mm wide and \-\xm. thick stripe coated on a 1-mm thick glass substrate by using a magnetic
sputtering machine. A variety of elements with different atomic numbers, such as Ag. Nd, Hf. Yb Ta,W were tested
for obtaining different wavelength x-ray lasers, the target can be bent with a proper curvature by a metal mold in
order to compensate the refraction decoupling of the x-ray laser.
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Due to limited focal length of each beam, the amplifying region must be connected to extend the amplifying region
for large gain length. The effect of deflection of x-ray propagation should also be well compensated during target
coupling. For this purpose, a special target holder for coupling two or multi targets and its alignment system was
employed in order to attain the precise alignment of multiple targets. Target coupling stage was aligned outside the

WidLh W (Aim)

200

100 -

18
Length L (mm)

Fig.3 a) Focal line imaging of cylindrical lens array on a target suriacc taken by slit camera

400
Width W ( u m)

18
Length L (mm)

Fig.3 b) Focal line imaging of a single unit cylindrical lens taken by a slit camera

target chamber. Precise alignment is of key importance to the properties of output x-ray lasing. Position and
direction for the target coupling can be kept as high as lO îm and O.lmrad.

This target alignment and holding system is applicable to different target configuration. Single target, double target

and four target system were used to create deferent target length and amplifying scheme.
As shown in Fig.l, two identical on-axis grazing incidence flat field spectrometers(1200 lines/mm), which equipped
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with back-side illumination type soft X-ray CCD(Princeton Instrument TEA/CCD1100PB) and streak camera
(Hamamatus Photonics Model C2590 ) respectively were installed on both sides of the amplifing medium for the time
integrated, horizontal angle resolved spectral record and time resolved measurement.

In the time integrated measurement, output of x-ray laser was attenuated by aluminum and polyethylene foils while
relatively thin polyethylene foil with the transmittance of 15% was used as filters for the streak camera.

Double slit camera and bent crystal spectrometer are installed at off axis direction for monitoring the focal lines
and plasma ionization states.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT

3.1 Nickel like Nd X-ray laser output under different target configuration.

The Nd target is pumped by the train of lOOps pulses separated by lOOOps, 400ps, 400ps with almost the same

Fiducial wire

Slit of x-ray
spectrometer

Pumping beam

6(0-8mrad)

~lmm

Double Nd slab
target

Fig.4 a) The output spectrum of 7.9 nm X-ray laser from two 10mm long Nd slab target

Peak intensity(CCD counts)
1000

ID

•a

Omrad 4.5mrad 8mrad lOmrad
Divergence angle

Fig.4 b) The output spectrum of a 7.9 mn x-ray laser from two 10mm long Nd slab target

taken by the flat field spectrometer
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Pumping beam
(lOOps delayed)

Slit of x-ray
spectrometer I

30mm

•>:•»>:•:*>:.>:.

Pumping
beam

Fig.5 a) The configuration of a set of 4 slab Nd target
pumped by two beam(Total target length 40mm).

Intensity (CCD counts)
1 104

Omrad 4.5mrad 8mrad 1 Omrad

Diveraence anql<

Fig.5 b) The output spectrum of 7.9nm X-ray laser from 4 slab Nd targets
pumped by the two beams

intensity. The pumping energy per beam is 600J, giving the intensity within focal line of 5xlO^W/cm2.
As shown in Fig.4, we start our experiment from single beam pumping configuration. The two 10mm long targets

were placed with an angle of 0~8 mrad for the compensation of X-ray beam deflection. There are several fiducial
wires before the spectrometer for the measurement of the divergence and deflection angle of the output x-ray laser.

The configuration of the four target scheme with the total target length of 20mm is shown in Fig 5. The output
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intensity from the two sets of double target was 10 times larger than that of one set double targets (10mm). The
separation in transverse direction between the two coupled targets was optimized to be 320nrn,which gave the most
intense x-ray output.

Curved target can be also used for refraction compensation.We also try the curved target configuration with the
same target length and separation. Significant increase of x-ray intensity was observed. This is mainly due to the well
fitting curvature which compensates the refraction decoupling.

Taking into account the time-dependent gain with Gaussian profile and the transit time effect of x-ray passing

through the medium, the peak gain coefficient and x-ray laser pulse duration are 3.5cm"1 and 130ps respectively. The
maximum output energy obtained is estimated to be 40 (i J[l 1,12].

3.2 Nickel -like Ag,Hf.Yb,Ta,W laser output

The Ni-Ag x-ray laser at the wavelength of 13.9nm which coincide with the favorable wavelength of the high
reflectivity of Mo-Si mutilayer mirrors can be used for many applications. We obtained the saturated Ni-Ag X-ray
laser by almost the same configuration. The pumping pulse train is composed of a low intensity prepulse(lOOps)
whose intensity is 4% of the main pulse. For the Ag target, the pulse to pulse interval was 3ns and we use a coupled

double targets. Intensity within focal line is 8x10* W/cm. The amplification was saturated at the length of 8mm.

The data is deduced to the gain coefficient of 19cm"1. At the gain length product of 15, the gain started to be
saturated. Total x-ray laser energy was about 3QO\JJ within the duration from 40ps to 60ps[13].

For Ni-Yb,Hf experiment, the length of the focal line focus was reduced giving a focused intensity of as high as

3xlO14W7cm2. The prepulse to main pulse interval is chosen to be 1.5ns. By use of the coupled double target

scheme, the gain-coefficient of Nickel -like Yb was 6.6cm"1 with the maximum gain length product of 11. In the

Nickel like Hf experiments, the measured gain coefficient was 3.6cm' * with gain length product of 6.
Experiments of Ta and W target with the wavelength just outside and inside the water window were also carried

out by the same pumping scheme. Compared with Nickel -like Yb.and Hf cases, the output intensity of laser lines
were weak, as well as having large divergence angle. Double target scheme may be also adopted for the Nickel -like
Ta and W scheme with significant improvement of the pumping parameters[12].

4. SUMMARY

By applying the convex cylindrical lens array and multi-target coupling techniques, we obtained a laser focal line
with fairly uniform energy distribution up to the total length of 40mm. Intense Ni-like x-ray lasing at the wavelength
from 13.9nm to water window has been obtained through the quasi-traveling wave configuration. In order to
demonstrate the water window x-ray laser, we need high density and high temperature plasma, thus a shorter wave
length laser pumping together with the above target technique maybe required.

All those high intensity x-ray lasers obtained are already developed as a source for plasma probing and other
amplifications. Especially for the 13.9nm Ni-Ag x-ray lasing, its advantage on easy manufacturing of high
reflectivity Mo-Si multi layer and high intensity will make it a good candidate for soft x-ray probing source.
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27.
Design Study of High Repetition X-ray Laser Driver

619-0215

NAGASHIMAKeisuke, NISHIMURA Akihiko, KIRTYAMA Hiromitu, KATOYoshiaki
Advanced Photon Research Center, Kansai Research Establishment,

Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute
8-1 Umemidai, Kizu-cho, Souraku-gun, Kyoto 619-0215 Japan

X-ray source with high brightness, high coherence and short pulse length is
expected for various applications. X-ray laser is such high performance light in the soft x-
ray region. For practical use of the x-ray laser, it is necessary to be compact, high
repetitive, high efficient, high stable and so on. In order to realize such practical x-ray laser,
development of efficient and repetitive driver is one of the most important subjects. Here,
high repetitive x-ray laser driver using Nd:glass media pumped by laser diode is designed.

Keywords : x-ray laser, soft x-ray, Nd:glass media, laser diode
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2 8 . SiiiLfc Yb:glass
Measurement of Transmitted Wavefront on Highly Pumped Yb:glass

mm, mm

619-0215

Akihiko NISHIMURA, Katsuaki, AKAOKA,

Akira Ohzu, Tsutomu USAMI and Akira SUGIYAMA

Advanced Photon Research Center, Kansai Research Establishment,

Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute

8 - 1 Umemidai, Kizu-cho, Souraku-gun, Kyoto 619-0215 Japan

Time resolve wavefront measurement was proved to clarify cooling process of the highly pumped

ytterbium glass. A Shack-Hartmann sensor and a flashlamp pumped Ti:sapphire laser were used for

wavefront measurement and high intensity pumping. Temporal change of focus and astigmatism are

dominant in Zernike coefficients. Thermal lens of lm radius was found for the pumping intensity of 800

kW/cm2. Temporal decay of thermal lens effects on ytterbium glass agreed well with unsteady 1-D heat

conduction. The wavefront distortion completely disappears within the characteristic cooling time. The

proposed technique here can be applied to develop the effective cooling method for highly pumped gain

media.

Keywords : Thermal Lens Effects, Ytterbium Glass Laser, Wavefront Measurement, Flashlamp

Pumped Thsapphire Laser, Shack-Hartmann Sensor
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Photorefractive phase conjugator for Nd:YAG laser system

619-0215 ^ » f g ^ t W £ » T * & § | - & 8-1

OMATSUOKAFumiaku TEI Kazuyoku*\ KATOMasaaku

MARUYAMA Yoichiro, ARISAWA Takashi

Advanced Photon Research Center, Kansai Research Establishment,

Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute

8-1 Umemidai Kizu-cho, Souraku-gun, Kyoto 619-0215 Japan

An external loop phase conjugate mirror with a 45°-cut rhodium-doped BaTiO3 was constructed

and characterized. The external loop is composed of an image-relay telescope, a 90°-image rotator

and a phase modulator. A phase conjugated Nd:YAG laser has demonstrated 360mJ@100Hz and a

beam quality of 1.2xDL

Keywords: Nd:YAG laser, photorefractive, phase conjugator,
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3 0 . Feasibility of X-Ray Laser by Underwater Spark Discharges

Takaaki MATSUMOTO

Department of Nuclear Engineering

Hokkaido University

Kita 13, Nishi 8, Kita-ku, Sapporo 060-0813, Japan

The method of Underwater Spark Discharges(USD) is one of the most effective ways for

generating extremely compressed atomic clusters (called itonic clusters or micro Ball

Lightning(BL)). It is also associated with energetic X-rays, which are caused by the break up of

the itonic electrons. Despite of low voltage discharges of about 50 V, the high energy X-rays up

to 150 keV can be generated. This paper proposed two methods of generating X-ray laser by

using micro BL: (1) micro BL on surfaces of regularly arrayed wire cathodes and (2) gas of micro

BL generated by USD.

Keywords: Underwater Spark Discharge, Micro Ball Lightning, Itonic Cluster, X-Ray Laser

1. Introduction

The method of Underwater Spark Discharges which was newly developed by the author is one

of the most effective ways for generating a special state of clusters. The clusters are called itonic

clusters, in which many electrons are assumed to be interconnected with each other and to be

degenerated(l). Since the clusters behave very similarly to Ball Lightning which are often

observed in the natural environment, they are also called miro Ball Lightning(2). The bonding of

the itonic electrons is so strong that nuclear reactions can easily take place in the clusters(l).

When the itonic electrons are broken up, high energy X-rays are emitted. Despite of low voltage

discharges of about 50 V, the high energy X-rays up to 150 keV can be generated.

In this paper, two methods of generating X-ray laser will be proposed by using micro BL:

(1) micro BL on surfaces of regularly arrayed wire cathodes and (2) gas of micro BL generated

by USD.

2. Underwater Spark Discharges

The USD method can efficiently induce Electro-Nuclear Reactions(ENRsXl). The key point of

the method is to make the pinch effect work well on thin wire electrodes, which enables us to

obtain high current density with a low electrical power. Figure 1 shows a characteristic curve of

I/V during USD(3). At a critical voltage of about 50 V(those value sensitively depends on

experimental conditions such as the diameter of the wire), the pinch effect begins to work and

simultaneously make little sparks appear on a cathode surface, which are consisted of many micro

sparks, as shown in Fig. 2(3). On the other hand, lightning is observed on an anode, but with a
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higher voltage.

The micro sparks, which are alternatively called miro BL or itonic clusters, are in a special

state of clusters so that several kinds of Electro-Nuclear Reactions(ENRs) occur in themselves(l).

The most significant reaction among ENRs is Electro-Nuclear Collapse (ENC), one of those traces

recorded on nuclear emulsion is shown in Fig. 3(4). ENRs are all induced by the compression

with the strong bonding of the interconnected electrons. The break up of those electrons can be

recorded on the nuclear emulsion. Intensive X-rays are emitted during USD, which are caused by

the break up of the interconnected electrons. Figure 4 shows the comparison of the energy spectra

of the X-rays(3). The spectra of the USD-X rays are continuous with a slowly decline as energy

increases. The energetic X-rays up to about 150 keV is easily obtained even with the low voltage

discharges.

3. Feasibility of X-Ray Laser

The energetic X-rays emitted during USD are generated from the break up of the itonic

electrons on the cathode. Since the bonding of the itonic electrons are interconnected with each

other, the high energy X-rays are easily generated with no high voltage supply. The energetic

X-rays up to about 150 keV can be obtained with the low voltage discharges. Furthermore, the

generation of X-rays with much higher energy could be made straightforwardly by increasing the

voltage. In this paper, two methods of X-ray laser will be proposed by using micro BL which is

generated during USD: (1) micro BL on the surfaces of regularly arranged electrodes and (2) gas

of micro BL generated by USD. Feasible arrangements of USD-X-ray laser are shown in Fig. 5.

In the first method, an incident X-ray beam could be amplified by induced emission with micro

BL which is shining on the surfaces of the regularly arrayed electrodes. When continuous DC

discharges are employed, many mciro BL are steadily shining on the surface to contribute the

amplification of the X-rays. Here, ENRs in the micro BL could supply energy to the

interconnected electrons. One problem would be to fix the position of the individual micro BL. It

could be resolved by marking little pits on the surfaces, at which micro BL could be formed and

continue to shine.

The second method is to use gas of many micro BL, which could leave the electrode by using

appropriate techniques such as ultrasonic vibration or pulsed discharges. Since the life time of

micro BL was not so long (in general, less than 1 msec), the amplication of X-ray should be

finished within the period. Therefore, the method would be suitable to make a pulsed X-ray laser.

Since the life time of micro BL depends on its diameter, an alternative method for the second

one could be proposed. A high power supply could straightforwardly generate BL with a much

larger diameter, for example about 1 - 1 0 cm. They could be controlled to stay at fixed and

regularly arranged positions in vacuum by electric or magnetic fields, because of their negative

charges. Here the continuous amplication of X-rays should be possible.

4. Discussion

This paper has proposed two methods of X-ray laser by using micro BL, which is easily
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generated from USD. Both of two methods would be simple ways for generating X-ray laser.

Furthermore, since nuclear reactions could be used for the amplifying energy, they also could be

cheap methods. But ENRs, upon which two methods put their physical basis, were recently

discovered and no details of important information such as the life time of micro BL were known

so far. Future studies should be recommended.
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Fig. 3: Trace of Electro-Nuclear Co!lapse(4) Fig. 4: X-Ray Emitted from Cathode(3)
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Study of exploding type pumping x-ray laser

T305-8568 ^M%-D < «rff *&@ 1-1-4

Hidehiko YASHIRO and Toshihisa TOMIE

Electrotechnical Laboratory

1-1-4 Umezono, Tsukuba, Ibaraki 305-8563, Japan

We are proposing a new x-ray pumping scheme named "Exploding type pumping

scheme". A plasma is produced from a very thin membrane which is irradiated by a

short pulse laser. Effective heating and ionization of a plasma from membrane is

evaluated from Si spectral lines and theoretically hydrodynamic simulation. Effect of

ASE from KrF amplifieres is experimentally evaluated as a negligible level when a

short pulse laser is well-synchronized.

Keywords: X-ray laser, Exploding plasma, Short-pulse laser, Membrane

target, X-ray spectroscopy, Pre-pulse free laser
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3 2 . Study of Compact X-ray Laser Pumped by
Pulse-Train Laser

—Double-Target Experiment —

Naohiro YAMAGUCHI, Chiemi FUJIKAWA, and Tamio HARA
Toyota Technological Institute

2-12-1 Hisakata, Tempaku, Nagoya 468-8511, Japan

We have been developing a tabletop x-ray laser based on the recombination plasma
scheme. An advanced experiment has been started to improve x-ray laser output substantially.
Two 11-mm-long laser produced plasmas were produced so that their axis aligned into a line,
the double-target configuration. X-ray intensity of the 15.47 nm transition line of the Li-like
Al ion has been enhanced in the double-target configuration.

Keywords : Tabletop x-ray laser, Recombining plasma scheme, Pulse-train laser,
Double-target, Multilayer mirror

1. INTRODUCTION
Tabletop x-ray lasers which operate at shorter wavelengths less than 20 nm, are

promising tools for many important applications such as x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy,
x-ray microscopy, x-ray holography and x-ray lithography. An essential requirement for the
realization of tabletop x-ray lasers is to reduce the input energy for pumping. Introducing a
resonant cavity for the x-ray laser could improve the effective gain-length product of the
system, which would contribute to reduce the required pumping energy. Furthermore, the
development of a resonant cavity is important in producing x-rays with small divergence and
high coherence. The first experiment on an x-ray laser cavity was carried out by Ceglio et al.
[1], where multipass amplification was limited to only three passes by the short duration of
the gain medium.

As a method of achieving compact and efficient soft x-ray lasers, we proposed plasma
production by the irradiation of pulse-train lasers [2,3]. The advantages of pulse-train laser
irradiation are that highly charged ions such as Al11+ are produced efficiently through successive
plasma heating, and that the electron temperature drops rapidly as soon as the laser irradiation
ceases. Therefore, the use of the pulse-train laser enables us to achieve high gain through
recombination processes. Recently, we have observed the amplification of Li-like Al soft
x-ray transitions in recombining Al plasmas produced by a pulse-train YAG laser with an
input energy of only 1.5-2 J/cm [4].

We performed cavity experiments using multilayer mirrors for the Al XI 3d-4f (15.47
nm) transition line. Clear enhancement of x-ray from the x-ray laser cavity was confirmed
for the first time [5]. The cavity output has been characterized to have a beam divergence of
about 3 mrad with an absolute intensity of approximately lxlO8 photons/shot.

We have started an advanced experiment to improve x-ray laser output substantially,
promising an x-ray lasing in the saturated-gain regime and to produce a highly coherent x-ray
radiation. For this purpose, we have prolonged the x-ray laser medium in a cavity by using a
double-target configuration. In this paper we will report on some preliminary results of an
advanced experiment in the double-target scheme.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
A 100 ps laser pulse from a mode-locked YAG oscillator, 1.064 [im, was transformed

into a linearly polarized 16-pulse-train through an optical stacker and a delay line component.
The interval of each pulse was 200 ps. The envelope of the pulse-train was shaped so that
the former eight pulses were more than four times as intense as the latter ones. The shaped
pulse-train YAG laser has 1.5-2 J. An Nd:glass amplifier having a 25 mm diameter rod was
added to the YAG laser system. The output laser energy was increased up to 6 J. The laser
beam was divided into two beams through a half mirror and each beam impinged onto an Al
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slab target via the segmented lens system. The lens assembly consists of a segmented prism,
a beam expander and a cylindrical lens, and forms an 11-mm-long focused-line on a target.
In detail, the irradiation pattern consisted of small dots, which were about 50 jxm diameter

with a spacing of 140 Jim [6]. So, the power density was 1.0-1.3xl012 W/cnr for the former
eight pulses. Schematic drawings of the experimental arrangement are shown in Fig. l(a)
and (b).

Pulse-train laser

Jl_* • Aii11 YAG laser &
Nd: glass Amp.

Multilayer mirror^
/Target 1

Segmented lens
system 1

Target 2

Grating

Segmented lens
system 2

// Toroidal mirror

Flat-field grazing
s i i incidence spectrograph

X-ray CCD camera

Fig. 1. (a). Schematic of the arrangemnet of the double-target experiment.

laser

Mo/Si multi-
layer mirror

to spectrograph

Tatget 2

laser

Fig. 1. (b). Detailed schematic of the double-target configuration.

In Fig. l(b) a schematic of the double-target configuration is given in detail. Two
11-mm long plasmas were produced aligning in a line with a gap of 4 mm distance. A Mo/Si
multilayer mirror was set 20 mm distant from one end of the target 1. The mirror was coated
with Mo/Si multilayers with a layer-pair thickness of 8.1 nm and a calculated reflectivity of
56%. A movable shutter was inserted between the mirror and target 1. The x-ray emission
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from the target was analyzed using a space-resolving flat-field grazing incidence soft x-ray
spectrograph with an aberration-corrected concave grating (1200 grooves/mm, Hitachi 001-
0437). The detectorused was an x-ray CCD camera (SX-TE/CCD512TKB, Princeton Instrum.).
Observation of x-rays was done by using the soft x-ray spectrograph along the axis of the
double-plasma from one end of the target 2. The view point was set at the position with the
same distance from each target surface along the target surface normal.

2 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
When the shutter was closed, the single-pass geometry, we examined the effect of the

double-target configuration by changing the distance of the two targets along each target
normal, z. The 15.47 nm x-ray intensity in the double-target configuration was higher than
the summation of those in the individual target shot, the single target configuration, only
when the observation point was set at z=0.25 mm. The data shown further in this paper were
taken with the fixed observation point at z=0.25 mm.

The 15.47 nm line intensity in the half-cavity experiment is plotted as a function of
the total input energy in Fig. 2, where the data are also shown for the shutter-closed case, the
single-pass case. The enhancement of x-ray due to the double-target configuration appears
when the input energy is larger than 4.5 J, and its factor is 1.5-3 while the value is 1.3-2 for
the single-target configuration on the target 1. Providing that the beam divergence of x-rays
from each plasma end and the reflectivity of the multilayer mirror used are 5 mrad and 50 %,
respectively, we can estimate the gain-length product for each plasma from the the double-pass
data for single target shown as triangle and circle marks in Fig. 2. Furthermore we can
estimate the intensity in the double-target and half-cavity configuration by using the above
results and assumptions for the input energy of 4.9 J. The estimation was consistent with the
measured results shown in Fig. 2.
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4. CONCLUSIONS
We have been developing a tabletop x-ray laser based on the recombining plasma

scheme by using the pulse-train laser irradiation method. Furthermore, by applying a micro-dots
pattern irradiation, we have performed a series of compact x-ray laser experiments using a
small YAG laser that brings out a high-repetition rate operation.

We have started the double-target experiment expecting substantially intense x-ray
laser output. The enhancement of x-ray intensity in the double-target scheme has been
observed. The results in the half-cavity experiment were consistent with a simple model
estimation, where two plasmas having positive gain-length products contribute to amplify
x-rays passing through each plasma. We will proceed our research to realize a compact x-ray
laser system for practical uses.
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33 . Development of LD Pumped 10JX10Hz
Nd : Glass Slab Laser System
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* , Yasumitsu OKADA*, Ranganathan KANDASAMY, Yoshinori TAMAOKI,

Toshihiro KURODA, Masahiro NAKATSUKA, Yasukazu IZAWA, Sadao NAKAI,
Takeshi KANZAKI*, Hirohumi MIYAJIMA*, Masahiro MIYAMOTO*

and Hirohumi KAN*

Institute of Laser Engineering, Osaka University,
2-6 Yamada-oka, Suita, Osaka 565-0871, Japan

*Hamamatsu Photonics K.K.
5000 Hirakuchi, Hamakita, Shizuoka 434-8601, Japan

As a first step of a driver development for the inertial fusion energy, we are developing a diode-
pumped zig-zag Nd: glass slab laser amplifier system which can generate an output of 10 J per pulse at
1053 nm in 10 Hz operation. The water-cooled zig-zag Nd: glass slab is pumped from both sides by
803-nm AlGaAs laser-diode (LD) module; each LD module has an emitting area of 420 mm xlO mm
and two LD modules generated in total 200kW peak power with 2.5kW/cm2 peak intensity at 10 Hz
repetition rate. We have obtained in a preliminary experiment a 8.5 J output energy at 0.5 Hz with
beam quality of 2 times diffraction limited far-field pattern.

Keywords: diode-pumped solid-state laser, laser fusion, Nd: glass, zig-zag slab, laser
amplifier

1. Introduction
A diode pumped solid-state laser (DPSSL) is a promising candidate of reactor driver [1-3]

for Inertial Fusion Energy (IFE). The specifications required for IFE driver are 2 - 5 MJ in
output pulse energy, 10 - 20 Hz in repetition rate, 500 - 200 nm in laser wavelength, and >
10 % in electrical efficiency. We have newly designed a DPSSL driver module [4] based on a
water cooled zig-zag path slab amplifier, which can deliver 10 kJ output energy at 350 nm
with 12 Hz repetition. The module consists of 15 beamlets and each beamlet is a double 4-
pass amplifier system as it plays a role of both pre-amplifier (4-pass) and main amplifier (4-
pass).

As a first step of a driver development, we are developing a small scale DPSSL amplifier
module which has a 10 J x 10 Hz laser output at 1053 nm. The module having a water-cooled
zig-zag path Nd: glass slab amplifier has a small but enough size to investigate the key issues
and to confirm our conceptual design. It will be shown experimentally that the developed
DPSSL module can nearly confirm the conceptual design along with the investigation on the
key issues of the IFE driver such as thermal effects, beam quality, energy flow and effeciency
in the system.
2. Experimental

Figuer 1 shows the experimental setup. The water-cooled Nd:glass slab thickness and the
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stored energy density were chosen to be 2 cm and 0.2 J/cm\ respectively. The zig-zag slab of
HAP-4 glass (HOYA, Nd: 1.1 wt. % doped) has the size of 523 (L) x l l 9 (W) x20 (t) mm,
which also matches to a next 100 J x 10 Hz module. The dimensions of the laser head are 40
cm high, 58 cm long and 37 cm wide. The water-cooled Nd: glass is pumped by the 420 nm x
10 mm laser diode array from both sides through cooling water. The 803-nm AlGaAs laser
diodes (Hamamatsu Photonics) to pump the slab amplifier have in total over 200 kW peak
power and 2.5 kW/cm2 peak power intensity at duty cycle 0.2 % (10 Hz) (Fig.2). The
oscillator is a CW laser-diode pumped, single transverse-and longitudinal-mode, Q-switched
1053 nm Nd: YLF laser. The single pulse laser energy is 1 mJ at 20 ns. The 10 J x 10 Hz
driver module consists of four-pass pre-amplifier and four-pass main amplifier, as shown in
Fig.l. To compensate for the thermal lens and the thermal birefringence, a Galilean telescope
and a 45 degree Faraday rotator are used, respectively. To reduce the contribution of
amplified spontaneous emission, a Pockels cell is adopted. The hard aperture (AA2) is image-
relayed using a spatial filter. The laser output is extracted using a combination of thin film
polarizer and Faraday rotator.

Dove prism

LD-Pumped Zig-zag Slab Head

16 FR30B

M15

Laser Output

Oscillator

SF : Spatial Filter PC : Pockels Cell PL : Polarizer
M : M i T O f PH : Pinhole FR : Faraday Rolator a : Retardation Plate
EXP : Expander AA : Apodizedaperture F l : Faraday Isolator CY : Cylindrical Lens

Figure 1. Experimental setup of diode-pumped 10 J xlO Hz 1053-nm Nd: glass zig-zag slab laser
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Figure 2. Over 100-kw 803-nm AlGas laser diodes ((a) modulel, (b) module2) having 46 %
efficuincy, to pump the Nd : glass slab emplifier.

3. Experimental Results and Discussion
The 1053-nm small signal gain of main amplifier was measured to be 15.9 per pass with

0.35-ms LD pumping, which is large enough to have the output over 10 J. The stored energy
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and pumping efficiency of main amplifier at 1053 nm showing the design points are nearly
attained.

The thermal lens effects were measured with horizontal and vertical directions, as shown in
Fig. 3. Although the horizontal thermal lensing is completely compensated for due to zig-zag
path in the slab, the vertical thermal lens power is proportional to average LD pump power,
showing a slope of 0.0052 (l/(m-W)). Extrapolating to 10 Hz operation, the focal length of

fth=5.3 m (0.5 Hz) f1h=2.62 m (1 Hz)
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Figure 4. 1053-nm output energy of main
amplifier at 0.5 Hz versus input energy to main
amplifier at 19 and 25 °C of LD temperatures.
Theoretical curve shows that 10 J output is
achievable.

thermal lens is estimated to be as short as 26 cm. This thermal lens, however, can be
compensated for using two Galilean telescopes set at both sides of the slab.

The 8.5 J x 0.5 Hz 1053-nm output energy was obtained as shown in Fig.4. The extraction
efficiency was 24 % in this case. The optical to optical conversion effeiciency was 10.9 %.
The output pulse width was measured to be 20 ns (FWHM). The near-field pattern of 20 mm
x 10 mm with a filling factor of 50 % and 2 times diffraction limitted far-field pattern were
observed.

In Fig.4, the theoretical curve, taking into account the estimated system transmission of
54.8 %, shows that 10 J output can be realized with extraction efficiency of 41 %, although
the measured system transmission of 20 % was too low to achieve the 10 J output. This low
system transmission of 20 % will be increased to 55 % by reducing the internal bounce
numbers from present 14 bounces to 12 bounces, because 14 internal bounces are very near to
the critical angle of internal reflection.

The temperature rise of glass slab under LD pumping was measured by means of
interferometory, as shown in Fig.5. Extrapolating to the 10 Hz operation, the design point just
at the one third of fracture limit will be still in a safety region.

The resistivity of Nd:glass surface against flowing water versus time was evaluated by
measuring the scattering loss at 632.8 nm, as shown in Fig.6. After over five months, the
scattering loss was as low as 1 % through 14 bounces path with HAP-4 Nd: glass.
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4. Summary
We have designed and constructed a 10 J x 10 Hz, 1053-nm DPSSL driver module for IFE

which consists of a water-cooled Nd:glass (HAP-4) zig-zag path slab amplifier. We have
obtained in a preliminary experiment a 8.5 J output energy at 0.5 Hz with beam quality of 2
times diffraction limitted far-field pattern, which nearly confirmed our conceptual design[4].
With increasing the system transmission in the multi-path amplification from 20 % to 55 %,
the 10 J x 10 Hz output at 1053 nm can be realized by compensating for simultaneously the
thermal lens, thermal birefringence, and thermal aberration.
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34.
Development of SBS-Phase conjugation Mirror in Soild media

T565-0871
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T 565-0871 Yamada-oka 2-6, Suita Osaka, JAPAN

An optical fiber offers a low power SBS threshold and stable performance at input energies of a few

mJ level. For long pulse duration using a longer focusing lens, fused-silica glass had high SBS reflectivity

over 90 % without any damage occurrence at the incident energy of 380 mJ in 15-ns pulse duration. These

properties of the fused-silica are almost comparable with those of highly performed gases or liquids.

Damage-free operation using a fused-silica as a better phase conjugation material would lead to construct

more compact laser-diode pumped all-solid-state laser system.

Keywords : Phase conjugation, Stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS),

Optical glass, Laser-induced damage
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5 . Simulation on interaction of a ultra short-pulse intense
laser with foil
— Proton acceleration with sub Peta-watt laser—
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Advanced Photon Research Center, Kansai Research Establishment,
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Proton and ion acceleration by sub Peta-watt laser radiation in overdense plasmas, especially for
deformed thin foils, is studied with 2D3V-PIC (Particle in Cell) numerical simulations. It is found that
the target and pulse shape design is important for the accerelation of the charged particles. When a
superintense laser pulse interacts with a thin slab of ablative overdense plasma formed by the pre-pulse
of the laser, its pondermotive pressure blows all the electrons away from a finite diameter spot on the
slab. Resultingly, the absorption efficiency of the laser is larger than 50%, but ion acceleration
efficiency is small in the case of the material composed of atoms of large mass number, for example, Al.
When the surface of the target is coated with a rigid solid or clusters, are accelerated efficiently and ions
gain energies as high as lOOMeV. If hydrogen is coated on the back of the thin Al foil, due to the
Coulomb explosion of ions, protons are accelerated more efficiently than the hydrogen foil.

keyword : Ultra-shortpulse, sub Peta-watt, double layer, proton acceleration

1. Introduction
The development of short-pulse ultra high intensity lasers[l] has opened a new

regime in the study of laser - plasma interaction. Depending on the type of matter and
laser parameters, various acceleration mechanisms have been invoked in the different
regimes of the laser plasma interaction, including ion acceleration during the expansion
of the plasma in vacuum [2] and the mechanism of "Coulomb explosion". Coulomb
explosion is associated with the break of the plasma quasineutrality when the electrons
are expelled from a self-focusing radiation channel in the plasma after which the ions
expand due to the repulsion of the noncompensated electrical charge [3]. The Coulomb
explosion has also been invoked in order to describe the generation of fast ions during
the interaction of high intensity laser pulses with clusters [4]. Recently, the
experimental results on the dynamics of a plasma channel produced by a multiterawatt
laser pulse propagating in a plasma were reported in Ref. [5], where the self-focusing
and channeling of the laser pulse, the plasma channel formation, and the dynamics of
the excitation and ionization of the ambient gas were studied. In the interpretation of
the experimentally observed acceleration of the ions, it was assumed in Ref. [5] that the
ions move radially with respect to the channel under the effect of the Coulomb
explosion. However, the generation of fast ions not only radially but also in forward
direction were observed in 2D PIC simulations [6].

In the case of an overdense plasma the role of the channel is taken as the hole bored
by the laser pulse. In such plasmas, in addition to the plasma expansion in vacuum [2]
mentioned above and to the ion expulsion in the transverse direction due to the self-
focusing channel, we also notice ion acceleration in the plasma resonance region [7]
and forward ion acceleration if the laser pulse interacts with a thin foil [8]. The later
results were obtained via PIC simulations in the framework of a one dimensional planar
model which is valid as long as the transverse size of the laser pulse is much larger than
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the acceleration length. Since in a one-dimension planar model the electrostatic
potential diverges as the width of the ion cloud increases, we must perform at least two-
dimensional simulations. In addition, an ultraintense laser pulse in a near-critical
density plasma and in an overdense plasma, is subject to relativistic self focusing, the
description of which also requires at least two dimensional PIC simulations.

2. Proton and Ion Accerelation with a deformed Aluminium foil coated with
hydrogen
In the dilute underdense plasma, the attained momentum of an accelerated electron is
estimated to be Pe = (7 - \)mec = meca0

212 because of 8-figure motion [8], where Pe ,
, me and c represent the momentum and rest mass of an electron, speed of light, and
normalized strength parameter of the laser field, respectively. When a sub Peta-watt
laser is focused strongly, ao achieves values of about 30 -40. Resultingly, the mass of
an electron is of the same order as the proton mass. This fact indicates that protons can
be accelerated to lGeV. If electrons quiver as free electrons, namely in a relativistically
underdense plasma,this estimation is valid for a classical overdense plasma. However,
in an extremely overdense plasma as in a thin foil the estimation of the attained
momentum is not so easy. The attained kinetic momentum of an accelerated electron
may be estimated as Pe = (7 - l)mec = meca0 because of the break down of the figure 8
motion. Similar reasoning holds in the case of a thin slab of overdense plasma: let us
consider ag)lasma slab of width lw and assume that it is irradiated by a laser beam with
amplitude and radius lr » lw at the focus. The electrons interacting with the laser
light are displaced from their initial position and, if their energy Ee = mec

2Ul + a0
2 - 1 j

is large enough, they can overcome the attractive electric field due to charge separation'
For the electrons to be blown off, the pulse amplitude must be such that Ee > Ecoulomb.

with Ecoulomb~2 7ie2nelrlw the Coulomb energy, i.e.

Al n \ «, A A (2.1)

Here A, rc? and nc are the laser wavelength, electron number density and classical cut
off density. Due to the Coulomb repulsion the ions start to expand and gain an energy
of the order of ECoulomb. Assuming that Ee~Ecoulomb, the ion energy gain in this
Coulomb explosion can be rewritten as mec

2[Jl + a0
2 -1) • This estimation indicates

that acceleration of protons is of the order of a few 10's of MeV at a°=30 only by the
Coulomb explosion process. To overcome this difficulty, we propose a double layer
thin foil system. The front layer is electron rich and nucleus massive matter and the
rear layer is hydrogen, namely protons. The front layer may help acceleration of
hydrogen because large electrostatc field is induced and massive ions play the role of a
Coulomb wall by which protons are pushed off. In order to investigate the interaction
of a laser pulse with the double layer foil we have performed 2D PIC fully relativistic
simulations. Below we present the results of our simulations of a linerly p-polarized
pulse with amplitude ao= 30.
The laser pulse is gaussian along the x and y axes with full width half maximum 4mm.
The ion density corresponds to the real solid density. In our simulation, it is assumed
that the charge state of Aluminium is Al10+ and that of Hydrogen is H+ because of
optical field ionization procceses under an ultraintense laser of ao = 30. Therefore,

electron parameters of the foils are 6.2*1O23 cnr3 , 56nm for Al and 4.8* 1022 cm--3,
8nm for H. The foil is assumed to be initially deformed in the shape of a parabola as
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described and shown in Fig.l.
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laser power : 400TW
peak intensity : 1.7 X1021 W/cm2->a0=30

spot size A9:56nmin
it

wmm
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Laser main pySse

H :28nm

4jim

deformed
thin foal

25.7 pim (8192 meshes)

Fig. 1 Illustration of the geometry for the simulation of a deformed Aluminium foil
coated with hydrogen.

In this confguration we expect to obtain focusing of the plasma converging toward
the axis. This, in turn, should increase the effciency of the ion acceleration and
collimate the fast ion jet.

in

"\

• \

Fig. 2 Time evolution of the density of protons.
The interval of the snap shots is 12 femto seconds, and the snap shot on the
right side is at the end of the simulation.
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Since the target is initially deformed, the laser pulse is obliquely incident in the regions
away from the center. Here we have high absorption of the laser radiation with the
fractions of the reflected and transmitted laser light equal to 60% and 5%, respectively.

The ratio of energy conversion for ions, electrons, and electrostatic field are 8%, 16%
and 11%, respectively. Fig. 2 shows snap shots of the density of protons. The peak
energy of the protons reaches to lOOMeV and the average energy is 30MeV. Protons
do not propagate in the laser reflection direction. These result indicates that
acceleration of protons is enhanced by the front layer, which plays the role of a supply
of a lot of electrons and a Coulomb wall.
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Wavelengths of the Ni-like 4d to 4p X-ray Laser Lines

T 572-0019 S M J11 Tf: -I # fl? Bj" 25-1

UTSUMI TakayukK SASAKI Akira
Advanced Photon Research Center, Kansai Research Establishment,

Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute
25-1 Miiminami-machi, Neyagawa city, Osaka-fu 572-0019, Japan

The wavelengths of the Ni-like 4d to 4p X-ray laser lines for elements ranging from Pd(Z=46) to
U(Z=92) calculated using the relativistic multi-configuration Dirac-Fock code, i.e. grasp92, are presented.
These optimal level calculations agree well with measurements and previous calculations. To obtain
accurate lasing wavelengths is important to grasp the energy level structure of the complicated Ni-like ions,
and especially for the development of collisionally pumped X-ray lasers. The lasing wavelengths are also
essential to identify the lines and when the X-ray laser is utilized for imaging and interferometry.

Keywords : grasp92, optimal level calculations, Ni-like ion, 4d to 4p X-ray lasing line
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3 7 . Relativistic Configuration-Interaction Study on the Structure
and Electron-Impact Cross Sections of Highly Charged Ions

Takashi KAGAWA
Department of Physics, Nara Women's University, Nara 630-8506, Japan

We have developed a computer code to calculate both the structure and electron

scattering cross sections of atomic systems, especially highly-charged ions (HCI's) by

using the relativistic configuration interaction (RCI) method for the atomic structure and

the relativistic distorted-wave Born (RDWB) approximation for the electron scattering.

Some test calculations for the optical oscillator strengths in Ne-like systems and electron-

impact excitation cross sections of H-like and He-like ions are carried out to see the

effectiveness of the theory.

Keywords : Highly-charged ion, Relativistic atomic structure theory,
Electron-impact excitation cross section

1 Introduction

Highly charged ions (HCI's) has so far been received growing interest in studying the

relativistic and quantum electrodynamical (QED) effects on the energy levels and opti-

cal transition rates in high-Z atomic systems since recent development of experimental

techniques such as a high-power electron-beam-ion-trap (EBIT) machine to be able to

produce various HCI's make it possible to observe optical or x-ray spectra emitted from

them with high-precision. On the other hand HCI's display an important role in diagnos-

ing a plasma. Recently a closed-shell atomic system such as Ne-like ones attracts people

in the development of x-ray laser source because it is a relatively stable species among

various HCFs in hot and dense plasmas so that their population becomes rich compared

with that of ions with other charge states. Ne-like ions are considered as one of the most

hopeful candidates in making a x-ray laser source. In studying various plasmas such

as the laboratory nuclear fusion, x-ray laser and astrophysical ones with an appropriate

plasma model, various atomic data of HCI's such as not only transition energies and their

radiative transition rates but also cross sections for the electron-impact excitation and

ionization are needed.

In the theoretical treatment of the structure of HCI's, various relativistic and quantum

electrodynamical (QED) effects on the energies and wavefunctions in the systems must

sufficiently be taken into account in the theory. Moreover, the effects are also important

in the calculation of cross sections of electron scattering processes for an ion in plasmas,

where accuracy of the calculated results could be sensitive to wavefunctions used for a
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target atomic system and a free electron. In this case the relativistic and QED effects
on the interaction between a free electron should also appropriately be treated in the
scattering theory.

Previously Kagawa et. al. [1] have developed the relativistic configuration-interaction

(RCI) theory for atomic systems and made a computer code to calculate energy levels

and optical oscillator strengths (OOS's) for atomic systems. Recently combining the RCI

code, we have developed a code to calculate cross sections of the electron-impact excita-

tion of a HCI based on the relativistic distorted-wave Born (RDWB) approximations. In

this work, we carry out systematic calculations of energies and OOS's for the n = 2 — 3

El transitions in Ne-like systems to see the effectiveness of the RCI theory and some

test calculations for the electron-impact excitation cross sections and collision strengths

of H-like and He-like systems to see an accuracy of our numerical method adopted in

making a code.

2 Numerical results

2.1 Optical oscillator strengths in Ne-like systems

Here we carry out systematic complete calculations for the energies and OOS's for

the n = 2 — 3 and n — 2 — 4 electric dipole (El) transitions in the neon isoelectronic

sequence from Z=l l through 92 and for the n = 2 — 3 and n = 2 — 4 Ml and E2

forbidden ones from Z=40 through 92 in the systems. In Fig. 1 we show Z-dependent

behavior of the OOS for the n = 2 — 3 El transition in the systems together the order of

the energy level for the n = 2 — 3 excited states with J = 1 and odd parity. It is found

from the calculation that there are two typical and sharp avoided level crossings of the

excited states between the 2pi/2 — 3s and 2p3/2 — 3d5/2 at Z = 54 around and between

the 2s — 3pi/2 a n d 2pi/2 — 3d3/2 ones at Z — 68 around, which lead to sudden change of

value of the OOS for the n — 2 — 3 El transitions. The sudden change of the value for

the OOS has been observed in the spectra of HCFs by Nakamura et. al. [2] recently and

Biersdorfer [3]. Finally it is concluded that systematic study on the energy levels and

OOS's in an isoelectronic sequence to see Z-dependent behavior of them is important to

correctly assign the spectra in HCI's observed because an avoided level crossing between

two excited states drastically changes the intensity of spectra for the specific transitions

of an isoelectronic sequence at a place of a certain Z.

2.2 Electron-impact excitation cross section

We carry out some test calculations for the electron-impact excitation cross sections

and collision strengths of H-like and He-like systems to see an accuracy of our numerical
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method adopted in making a code. Calculated results of RCB cross sections for H-like

atoms and integrated RDWB collision strengths for He-like iron are compared with other

theoretical ones in Table 1-3, where only the Coulomb interaction between two electrons

are taken into account in the T matrix. Our results are in good agreement with those of

Zhang et. al. [4,5,6] in all cases listed here. Improvement of our code to obtain accurate

cross sections in various HCI's is now in progress.
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Fig. 1. Calculated results for the order of energy levels for n=2-3, 4 and 5 singly

excited levels (upper figure) and the oscillator strengths for the n=2-3 (lower figure) El

transitions as a function of Z.
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Table 1. Comparison of RCB n=l-2 excitation cross sections of H-like atoms by electron

impact with the impact energy of the ionization one, that is, E, = \E\S\ .

Transition

15-25

Is - 2pi/2

Is — 2p3/2

Z=50
This work

0.4439

0.5537

1.0124

Walker

0.4445

0.5536

1.0133

Zhang

0.4438

0.5536

1.0133

Z=100
This work

0.8273

0.5222

0.5968

Walker Zhang

0.8304

0.5228

0.5974

0.8269

0.5940

Table 2. RDWB collision strengths for electron-impact excitation from the ground state

of (l^)2(l15'o) to the Is2l excited states in He-like iron (Z=26) with scattered electron

energy Ej = 70eV.

Transition

(ls2s)J=o[215o]

(ls2s)J=1[235!]
(ls2P)j=0[23P0]

(ls2p)J=1[23P1]

(ls2p)J=2{23P2]

(ls2p)J=1[21P1]

Collision
This work

7.295

3.717

2.512

7.915

11.420

21.790

strengths j
Zhang et.al.

7.687

3.626

2.267

8.079

10.650

21.220

Table 3. Partial RDWB collision strengths for electron impact excitation from the ground

state of (l5)2[l15'o] to magnetic sublevels of Mj in the (ls2s)[23S'1] state in He-like iron

with various incident electron energies in Rydberg. Upper and lower values of the collision

strength for each Mj are obtained by us and Fontes et. al. [6], respectively and excitation

energies are given as Eex and those in the parentheses in reference [61.

Mf

(1525)

0

1
-

550 700

./=o[2 -Si] Ee3

1.101

1.078
1.110

1.078

0.8420

0.8206
0.8422

0.8206

900 1200 2000

. = 487.87(487.75)(Ry)
0.6123

0.5995
0.6126

0.5995

0.4060

0.4051

0.4146

0.4051

0.1888
0.1880

0.1889

0.1881
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X-ray Spectroscopic Studies on Neonlike Highly Charged Ions:

X-ray Emissions from Strongly Coupled Excited States
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2p"13s, 2p"'3d and 2s"'3p excited levels of neonlike sequence were calculated by the multi-configuration

Dirac-Fock method. The calculations were compared with measurements with the Tokyo Electron Beam Ion Trap

for three levels in the X-ray region: 2p]/2"'3s, 2p3,2"'3dM and 2p3/2"
13di2. A strong avoided-crossing between the

2p]/2"
13s and the 2p3,2"

13da2 was evident in both the calculations and the measurements at Z=55. The strong and

the local avoided-crossing was associated with a large and steep enhancement (suppression) in the X-ray line

strength of the electric-dipole decay 3s -»2p,,2 (Sd^ -»2p3/2). Characteristics in configuration mixing of the two

levels were discussed.

Keywords: Highly Charged Ion, X-ray Spectroscopy, Relativistic Atomic Structure,

Configuration Interaction, Electron Beam Ion Trap
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39. Hyper Dimensional Phase-Space Solver
and Its Application to Laser-Matter

Yoshiaki Kondoh, Takashi Nakamura and Takashi Yabe
Department of Energy Sciences, Tokyo Institute of Technology, 4259 Nagatsuta, Midori-ku,

Yokohama 226-8502, Japan

A new numerical scheme for solving the hyper-dimensional Vlasov-Poisson equation in phase space
is described. At each time step, the distribution function and its first derivatives are advected in phase
space by the Cubic Interpolated Propagation (CIP) scheme. Although a cell within grid points is
interpolated by a cubic-polynomial, any matrix solutions are not required. The scheme guarantees the
exact conservation of the mass. The numerical results show good agreement with the theory. Even if
we reduce the number of grid points in the v-direction, the scheme still gives stable, accurate and
reasonable results with memory storage comparable to particle simulations. Owing to this fact, the
scheme has succeeded to be generalized in a straightforward way to deal with the six-dimensional, or
full-dimensional problems.

Keywords: CIP scheme, Hyper-dimensional simulation, Vlasov equation.

I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, various numerical methods have

been used for solving the nonlinear Vlasov equation
and these methods are roughly divided into two classes.
One numerical approach is the particle method that
directly follows the trajectories of particles, such as the
PIC method [1,2]. This method has been considered to
be quite stable even if only few computational particles
are used. On the other hand, it is known that this
scheme essentially involves some serious
disadvantages stemming from statistical numerical
noise particularly when detailed structure of
distribution is needed.

Another approach is the Eulerian method that uses
a hyper-dimensional computational mesh in phase
space and the time integration of the distribution
function is carried out on each computational mesh
point with the help of Fourier-Fourier transform[3],
Fourier-Hermite transform[4,5], and splitting
method[6]. This numerical approach is more suitable
for the simulations in which die particle distribution in
a certain velocity region plays an important role [7,8,9].
However, since this method covers all the phase space
with grid points, the memory storage and computation
time rapidly increases as N6, N being the grid point
needed in one-dimension. With the conventional
algorithm, this N has not been sufficiently small
leaving the six-dimensional simulation in merely a
world of dream. However recent development of
numerical algorithm for hyperbolic system has a
possibility to bring this dream into reality.

The Cubic Interpolated Propagation (CIP) scheme
is a novel unified numerical scheme developed by Yabe
et al.[ 10-13] for the solving hyperbolic equations. The
CIP scheme is a low diffusion and stable scheme, and
can solve the hyperbolic equations by the 3rd order
accuracy in space [14]. The coefficients of the cubic-
polynomial are analytically determined from the
physical values and these first derivatives on the
neighboring two grid points without any matrix
solutions. These facts allow us to easily extend the
scheme to hyper-dimensional scheme and solve
hyperbolic equations with lower computational effort
Therefore, it would be very interesting to apply the CIP

scheme to the hyper-dimensional Vlasov equation and
examine a possibility of six-dimensional simulation by
the present scheme.

H. NUMERICAL PROCEDURE
In this work, we treat the following normalized

one-species collisionless Vlasov-Poisson system;

dt
E

dx d\

(2)f-E-l-f fd
dx J-"

where f=f(x,y,z,vx,vy,vz) and E - C E ^ A ) are the
dimensionless distribution function and electric field,
respectively. Time is measured in the unit of the
inverse plasma frequency co „'', length in the unit of the
Debye length A D and velocity in the unit of the
thermal velocity vth. In this model, an ion background
with uniform density is assumed.

Since the Vlasov equation (1) is merely advection
equation in six-dimensional phase space, obviously it is
possible that the CIP scheme is directly applied to the
Vlasov - Poisson system. In the CIP scheme, hyper-
dimensional advection term of Eq.(l) is split into a
sequence of one-dimensional advections in the each
directions and the time integration of the distribution
function is calculated by the shifting of the distribution
function in phase space. For example, in the solutions
of the two-dimensional phase space, the Vlasov
equation is split into three steps and this procedure is
represented by

(3),.-v,.A//2,vy)

/ ^ > v , ) r > , ; / , ) ( )
The trajectory of particles can be solved in the 2nd
order accuracy[6].

In the solution of the first step represented by
Eq.(3), generally the starting point of the trajectory
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xrvj A t/2 does not locate at the grid point. Therefore,
we have to estimate the value of the distribution
function between xt and its upstream point xiup, where
iup = i + sgn(-vAf IT) and Sgn(a) means the
sign of a. In the CIP scheme, the profile of f is
interpolated by the cubic polynomial function such as

Fij(x) = AlX3 + A2X2+dJ,X + flj (6)

where X = x -x,. The coefficients Al and A2 are
determined so that the interpolation function and its
first derivative is continuous at the both ends of
interpolated interval:

where dxfi denotes the first derivative at the grid

point [df I dx).. As a result of above simultaneous

equations, we have

Al

(9)

(10)
where A x ^ x ^ - ^ . For the governing equation of the
derivative d J{, let us differentiate Eq.(3) with spatial
variable x; then we get

dxf\xi,vj) = dJ"(xi-VjAl/2,Vj) (11)
As is shown in [16], we can trace the time evolution of
/ and d x / on the basis of Eqs.(3) and (11), and
advected value is given by

(12)

+ d x / ; , (13)
where £ ^ v , A t Here, we have to pay some
attention to the solution of Eq.(3), because the CIP
scheme needs the information of the spatial derivatives.
In solving Eq.(4), (12) and (13) can be directly applied
to the v direction with the aid of Eqs. (9) and (10),
simply replacing x and v by v and -E,
respectively. However, the spatial derivative in the in-
direction d v/jj is not yet known because in the solution
of Eq.(3) only d J ,j is obtained according to Eq.(13).

m. NUMERICAL RESULT
In this section, some numerical results are

described. Especially, we should emphasize a merit of
the computational cost; required grid points can be
suppressed by using the present method. In order to
show the numerical features, first we shall treat the
simplest case in two dimensional phase space
composed of space* and velocity vx[15]. We use the
Cartesian mesh to represent the x-v phase space with
the computational domain R={(x,vx)|0
£ x<L,|vx| s voff}.where L is the spatial periodic
length and voff is the cutoff velocity. The number of
mesh points used in x and vx directions is designated
by N and 2M respectively. The first example is the
Landau damping. Figure 1 shows the time evolution of
the basic Fourier romponent.Exk(Jfcx=0.5,t) of the electric
field £x with N=32, M=16 and A T - 1 / 8 . The
amplitude of £^(0.5,1) decays exponentially in time
according to the theory of Landau damping. The
damping ratey and the frequency CO of the oscillation
are 0.1553 and 1.4211, respectively and agree very well
with the corresponding theoretical values 0.1533 and

102,

106-

7-0.155:1 U-I.-I2II
^ theory: r - 0 . low wl.4/5fi;V>

S lo1

ltf
10 20 30 40 50

Time
6 8 10 12 14 16

M

Fig.l Linear Landau damping
in the two dimensional phase
space.

Fig.2 Relative error to the
theoretical value. The solid and
dashed curves represent the
frequency and the damping rate
respectively

1.4156. Furthermore, we shall examine the effect of
reduction of the mesh points in v-direction. Fig.2
shows the dependence of the numerically obtained 7
and co values on the mesh conditions in the v-direction.
The dotted line and solid line represent the T andco,
respectively, and the relative error to the theoretical
values are plotted in the logarithmic scale against M.
While errors increase with decreasing M, the T and
co have been computed with reasonable accuracy
even if extremely few mesh points are employed such
as M<10.

Next, we carry out a comparison with the particle
method concerning the computational cost, we
consider the symmetric two-stream instability. In Fig.3,
the development of the electric field energy is plotted.
A dotted curve represents the numerical result of the
presernt scheme with M=24 and a dashed curve
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Fig.3 The time evolution of the total electric field energy for
the two-stream instability. Curve (a) and (b) represent the
numerical results of the present scheme with 2M=256 and
2M=48, respectively. Curve(c) represents the result of the PIC
scheme with 4608 "particles" which corresponds to two times
larger storage than 2M=48 (curve (b)) as far as storage is
concerned. t = a ( x )

Fig.4 Over-view profile of the distribution function at t=20.0
using CIP (2M=48), PIC (4608 "particles", correspond to two
times larger storage than CIP).

t=6.26 t=9.38 t=12.5 t=15.6

Bulk of Plasma

lectric wave

Velocity Vx

Fig.5 The four dimensional Vlasov simulation of the particle acceleration by a incident elearostatic wave.

represents the numerical result of the PIC method with
72 "particles" per a spatial mesh point. While the
numerical result of the CIP scheme with M=24 is quite
similar to the case in which the much finer mesh
M=128 is used, although the number of particles
corresponds to twice larger storage than the CIP
(M=24), the numerical result of the PIC method is
unclear and the hard numerical oscillation is caused by
the statistical noise of the particles. Furthermore, a
profile of the distribution function at t=20.0 is shown in
Figs.4. While the CIP scheme calculates a formation of
a hole structure and a trapping of particles shown as a
vortex in the hole structure clearly, the PIC method
describes the distribution function poorly and unclearly
in the phase space because of the statistical noise of
the particles.

Fig. 5 shows a example of the four dimensional
solution. The Vlasov - Poisson equation is solved in

the phase space composed of space x, y and its velocity
vx, vy, and a schematic view of the test solution is
shown in Fig.5. The incident electrostatic wave
captures the electrons which locates around the phase
velocity vxph=2.0, and the electrons are accelerated with
the progression of the wave. The 64X64X32X32
computational mesh points are used and the solution is
carried out by a common personal computer.

Furthermore, if the computational mesh points in v
- direction could be reduced to 16 x 16 x 16 by using
the CIP scheme, the required computational memory
size is about 1G bytes when the mesh points in x-
direction is 16x16x16. By the recent computer
development, this amount of the computational cost is
considered to be within the capacity of personal
computers. Actually, we have completed a six-
dimensional Vlasov code based on the present method.
A numerical result of full-dimensional solution is
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shown in Fig.6. Time[o)4]

10.2 [ to"1]

Fig.6 The full-dimensional Vlasov simulation of the Landau
damping. Numerical values of the damping rate and the
oscillation of electric field are y = -0.176 and
cu = 1.4142, respectively while the theoretical values
predicted by the linear theory are y = -0.1533 and
co =1.4211).

IV. Conclusion
In the present work, we proposed a new numerical

scheme for the solution of the hyper-dimensional
Vlasov equation. The time integration of the
distribution function was calculated by the CEP scheme.
The CEP scheme solves the advection explicitly and
does not require any matrix solution, we developed a
new numerical technique for the calculation of the
gradients in the multi-dimensional CIP scheme. This
work strongly suggest a possibility that the scheme can
be applied to a solution of the six-dimensional Vlasov
equation. Actually, we have completed a six-
dimensional Vlasov code and succeeding in solving the
full-dimensional Vlasov-Poisson equation.
Furthermore, the CEP method suits parallel
computation since the scheme is explicit. Therefore, a
larger scale simulation can be carried out easily by the
supercomputer and the parallel computers. This will be
an interesting future subject.

Finally, due to limitations of space, only the
calculation result of 4-dimensional Vlasov equation
which influence of magnetic field and collision is
considered is shown in Fig.7.

The present work has been supported partly by the
Software Research Funding Program of the Center for
Promotion of Computational Science and Engineering
(CCSE) in Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute
(JAERT).
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-2.5"
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20.1

Fig.7. Time development of magnetic field B. Right line figures are
calculated without collision term, but left line figures are calculated
with collision term.
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We have developed a collisional radiative model of electron collisional excited x-ray lasers. We calculate the

ion abundance and soft x-ray gain for the Ne-like 3s-3p transition and Ni-like 4d-4p transition, in short pulse

laser irradiated plasmas. We combine a detailed model using the atomic data calculated by the HULLAC code

and the averaged model based on the screened hydrogenic approximation to develop a compact model. Effects

of dielectronic recombination channels and radiation trapping of the lower laser level are investigated. The

calculation of the transient gain is carried out using the plasma temperature and density obtained from a ID

hydrodynamics code.

Keywords: x-ray laser, multiple-charged ion, Ni-like ion, short pulse laser
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4t J_ • Interaction of intense femtosecond laser pulses with high-Z solids
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A plasma irradiated by an intense very short pulse laser can be an ultimate high brightness source of

incoherent inner-shell X-ray emission of 1-30 keV. The recently developed 100 TW, 20 fs laser

facility in JAERI can make considerable enhancement here. To show this a hybrid model combining

hydrodynamics and collisional particle-in-cell simulations is applied. Effect of laser prepulse on the

interaction of an intense s-polarized femtosecond, -20/40 fs, laser pulse with high-Z solid targets is

studied. A new absorption mechanism originating from the interaction of the laser pulse with plasma

waves excited by the relativistic component of the Lorentz force is found to increase the absorption rate

over 30% even for a very short laser pulse. The obtained hot electron temperature exceeds 0.5-1 MeV at

optimal conditions for absorption. Results of the simulation for lower laser pulse intensities are in good

agreement with the experimental measurements of the hot electron energy distribution.

Keywords: Short-pulse laser, PIC simulation, Overdense plasma, Hot electron distribution,

Relativistic resonance absorption, Koc emission

1. Introduction

Solids of high-Z matter irradiated by an intense very short (<100 fs) pulse laser can be an ultimate

high brightness source of Ka emission of 1-30 keV [1-7]. Recently developed 100 TW, 20 fs laser

facility in JAERI can make considerable enhancement here so that the study interaction of a relativis-

tically intense ultra short laser pulse with a solid target becomes very important. In contrast to first

calculations made for laser intensity ~1019 W/cm2 [8-10] showing very low absorption efficiency of

solid targets, only a few percents for a normally incident femtosecond pulse lasers, in this paper we

demonstrate via particle-in-cell simulation, conforming to a direct solution of the Fokker-Planck

equation [11], the way of increasing the absorption efficiency over 30% via using a laser prepulse. This

becomes possible due to the non-linear resonance interaction of a nonuniform density plasma with a

pulse laser of relativistic intensity, eElmc(O>\.

The effective heating of plasma electrons by a normally incidence laser pulse of relativistic intensity

via the v\B force at twice the laser frequency force has been shown in [12] through 2D PIC simulation.

An uniform plasma slab at 4/Vcr density has been considered and the absorption efficiency near 30%
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has been numerically obtained. Actually, the motion of a relativistic electron in an overdense plasma

has a set of resonance ranging near 2ft) and ft), all of the resonance effect on the absorption process.

The effect of vxB force on the absorption of a short laser pulse may occur at low laser intensities as

well. We make calculations for moderate laser intensity and show a good agreement of our results

with previous experimental ones of Ref.[7].

2. Interaction of a short laser pulse with an overdence plasma

The electron motion in the electromagnetic plane wave
EY = Acos((Ot + kx), Hz = Acos((dt + kx)

irradiating the plasma can be found in the laboratory reference frame. Assuming the acting force due to

plasma electrostatic field in the following form

Fx = -mco^x

where JC is the electron coordinate, oon| the plasma frequency, one can find

uY = Asin(T + x) + uY ,

Y = -or JC - — A s

y = yjl + u2, + A2sin2(T + ic)

.x=uxly , ( [ )

where

A — eAl meat, p = mcu, x -cot,x =Q)x / c,

a=ft) /ft), A is the amplitude of the electromagnetic wave, w° the initial momentum of the electron.

The x-component of the momentum can be express in the form of implicit equation

l + u2 -(yo~ux -a2[x2 /2-\xdr]j

2(yo-u
o
x-a

2[x2/2-jxdT])

with y0 the initial energy of the electron. According to Eq.(2) the resonance condition appears at <opl=

2(0 if A ~1 . With increase of the wave amplitude the resonance condition shifts to (0. At very high

laser intensity the set of resonance covers interval [co, 2ft)]. These conditions determine the optimal

density gradient which obviously must increase with A.

Results of the simulation of interaction of a 20 fs laser pulse with an Al slab target is shown in

Fig. 1. At low intensity we observe no resonance interaction in small density gradient scale region

L~0.1-0.3A.The resonance interaction appears at laser intensity /A2>2xl018 Wu.m2/cm2. Initially, the

absorption efficiency is maximal at the density gradient correspondent to the resonance at 2ft) while,

with the laser intensity, the density gradient increases to that determined by the resonance condition at

ft) i=ft). The temporal evolution of the electron distribution function is presented in Fig.2. Without the

resonance condition the temperature of hot electrons is quite low, about 100 keV. Due to the resonance

condition the temperature of hot electrons at the optimal density gradient considerably increases and can

exceed 1 MeV at laser parameters achieved by JAERI facility.
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To verify the model for the short laser pulse plasma interaction we perform the simulation of the

electron distribution function at conditions of the experiment [7] where moderate laser intensity was

applied. To include the effect of the laser prepulse we make the hydrodynamic calculation using

HYADES code. The parameters of a Cu plasma after 8 ns prepulse of 10" W/cm2 intensity are shown

in Fig.3. These parameters are used for further PIC simulation. The distribution function for s-polarized

and p-polarized laser pulses are shown in Fig.4 and Fig.5. The electron distribution function for the

p-polarized laser pulse is completely agree with the experimental one. The dependence of intensity of

Ka emission with the energy of the laser pulse shown in Fig.6 is determined by electron energy cut-off

and agree well with the measured.
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Figure captions

Fig.l The dependence of the absorption efficiency on the density gradient for a 20 fs laser pulse

of relativistic intensity in Al solids, A^800 nm.

Fig.2 The temporal evolution of the electron distribution function at the optimal density gradient

in Al slab targets.

Fig.3 Parameters of a Cu plasma after irradiation by the laser prepulse of 8 ns duration and

1011 W/cm2 intensity [7].

Fig.4 The electron distribution function with s-polarized laser pulse of 42 fs duration and intensity

of 1017 W/cm2 (see also Ref. [7]).

Fig.5 The electron distribution function with the p-polarized laser pulse.

Fig.6 The calculated dependence of Cu Ka output with the energy of the laser pulse and the results

of measurements [7].
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Atomic Spectroscopic Database

319-1195

Toshizo SHIRAI

Nuclear Data Center, Tokai Research Establishment,
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2-4 Shirakata-Sirane, Tokai-mura, Naka-gun, Ibaraki 319-1195, Japan

During the last 10 years we have published a series of spectroscopic data tables for highly ionized atoms

that occur either as impurities in fusion energy research devices or which have been injected into hot

plasmas for diagnostic purposes. These spectroscopic data are required both for modeling the energy

balance and impurity cooling effects in such plasmas as well as for applying non-perturbing spectroscopic

techniques to determine plasma parameters. In addition, spectroscopic data needs for highly ionized

atoms exist in astrophysics research. A significant amount of new spectral analysis work, both

observations and calculations, has been done in recent years. We have critically compiled these

spectroscopic data into single compilations for each element of Ti, V, Cr, Mn, Fe, Co, Ni, Cu, Kr, and Mo.

In this poster, the atomic spectroscopic database thus obtained was briefly introduced.

Keyword : Spectroscopic data, Evaluated data, Ti, V, Cr, Mn, Fe, Co, Ni, Cu, Kr, Mo
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4 3 . tm x «|(z «t * X&ft u - if-S
State Analysis of High Power Laser Induced Hot Electrons

by Simulation of X-ray Radiation

, Alexei Zhidkov

572-0019

Ichirou FUKUMOTO, Takayuki UTSUMI, Akira SASAKI, Alexei Zhidkov

Neyagawa Office, Kansai Research Establishment

Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute

25-1 Miiminami-machi Neyagawa-shi Osaka 572-0019 Japan

X-ray generation due to hot electrons induced by ultra-short pulse laser irradiation is simulated using

a Monte Carlo Method. Mass attenuation coefficients of photons by scatter, photoelectric effect, or pair

production, and stopping powers of hot electrons due to collisions and radiation are shown. The initial

distribution of hot electrons is assumed to be Maxwellian, and the x-ray spectrum due to bremsstrahlung

and the number of Ka photons are calculated. As a result, the temperature of hot electrons could be

estimated by comparing with the simulation results and the measurements.

Keywords: Computer simulation, Monte Carlo method, Hot electron, Ka photon, Bremsstrahlung
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Fig. 1 Schematic illustration of X-ray generation phenomena due to ultra-high power and ultra-short
pulse laser irradiation.
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44.
Simulation of Solids Irradiated with High Power Ultrashort Laser Pulse

2 mm mnm. 3

FUJII Sadao1, UTSUMI Takayuki2, SASAKI Akira2, KUNUGI Tomoaki3

1 Kawasaki Heavy Industries, Ltd., 118 Futatsuzuka, Noda, Chiba, 278-8585
2 Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute, 25-1, Miiminamimachi, Neyagawa, Osaka, 572-0019

3 Kyoto University, Yoshidahonmachi, Sakyo-ku, Kyoto, 606-8501

In order to develop an efficient electron collisional x-ray laser, the melting and evaporation
of matter due to ultrashort pulse laser irradiation onto the solid target and the expansion of
laser-produced plasmas are numerically evaluated using a hydrodynamic code including the
thermodynamic properties and transportation coefficients of materials. In the present paper, we
present the outline of the simulation model and discuss its effect on the melting and evaporation
of the solid target due to ultrashort pulse laser irradiation.

Keywords : Ultrashort laser, Numerical simulation, Cubic-Interpolated Propagation (CIP)
method
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Short-wavelength inner-shell ionization x-ray laser simulation

T572-0019

Kengo MORIBAYASHI Akira SASAKI, Yutaka UESHIMA, and Toshiki TAJIMA

Advanced Photon Research Center, Kansai Research Establishment,

Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute,

25-1 Mii-Minami-machi Neyagawa, Osaka, 572-0019, Japan

The inner-shell ionization x-ray laser is studied for the purpose of making a short wavelength x-ray laser.

The models suggested here are suitable for the wavengths of 10'sofnm, nm, and A, respectively. For the

region of the wavelength with several lOnm Mg vapor is adopted as a target material. The necessary intensity

of x-rays is 10l2W/cm2 forgetting 10 cm'of the gain. An example of the detailed requirement for an

experiment is shown. A hollow atom x-ray laser with Mg vapor is proposed in the region of the wavelengh of

several nm's. The necesarry intensity of X-rays is relatively lower (10l4W/cm2). For A, ions with a small

number of electrons are better than atoms as a target material. The necessary intensity of X-rays is 10 W/cm2

for Na-like S ion. Then the value of the wavelength is 5.4 A-

Keywords : Inner-shell ionization x-ray laser, short wavelength, Atomic processes,

Hollow atoms
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46.
Density Effect on Dielectronic Recombination in Hot Plasma

Uj#fllJlE, tmm?*, R- More*, U. Safranova**,

509-5292

YAMAMOTO Norimasa, KATO Takako*, R. More*, U. Safranova**, FUJIMOTO Takashi***

Department of Fusion Science, School of Mathematicl and Physical Science,

The Graduate University For Advanced Studies

322-6 Oroshi-cho, Toki-shi, Gifu 509-5292 Japan

, NIFS*, Univ. Notre Dame, USA**,

In order to know the effect of collisional processes between dielectronic states in dense plasma

(dielectronic-capture ladder like excitation/ionization), we made a collisional-radiative(CR) model

for dielectronic excited states of 2snl and 2pnl. This CR model includes excitation, ionization, their

reverse processes, radiative transition, dielectronic recombination and autoionization. In this paper

we take into account 2snl-2pnl excitation/de-excitation by electron impact by the CR model which

includes both 2snl and 2pnl states, and study the effect of 2snl-2pnl collisional processes for He-like

Al ions. The effect of collisional processes appear at around electron density of 10"cm3. Excitation

rate coefficients for ls-2s become larger with collisional processes than without whereas excitation

rate coefficients for ls-2p become smaller with collisional processes than without. The density effect

of satellite line intensity is also studied.

Keywords : Dense plasma, Dielectronic recombination, Collisional-radiative model,

Satellite lines
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Study on Electronic Structure of Clusters by Using Laser Ablation

Keiichi YOKOYAMA and Hiromasa TANAKA

Department of Materials Science,

Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute

Tokai-mura, Ibaraki, 319-1195 Japan

Ionization energies of Lirt(OH)n-i (n = 2-5) clusters are reported. Photoionization time-of-

flight mass spectrometry of a jet-cooled cluster beam are applied to the determination of the ionization

energies of these clusters, varying the photon energy. Clusters are generated by laser ablation of

lithium metal in the presence of water vapor. The ionization energies are determined as 4.32, 4.10,

3.29, and 3.58 eV for the clusters with n = 2-5 respectively. Ab initio molecular orbital theory and

density functional theory calculations are carried out to obtain theoretical ionization energies and

structures of stable isomers. Good agreement has been found between experimental and theoretical

values for the most stable structural isomer in each cluster size. In particular, measured ionization

energy suggests that symmetry breaking occur in the most stable Li3(OH)2 isomer, indicating a loss of

metallic character as seen in Li2OH.

Keywords : Laser ablation, Ionization energy, Cluster, Segregation, Hyperlithiated molecule

1. Introduction

Metal-rich non-stoichiometric binary clusters are studied extensively in this decade because

those clusters are expected to show transitional character between metal and insulating nanocrystal.

For example, LirtO (n = 2-70) clusters consist of metallic Lirt-2 and ionic Li2O [1], while BartO/n (n =

2-13, m < n) clusters are not segregated into metallic and ionic part well [2]. For non-stoichiometric

alkali halide clusters, such as NanFrt-i [3], the excess electron localizes in a specific site; one type of

segregation. Here, metallic part is quite limited to a small portion of clusters. On the other hand,

hyperlithiated molecules [4] like CLig, Li3O, and Li2CN have totally delocalized excess electrons

which can be regarded as free electrons in metal, because such electrons can move freely within

cluster's frame. It is not clear how large cluster size can maintain metallic character like hyperlithiated

molecules.

Ionization energies quite largely depend on the location of the excess electron in Lirt(OH)n-i

clusters. We performed extensive theoretical calculations on structure of isomers and their ionization

energies to elucidate a relation between ionization energy and structure [5]. As a result, number of

terminal lithium atoms (connecting to only one oxygen) was found to correlate strongly to the vertical

ionization energy. Using this relation, we can depict cluster structures from ionization energies.
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2. Experiment

Jet-cooled cluster beam were generated by an ablation source originally developed by

Smally's group [6]. Lithium-excess lithium hydroxide clusters were produced by laser ablation of

lithium metal in the presence of water vapor which were injected into a clustering channel by a pulse

valve synchronized with ablation laser pulse. Frequency doubled Nd:YAG laser pulses were used for

ablation. The pulse width was 6 ns. The pulse energy was 8 mJ. After 25 cm field-free flight, jet-

cooled clusters were ionized by another Nd:YAG laser pulse through two frequency doubling crystals;

fourth harmonic wave generation system. The pulse width was 6 ns and the pulse energy was 1-2 mJ.

Cations generated were accelerated by Wiley-Mclaren type ion accelerator and detected by a micro

channel plate located 1 m away from the accelerator. The ion signals were recorded in a digital

oscilloscope as a function of flight time. To obtain threshold ionization energy for each species, the

photon energy of ionizing laser pulse was varied from 3.5 to 5.0 eV.

3. Results and discussion

Ion signals from Li r t(OH)M-i+ (n - 2-7) were

detected at rn/z = 31, 55, 79, and so forth. The assignment

were confirmed by the isotopic pattern coefficients calculated

from the natural abundance of ^Li and 7Li. A recurrence of

intense peaks with 24-mass interval were observed in mass

spectra as shown in Fig. l(a), indicating the presence of LiOH

units in the cluster system. The mass spectral pattern

observed here shows photon-energy dependence, that is,

lower-energy photons give weaker signal intensity for the

smaller clusters but unchanged intensity for larger clusters.

For example, peaks for n = 2 and 3 vanished as shown in Fig.

l(b). We can determine the ionization energy of each species

by measuring the photon energy from which signals begin to

appear. The ionization energy of Lirt(OH)rt-i (n = 2-5)

determined in this manner are listed in Table 1 together with

theoretical ionization energies for the most stable

isomers. Apparently, the measured ionization

energies agree well with the calculated vertical

ionization energies of the most stable isomers except

for the case of n = 3.

As reported in Ref. [5], calculated most stable

isomer has an electronic structure segregated into

ionic part and metallic part in the case of n = 4 and 5.
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Fig. 1. Typical mass spectra measured
at 275 and 332.5 nm.

Table 1 Ionization energies of L\n(0W)n.\ clusters

Species Ionization energy
Expt. Calc.

Vertical Adiabatic

Li2OH
Li3(OH)2

Li4(OH)3
Li5(OH)4

4.32
4.10

3.29
3.58

±0.10
±0.10

±0.20
+ 0.10

4.49
3.65
4.18a
3.40
3.55

4.07
3.65
4.18a
3.38
3.50

On the Other hand, most Stable Structure for n = 2 a location enegies for the second most stable isomer
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shows totally delocalized excess electron distribution; hypermetallic electronic structure. The

ionization energies measured in the present study confirm these theoretical results.

For n = 3, the second most stable isomer has the closest ionization energy to the measured

value and has virtually the same stability as the most stable isomer. The potential energy difference is

calculated as only 0.6 kJ/mol between these two isomers. Figure 2 shows typical isosurfaces of the

singly occupied molecular orbitals (SOMO) accommodating the excess electron of these two isomers.

The most stable isomer 1 has a SOMO spread

over the all lithiums as can be seen in other - ^ . . H i . £i

hyperlithiated molecules. The second most "

isomer 2 has a SOMO localizing around the

terminal lithium, exhibiting segregation. The

present experimental ionization energy - . - '

indicates that the real most stable structure is i 2

electronically segregated isomer 2. Fig. 2. Singly occupied molecular orbitals of the two
lowest isomers of Li3(OH)2-

4. Conclusion

The present experiment elucidated the transition from metallic electronic structure to ionic one

with increasing cluster size of non-stoichiometric clusters. The transition has been found to occur at n

= 3 in the Lirt(OH)rt-i cluster system from the measured ionization energies with the aid of ab initio

molecular orbital theory calculations.
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48.
Development of High Quality Electron Beam Accelerator
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Masaki KANDO, Hideki DEWA, Hideyuki KOTAKI, Shuji KONDO, Tomonao HOSOKAI
Shuhei KANAZAWA, Takashi YOKOYAMA, Kazuhisa NAKAJIMA

Advanced Photon Research Center, Kansai Research Establishment
Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute

8-1 Umemidai, Kizu, Souraku, Kyoto 619-0215, Japan

A design study on a high quality electron beam accelerator is described. This accelerator will be
used for second generation experiments of laser wakefield acceleration, short x-ray generation, and other
experiments of interaction of high intensity laser with an electron beam at Advanced Photon Research
Center, Kansai Research Establishment, Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute. The system consists of a
photocathode rf gun and a race-track microtron (RTM). To combine these two components, injection and
extraction beamlines are designed employing transfer matrix and compute codes. A present status of the
accelerator system is also presented.

Keywords: High quality electron beam, Laser wakefleld acceleration, Photocathode rf gun,
Microtron
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49 #
Pulse Timing Stabilization of a Laser for Compton Scattering

5-5300-2635

Katsuyuki KOBAYASHI1*, Taisuke MIURA2, Kazuya TAKASAGO1, Shinji ITO1 and Akira ENDO1

'The Femtosecond Technology Research Association

5-5 Tokodai Tsukuba Ibaraki 300-2635 Japan
2Dept. of Electro Engineering, Keio University

We stabilized the pulse timing of a mode-locked Ti.sapphire laser for electron-laser Compton scattering.

The short-term jitter was reduced to 77 fs and the long-term drift was reduced to 70 |iHz. We achieved the

synchronization of two independent mode-locked lasers, and proposed a new method for shingle-shot

jitter measurement.

Keywords: Compton scattering, mode-locked laser, regenerative amplifier, stabilization, synchronization,

jitter, drift
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O 0 • Interaction between TW-Laser Pulses
and Dense Gas-Jet Targets

Kazuyoshi KOYAMA, Naoaki SAITO, and Mitsumori TANIMOTO

Elcctrotcchnical Laboratory

Umezono, 1-1-4, Tsukuba, Ibaraki, 305-8568, Japan

Experiments on producing high-energy electrons by intense laser pulses (7 x 10" W/cm2) were
curried out at moderately high-density plasmas (njnc = 0.17) by using ultra-short laser pulses (100 fs).
The transition of laser pulse propagation from smooth channeling to the complex filamentation was
observed. The measured time to the transition of the propagation was f"APgas'"'*. The electron
energy of above 1 MeV was observed. The dependence of the maximum electron energy on the laser
power of Pml" 'A) and on the gas density of PgJ* 2 " suggests that electrons gain energy by the
stochastic heating.

Keywords : TW-laser, Plasma, Experiment, Relativistic electrons, Wake-field, Heating

1. INTRODUCTION
A self-modulated laser wake-field accelerator (LWFA) seems to be the simplest scheme for producing

relativistic electrons among a lot of concepts of plasma-based accelerators.' Previouse experiments on the

self-modulated LWFA were carried out by using sub-picosecond pulses of Nd-glass lasers.23 The typical

duration of output pulses of Nd-glass lasers (> 400 fs) is long enough to excite electron plasma waves even

at the low electron density of 10'9 cm3 (ne =0.01 nc , where ne and nc are the electron density and the cutoff

density, respectively.).

For shorter laser pulses of 100 fs which are provided by Tksapphire lasers, the self-modulated LWFA

regime can be reach by operating at sufficiently high density in order to satisfy the condition that the laser

pulse duration (tL) must be longer than an inverse of an electron plasma frequency, TL>2rc/a)p, where cop (=

5.64xlO4 ne
m) is the electron plasma frequency. The high-density operation can satify the condition for a

relativistic self-guiding of the laser pulse (P>Pcr = 17 (Oo2/cop
2 GW ) easily, where P, Pcr and (OQ are the laser

power, the critical power for relativistic self-guiding and the laser frequency, respectively.4

In this report, experiments on high-intensity laser interaction with moderately under-dense plasmas

(njnc = 0.17) will be discussed.

2. EXPERIMENT

The experiment was performed by using a Ti:sapphire laser system which provides the peak power of

1.8 TW in 100 fs (FWHM). The wavelength of the laser was 790 nm. The Gaussian beam with a diameter

of 20 mm (FWHM) was focused by a 165 mm focal length off-axis parabolic mirror. The vacuum intensity

in a focal spot was 7 x 10'7 W/cm2. The Rayleigh length in the experimental condition was ZR ~ 170 urn.

Laser pulses were focused on front edges of 2 mm-diameter supersonic gas jets which have sharply

bounded flat-topped gas densities of 3.4 x 10'9 cm"3 at reservoir pressutres of 8 bar (= 800 kPa). Nitrogen

(N2), argon (Ar) and helium (He) gases were used in the experiment. The charge state of Ar-plasma ionized

by the tightly focused TW-laser pulse is estimated to be Z = +8,5 corresponding to the electron density of ne

~ l.lx 1020 cm"3 (njnc = 0.17). The maximum laser power of 1.8 TW is approximately 5Pcr for a fully
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ioni/ed He-plasma (19PlT for the Ar-plasma). T time resolved optical probing (a Schlicren photography

and a shadowgraphy) as well as a scattered light imaging of the TW-laser pulse at 90° to the main beam

direction were adopted in order to diagnose the laser pulse propagation in the plasma.

For measuring the energy of electrons emitted from the plasma, an electron energy spectrometer was

placed in the forward direction along the main laser beam. The uniform magnetic field of 7-20 mT was

produced by an electromagnet. A plastic scintillator (NR102A) was used for an electron detector.

3. RESULTS and DISCUSSION

A typical photograph of a short-pulse shadowgraphy and a time-inlcgraled image of a perpendicularly

self-scattered light under the condition of MeV electron generation are shown in Fig. 1. These pictures show

the transition of the propagation of the laser pulse; a smooth propagation with a constant diameter, a

complex and filamentary propagation, and a breaking up. As the laser power (P) or the gas density (P,,,,) is

increased, the length of the smooth pail becomes shorter by P04P^n"0s. The time integrated side-scattering

image of the TW-iaser consists of a slender and pale filament and a following extremely bright region,

which correspond to the smooth propagation and the complex-filamentary propagation, respectively. In

case of the low laser power (< 1TW) or the low gas density (< 7 bar) of N2 and Ar, the bright scattering was

not observed. For the He jet, no complex-filamentary structure was observed.

Side scattering

Laser Beam 1 mm

Laser Beam Shadowgraph
'Vt. J

Focus in Vacuum 1 — ^ — *- Gas Jet

Fig.l A typical sidescattering image and the shadowgraph. The smooth part and the
complex part are labeled by Lj and L2, respectively.

The smooth plasma column of the constant diameter suggests the self-guiding of the laser pulse in

plasmas. The observed result that the guide length is at least 6ZR at the laser power of 19P,, resembles the

previously reported result5 except the sudden transition to the complex-filamentary phase as seen in Fig.l.

One of the possible mechanisms of the transition of the propagation is the laser-hose instability, which is

driven by an asymmetric ponderomotive force.6 According to Ref.6, the interaction distance to grow the

instability to some amplitude is scaled by P""://t/
(M for our experimental parameters. These dependencies

are similar to the parameter dependence of experimentally obtained lengths of smooth propagation.

The energy spectrum of the electrons measured by using the magnetic spectrometer consists of two

temperature components in the region of the laser power above I TW at the fixed reservoir pressure of 8.5
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bar (Ni or Ar). The two-temperature spectrum is also observed when the reservoir pressure of N2 or Ar is

increased above 7.7 bar, while the laser power is fixed to 1.8 TW. The high-tempcrature component was

not observed for He-gas. The maximum electron energy varies by F*07 '"" P^J18~2Jl as shown in Fig.2.
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-! 0.1
n
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0.01

Fig.2 The laser power dependence (left) and the gas density dependence (right) of the
electron energies. E m a x and Tj, are the maximum detected energy and the temperature ol

the high-energy tails, respectively.

The angular distribution of the energetic electrons (>0.IMCV) shows a narrow half-angle of 3 to 4° in a

single shot exposure. The directions change around the laser axis shot-by-shot. The accumulated

distribution of 300 shots shows a Gaussian angular profile with a half-maximum half-angle width of 14° .

The correlation between the production of the energetic electrons and appearance of the complex-

filamentary structure of the plasma column is one of the interesting results in our experiment. The bright

scattering of the TW-laser beam from the complex region indicates the presence of other scattering

processes than the incoherent Thomson scattering. If the plasma density is modulated with a wavelength

comparable to the laser wavelength, the laser lighl may be strongly scattered to the direction satisfying a

matching condition. Fine scale density modulations and super-strong magnetic field excited in plasmas may

disturb the phase of electron oscillation in the laser field and heat the electrons to the relalivistic energy.

For growing the Raman forward scattering (RFS) instability to the sufficient amplitude for the electron

acceleration, the difference in phase velocity between the pump light and the Raman scattered light should

be kept small over a distance sufficient for the RFS instability growth. For relatively high-density plasmas,

it is difficult to keep the phase-matching condition over the long distance, because the phase velocity of the

pump and the scattered wave differs large. The difference of the phase velocity between the pump lighl

(=l.lc) and the Raman scattered light (=l.4c) leads to the dephasing length of the RFS of lum, where c is

the velocity of the light in a vacuum. This implies that the RFS instability can not be excited under present

experimental condition. Furthermore, obvious satellites due to the RFS were not observed in our

experiments on the forward-scattering spectrum measurement. Besides the RFS instability, there is another

process to excite a large plasma wave, which is caused by focusing and defocusing of the light in the laser

pulse. The maximum amplitude of the plasma wave, which is excited by any mechanism, is limited by the

wavebreaking. The electric field at the wavebreaking limit is proportional to the plasma frequency (£,,,, °=

0)p). Meanwhile, the acceleration length is limited not by the plasma length but by the dephasing length7

which is approximately proportional to cop \ These relations imply that the electron energy scales as (0p
2

«/!/ ' , which can not explain the present experimental result of Enm °* ' 8 2-3) °= « / ' 8 " 2 i 3 ) .
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As the electron acceleration due to the large amplitude plasma wave is not expected, other acceleration

mechanisms must be considered. The density dependence as well as the laser power dependence of the

measured electron energy suggests the stochastic heating of the electrons which occurs at the region of the

complex structure.

4. SUMMARY

The high energy electrons above 1 MeV were observed in the underdense plasmas (njnc ~ 0.17) by

using the ultra-short laser pulses of 100 fs. Shadowgraphs and side-scattring images show the occurrance of

the transition of propagation of the laser beam which correlated with the maximum energy of electrons as

well as the electron-beam intensity. The measured time of the transition of the propagetion of P~0APgall'
0S

suggests that the complex structure of the density is caused by the laser-hose instability.

The dependences of the maximum electron energy on the laser power of /*07 l4) and on the gas density

of Pj,J
['B'2i) were obtained. Experimental results suggest that the stochastic heating is one of the possible

mechanisms of producing relativistic electrons in the moderatively high density plasmas.
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O 1 • Design Study of Energy-Recovery Beam Line
at the JAERI FEL Facility

T. Shizuma, R. Hajima, M. Sawamura,
R. Nagai, N. Kikuzavva, N. Nishimori, E.J. Minehara

Free Electron Laser Laboratory, Advanced Photon Research Center,
Kansai Research Establishment, Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute

2-4 Shirakata-Shirane, Tokai, Ibaraki 319-1195, Japan

An energy-recovery beam line has been designed for high power free-electron laser at the Japan
Atomic Energy Research Institute(JAERI). To realize the energy-recovery under the present JAERI
FEL system, a 180 degree arc has to be installed for beam recirculation, and the 2 MeV injector
should be modified to match to the main recirculating beam line. Using the TRANSPORT code,
beam transport simulations have been performed for design study of the beam line.

Keywords: free-electron laser, energy recovery, superconducting linac, beam transport

1. Introduction

The JAERI FEL system driven by a superconducting rf linac has been developed to produce
high-power infrared light sources. Up to date, output average power of ~300 W in 20 — 30 /j,m
wavelength has been achieved. The current status of the accelerating components is reported
elsewhere[l, 2]. To increase the FEL average power, we plan to recover the electron beam energy
after the FEL interaction; the electron beam returns to the rf modules. When the length of the
path through the recirculating beam line is chosen properly, the electrons will be decelerated and
their energy will be stored in the rf cavities. Therefore, the recovered beam power can be recycled
to accelerate electrons from the injector. Since the superconducting accelerator naturally has a
high efficiency for converting rf power to beam power, the energy-recovery experiment may bring
out the essence of the superconducting linac. In the following, we present a current design of
the recirculating beam line, and results of beam transport calculations using the TRANSPORT
simulation code [3].

2. Injector Design

The JAERI FEL injector consists of a 250 kV thermionic triode electron gun and an 83.3
MHz Sub Harmonic Buncher(SHB), followed by two units of a 500 MHz superconducting rf
one-cell cryomodule with maximum energy gain of 1 MeV. The injection beam line for the
energy-recovery transport scheme should fulfill several requirements. Firstly, the injector beam
line should be designed to fit to the main recirculating beam line described in section 3. Since
the accelerating room is spatially limited, the geometrical configuration of the beam line has
to be carefully considered. Secondly, the injection lattice should be achromatic to avoid beam
degradation at the injection point to the main cryomodule. The third requirement that the
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lattice should be symmetric to prevent an emittance growth, and their bending angle should be

small as possible. These would contribute to construct a compact achromatic lattice with the

smallest beam envelope function through the beam line. In fig. 1, a layout of the injection beam

line for the energy recovery transport is shown. We chose a chicane type lattice consisting of

four square dipoles with bending angle of 22.5 degree. To optimize the beam envelope function

inside the chicane, two quadrupole singlets and one quadrupole triplet are placed between the

inner dipoles. The quadrupole strength can be varied with keeping the achromatic condition.

This bending lattice is non-isochronous with i?56 = -0.56 m. For the beam matching, two

quadrupole dipoles and one quadrupole triplet is added between the pre-accelerator and the

four square chicane lattice, while one quadrupole triplet is placed between the chicane lattice

and the main cryomodule.

QD QT QD

Pre. Ace.

injected beam cryomodule

5m

fig.l Layout of the energy-recovery injection beam line from exit of the pre-accelerator to entrance of
the main cryomodule.

1 0 ( - — P x — - P y — • —

A A \

° rD "D D ' "1 I I D HO OD
. QD QT QD D D OS V}T OS D D QT

0
L(m) 10

Figure 2 shows the horizontal and verti-

cal beam envelope functions and the hori-

zontal dispersion function along the injection

beam line, simulated by the computer code

TRANSPORT. The betatron oscillations in

both the horizontal and vertical plane are

minimized at the dipole positions by adjust-

ing the quadrupole strength inside the chi- „ „ „ ,
flg.2 Horizontal and vertical betatron functions and

cane. The horizontal betatron function has horizontal dispersion function through the injection

the maximum value at the second and third e a m m e '

dipoles, while the vertical one is maximum at the center quadrupole triplet. Since the horizontal

dispersion function also has the maximum value at the second and third dipoles, these dipoles

should be wide enough to accept the electron beam with energy spread of ~ 1%. The normalized

rms emittance of enrms = 3OTT mm-mrad was used in the calculations.
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3. Recirculating Transport Design

In the present JAERI FEL system, the 2 MeV electron beam from the pre-accelerator is
injected to two units of a 7.5 MeV superconducting rf five-cells cryomodule. The accelerated
beam is then turned by 180 degree before reaching the undulator. This 180-degree arc consists
of three 60-degree bending dipoles with two sets of a quadrupole doublet. It is known that the
three-60-degree-bend arc is the minimum configuration of achromatic and isochronous lattice
[4]. For the energy-recovery scheme, the electron beam should be turned by 180 degree once
more to be reinjected to the cryomodule. Although several arcs with both the achromaticity
and isochronicity exist, we decided to choose the three-60-degree-bend arc with advantage in
compactness, cost and compatibility to the existing arc. Since the electron beam has large
energy spread (~ 3%) after the FEL interaction, energy acceptance and second-order aberration
are critical issues in the design of the second arc. To compensate the second-order aberrations
such as Ti66, T266 and T566, two families of sextupoles are added at both sides of the quadrupole
doublet in the second arc as shown in fig.3.

The entire lattice design of the recirculating beam line has been determined by the TRANS-
PORT code. Figure 4 shows the horizontal and vertical betatron functions and the horizontal
dispersion function. The betatron functions are less than 10 m over the beam line. In the second
arc, the horizontal dispersion function is maximum (r/x = 0.6 m) at the focusing quadrupoles.
Therefore, the energy acceptance of the arc is determined by the quadrupole bore radius. Since
the energy spread after the FEL interaction is estimated as about 3%, the bore radius of 35
mm is enough to accept the entire beam. More discussions for the recirculating beam line are
presented in ref. [5]

undulator

60 deg.
dipoles

quadrupoles^"^

2MeV dump *7.5MeV cryomodule x 2

1 st arc

60 deg.
dipoles

injection chicane
5m

;.3 Layout of the recirculating beam line.
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L(m)
10 15

' O D D ? DO "DD"
•* 2 n d A R C *• •

L(m)

fig.4 Horizontal and vertical betatron functions and horizontal dispersion function from the accelerator
to the undulator (left panel), and from the undulator to the accelerator (right panel).

4. Summary

The recirculating beam line to be used for the energy-recovery experiments at the JAERI FEL
facility has been designed. A four-square bending lattice with two quadrupole singlets and one
quadrupole triplet at the center was chosen for the injector chicane. It was shown that both the
horizontal and vertical betatron functions can be optimized with keeping the achromaticity by
adjusting the quadrupole strength. For the recirculating transport, a 180 degree arc consisting
of three 60 degree dipoles together with quadrupole doublets and sextupoles was selected. It
was also shown that this arc could meet the design requirements of the energy acceptance and
the second-order aberrations.
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52.
Commissioning of the Electron Ring, KSR

611-0011
Toshiyuki Shirai, Yasuhisa Iwashita, Takashi Sugimura, Hiromu Tonguu, Akira Noda, Hirokazu Fujita

NSRF, Institute for Chemical Research, Kyoto University
Gokasho, Uji-city, 611-0011 Kyoto, Japan

KSR (Kaken Storage Ring) is a compact electron ring in Kyoto University. The circumference of KSR
is 25.7 m and the maximum beam energy is 300 MeV. It is designed as a synchrotron light source and as an
electron pulse stretcher. The lattice is a triple bend doubly achromatic and has 5 m straight sections to
install the insertion device.

The beam commissioning started September 1999. Last October, a beam of 3 mA was stored
successfully. Beam measurements and operating parameter adjustments were carried out. At the end of
1999, the beam current is 10 mA. The typical beam lifetime is 1000 seconds.

Keywords: Electron storage ring, KSR, Synchrotron radiation, Electron pulse stretcher
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53.
Formation Test of the Plasma Micro-Undulator
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An electrostatic plasma micro-undulator was demonstrated by utilizing methods of a laser

interference and resonant photoionization. An ion-ripple can be formed across a relativistic electron beam

injected into the micro-undulator. Thereby, synchrotron radiation light can be projected. Neodymium (Nd)

target is ablated by a pulsed Nd-YAG laser beam, and the vapor is ionized by another laser beam with a

wavelength tuned to a resonant ionization line of Nd atom. The laser beam for ionization is irradiated into

Nd vapor using interference optics, and a micro-sized plasma-ripple corresponding to the interference

fringes is shaped. In the experiment, the interference fringe with a periodic length from 10 to 300 ^m was

formed, and the plasma-ripple was observed. The plasma density of order of 1013 cm"3, under the

experimental condition, was not sufficient to obtain an effect expected as an undulator. However,

optimization of a distance from the ablation spot to the laser plasma fringe and increase of laser power

could achieve an undulator parameter K of more than 0.1.

Keywords : Plasma micro-undulator, Laser interference, Resonant photoionization, Laser ablation
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54. Generation of Electron Jet from Intense Laser Plasma
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The generation of high energy electrons by high intense laser was examined. The laser pulses with 2 TW, 100 fs were
used for generating plasma. They were focused in nitrogen gas, which generated thin plasma and electron jets transversely.
We measured the radiation of the jets with imaging plates and emulsion track detectors. It was confirmed the radiation is
transversely symmetrical x-ray and the mean energy of the x-ray is around 5 keV. The x-rays may be generated by
bremsstrahlung of electrons of jets. The measurement of the radiation of the jets with imaging plate and emulsion track
detector is discussed.

Keywords short pulse laser, laser plasma, electron generation, electron jet, bremsstrahlung x-ray

1 Introduction
We have already carried out an experiment of the laser acceleration of injected electrons[l]. In the experiment, we found

the generation of jets from plasma that spread transversely. The jets were visible to the naked eyes through a glass window.
These jets were thought to be electron flows because they were bent in the external magnetic field. The length of the jets
was from 10 to 20 mm long. Computer simulations also got results of the generation of jets from the laser plasma [2]. In
order to measure the jets, we used some imaging plates(IP) and emulsion track detectors. The IP is a two-dimensional
detector to measure radiation. Though it is used for measuring the two-dimensional distribution of radiation, it can be also
used to estimate the energy of radiation with covering thin Al foils. The mean energy of x-rays is determined by the
absorption coefficient in aluminum foil, while the energy of the electrons is estimated by the energy decrease of electrons in
the foil. The emulsion track detector is used to measure the tracks of high energy particles. Because the high energy
electrons leave tracks in the emulsion while x-ray leave small dots or crumpled tracks of compton scatterings, it is possible
to separate the electrons and x-rays by track shapes.

2 Experiments
The experimental setup for the measurement of the generation of laser plasma electrons is shown in fig.l. The plasma

was generated in a gas chamber filled with Nitrogen gas by focusing laser pulses with a wavelength of 790 nm, a mean
pulse energy of 200 mJ, a pulse length of 100 fs and a diameter of 40 mm. The laser pulses were generated by a Ti:Sa laser
system with a chirped pulse amplification at 10 Hz. The laser pulses were injected into a vacuum chamber through a glass
window and were focused by an off-axis parabolic mirror with a focal length of 480 mm.

Imaging plates or emulsion track detectors

Vacuum Chamber

Off-axis parabolic
Mirror

Ti:Sa 790 nm laser
200 ml, 100 fs
40 mm diameter

Fig. 1 Experimental setup for the generation of laser plasma electron.

The radius of the beam waist in vacuum was estimated as 12 (im. The laser pulses ionized the gas at the focus and then
generated thin plasma there. The images of plasma were taken through a window at the side of the chamber by a CCD
camera synchronized with the laser system. In order to measure electrons or x-rays from the plasma, we set the several
imaging plates on upper and lower sides or right and left sides of the focus. Their distances from the focus are around 23
mm long.
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The IP is very useful for the measurement of x-rays and particles, because of its high resolution, wide dynamic range,
and the possibility of computational analysis. It is very similar to the x-ray film, but it does not need to be developed. After
the irradiation on IP, we can read it by an IP scanner. The profile of the IP is shown in Fig.2. The luminescence layer is
made of BaFBr:Eu2+ fine crystals of 3-5 |im which is photo-stimulated luminescent material. The BaFBr:Eu2+ crystals emit
light of the wavelength 4(X)nm after the stimulation of He-Ne laser light from IP reader if they have been excited by x-ray or
high energy electrons. The IP scanner can detects the photo-stimulated luminescence from the crystals with a photo
multiplier tube. As the signals are taken by scanning the laser position and are converted to 8 bit or 16 bit digital data, the
numerical radiation image information can be obtained. For the protection of the surface, there is a protection layer of 1 i
(im polyethylene terephthalate (PET) on the luminescent layer. As the IPs lose their information by even faint light, they
must be covered with an envelope of black paper.

Aluminum foil
envelope of black paper / P E T j j Unl protection layer

180 um BaFBr:Eu2+

luminescent layer

PET 250 um base layer

Fig. 2 Profile of Imaging Plate.

In order to estimate the energy of the electrons or x-rays, we put some sheets of aluminum foil on the IP. The ionization
energy loss of electrons in materials is given by

dE

dx

4Cmec
2

11
In 2 + - ]

2 2
(1)

where C=7tre
2ZN/A=Q.\5OZ/A, Z is atomic number, A is mass number, rt is classical radius of electron, N is Avogadro

number, / is the mean ionization energy, me is mass of electron, c is the speed of light, ft is the ratio of the speed of the
electron to the speed of light c. The minimum energy of an electron that can penetrate in nitrogen gas, some sheets of
aluminum foil, a paper envelope and a surface protection layer was calculated by eq. (1). Minimum penetration energy in
materials are shown in Table. 1.

A

B
C
D
E
F
G
H

Material
23 mm path length in N2 gas at 40 Torr
A + Surface protection layer of IP
B+ a sheet of black paper
C+ 15 um aluminum
C + 30 um aluminum
C + 45 um aluminum
C + 60 um aluminum
C + 75 um aluminum

Energy [MeV]
6.75
28.0
93.2
106
117
128
139
149

Table 1 Minimum penetration energy of electron in materials.

We can also estimate the x-ray energy from the intensity attenuation on an IP with several sheets of aluminum foil. The
intensity of radiation depending on the thickness of aluminum foil is given by the following formula,

/ = / oexp(-^jr ) (2)
P

where I, !<,, jj./p, x are radiation intensity, an incident intensity, mass attenuation coefficient and mass thickness of aluminum
foil respectively. As |a/p is a function of energy of x-ray, we can estimate the energy of x-ray by |i/p. The function \i/p was
calculated by the NIST x-ray mass attenuation database [3]. The calculated ratio I/In is shown in Fig. 3. The strong
attenuation at 2 MeV is due to the K-shell absorption at 1.56 MeV.

Some images of the laser plasma for several gas pressures from 22 mTorr to 760 Torr were taken by a CCD camera as
shown in Fig. 4. The plasma was the thinnest at 22 mTorr, but it got wider as the gas pressure was increased. The plasma
was the widest at 50 Torr and generate jets transversely. The direction of the jet was not exactly transverse but somewhat
tilted to forward. The jets were symmetrical but not stable and changed the tilt angle at every pulse. They seemed to have
two modes of jet generation as they had two kinds of tilt angles. We thought jets were high energy electron's flow, because
they were bent by magnetic field.
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Fig. 3 The x-ray attenuation ratio for several x-ray energies as a function of the thickness of aluminum.

Fig. 4 The CCD images of lasei plasma taken through a side window. The jets appeared from 10 torr to 100 Torr.

The radiation images of the jets were measured by IP at the bottom and side of plasma at 20 Torr. As the both images had
almost same radiation intensity; the bottom one had 8.6 PSL (Photo-Stimulated luminescence per Square) and the side one
had 7.8 PSL, the radiation from the jet was symmetric and did not depend on the direction of the laser polarization.

Then we measured the intensity on IP from 6 Torr to 150 Torr of nitrogen gas pressures. Any aluminum foil was not
used in this measurement. The intensity at the maximum point for each gas pressure is shown in Fig.5. The intensity was the
strongest at 40 Torr. Because the jet was the largest at 50 Torr as described above, the intensity of radiation and the
generation of jets are closely related.

16

14

_J2

£ 10

I *
'i 6

40 60 80 100 120 140
Gas pressure lTorr)

Fig. 5 Gas pressure dependence of the radiation from the plasma.

We also measured the radiation from jet with IP covered with aluminum foil. The pressure of the nitrogen gas was fixed
at 40 Torr and the number of the sheets of aluminum was changed from zero to four. The radiation images on IPs are shown
in Fig. 6. There are radiation images except (e). If the radiation is electron, the energy is estimated above 139 keV,
considering the range of electrons in the materials from the plasma to IP (see fig. 3). If they are x-rays, the energy of x-ray is
estimated as much as 5 keV by eq.(2). We could not identify the radiation by the measurements only.
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

Fig. 6 The radiation intensity distribution on IP with and without aluminum foil, (a) reference measurement without
aluminum foil, (b) with 1 sheet of 15|im aluminum foil, (c) 2 sheets, (d) 3 sheets (e) 4 sheets. The intensity on (e) is
almost background level. The maximum intensities for each are 22, 6.5 4.5, 2.5 and 2.0 PSL respectively.

In order to identify the radiation, we measured the radiation with emulsion track detectors. The profile of an emulsion
track detector is shown in Fig. 7. The emulsion was covered with an envelope made of aluminum and shading paper,
because faint light could expose the emulsion. A window of thin aluminum foil was on a rectangular hole of the envelope.
The emulsion detector has to be developed after the irradiation is finished. The track images can be obtained with a
microscope operated automatically. The emulsion can measure not only the position but also the direction of the track.

Aluminum foil of 6 or 15 |im thick

50 (im emulsion layer

Aluminum w

electrons /

envelope for shading light

Fig. 7 Profile of an emulsion track detector. In order to reduce the energy decrease of electrons in material, a window with
thin aluminum foil is on a hole of an envelope.

A image on the emulsion is shown in Fig.8. We could get only small dots and no connected chain-like tracks. It implies
that high energy electron more than 100 keV did not go through the emulsion.

Fig. 8 Image of emulsion with radiation from jets of laser plasma. Dots are intrinsic fogs in emulsion or tracks of x-rays
from jets.

3 Discussion
The electron jet of laser plasma was measured by three ways: CCD images, radiation images on IPs and emulsion track

measurements. We could not measure electrons directly except the x-ray from the electron jet, because the electron energy
from the jet was not high enough to penetrate nitrogen gases, a paper envelope and a protection layer of the IP or a sheet of
Al foil for emulsion track detector. The mean energy of electrons is estimated as about 5 keV from the bremsstrahlung x-ray
energy. As the gas jet image and the x-ray image on IP are symmetrical, the electron emission may be also symmetrical.

The process of the generation of electron jet still unclear. Symmetrical radiation suggests that it is due to the transverse
laser wake field. This interpretation may also be supported by a large acceleration gradient of laser wake field acceleration
at the gas pressure of helium larger than 20 Toor 11 ].
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5 5 # JAERI-FEL
Possible Spiking-mode Operation at JAERI-FEL
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It is known that the temporal profile of an optical pulse in an FEL oscillator has spiking shape

under certain condition, and the conversion efficiency from electron beam to laser becomes larger

than usual, non-spikng, lasing. In this paper, we discuss the possibility of spiking-mode lasing in

the JAERI-FEL for the enhancement of FEL output. It is found that the JAERI-FEL has small-

signal gain of 50%, which is large enough to achivc the spiking-mode lasing, the enhancement

of FEL output is, therefore, possible by using an optimized optical resonator.

Keywords : Free electron laser, Efficiency, Supermode, Spiking-mode
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56.
Development of Z-pinch Optical Guiding for Laser-Plasma Accelerator
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Tomonao HOSOKAI, Masaki KANDO, Hideki DEWA, Hideyuki KOTAKI, Shuji KONDO,
Shuhei KANAZAWA, and Kazuhisa NAKAJIMA

Advanced Photon Research Center, Kansai Research Establishment
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Kazuhiko Horioka
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4259 Nagatsuta, Midori-ku Yokohama 226-8502, Japan

We have proposed optical guiding of intense laser pulse by fast Z-pinch for channel guided laser
wakefield acceleration (LWFA). It has been developed based on capillary discharge-pumped X-ray laser
technique. The discharge driven by current of 4.8 kA with a rise time of 15 ns through preionized helium
gas could produce an uniform guiding channel with good reproducibility. With this new guiding method an
intense Ti-Sapphire laser pulse (k = 790 nm, 2.2 TW, 90 fs, 1 x 1017 W/cm2) was transported through the
channel over a distance of 2 cm corresponding to 12.5 times the Rayleigh length.

Keywords: Laser wakefield acceleration (LWFA), optical guiding, channel guide, Z-pinch
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5 7.
The Status of the Nonlinear Compton/Thomson Scattering Experiment
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We constructed an experimental system to observe nonlinear effects in the Compton

scattering. The electron beam is supplied by an electron gun and a photon beam comes from a

Table-top tera-Watt laser system. As a test experiment, we measured the Compton scattering

in linear regime and had a good agreement with simulations, indicating that the background

level of the system was under control and that the detection efficiency was properly estimated.

The simulation study shows that it is necessary to use a laser beam with an inclined

polarization plane to obtain a maximal amount of second harmonics in photon-electron

scattering.

Keywords : Nonlinear Compton/Thomson scattering, Nonlinear QED, T6-Laser
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An Apparatus for picosecond electron pulse irradiation
and optical spectroscopy*
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A compact apparatus for time-resolved absorption spectroscopy is under development,

using a photocathode RF electron gun. The apparatus can produce electron pulses with the

energy of 3.7 MeV and with the width of 5 ps. Fast phenomena induced by the pulse will be

investigated by photo-absorption method in this apparatus. The analyzing light pulses are

supplied through optical parametric generation system excited by a picosecond Nd:YLF laser.

The covered wavelength range and the pulse width will be 210 to 2000 nm and 10 ps,

respectively. Time-dependent behaviors of transient species produced by electron pulses are

to be followed by pump/probe method ( or stroboscopic method ) in which the electron pulse

and the light pulse is temporally controlled by phase-shifting of RF fed into the laser with

respect of RF for the gun. The time resolution of the measurement is estimated to be about 10

ps.

Keywords : Time-resolved absorption spectroscopy, Photocathode RF electron gun,

Optical parametric generation, storoboscopic method
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5 9 . Femtosecond Time-resolved Optical Polarigraphy (FTOP)
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Central Research Laboratory, Hamamatsu Photonics K.K.
5000 Hirakuchi, Hamakita-city 434-8601, Japan

ABSTRACT
A novel time-resolved imaging technique named FTOP (Femtosecond Time-resolved Optical Polari-

graphy) for visualizing the ultrafast propagation dynamics of intense light pulses in a medium has been
proposed and demonstrated. Femtosecond snapshot images can be created with a high spatial resolu-
tion by imaging only the polarization components of the probe pulse; these polarization components
change due to the instantaneous birefringence induced by the pump pulse in the medium. Ultrafast
temporal changes in the two-dimensional spatial distribution of the optical pulse intensity were clearly
visualized in consecutive images by changing the delay between the pump and probe. We observe that
several filaments appear and then come together before the vacuum focus due to nonlinear effects in
air. We also prove that filamentation dynamics such as the formation position and the propagation
behavior are complex and are strongly affected by the pump energy. The results collected clearly show
that this method FTOP succeeds for the first time in directly visualizing the ultrafast dynamics of the
self-modulated nonlinear propagation of light.

Keywords: Ultrafast Measurement, Femtosecond Pulses, Kerr effect, Polarization, Birefringence, Propa-
gation, Laser Plasma, Nonlinear Effect, Filamentation, Ultrafast Dynamics.

1. INTRODUCTION
Over the past three decades, the propagation of intense laser pulses has attracted much interest due to its

self-modulating nonlinear effect.1 In recent papers, the propagation of intense femtosecond laser pulses in

under-dense plasma has been actively studied because of its importance to laser fusion, particle acceleration,

and the high-field physics of laser plasma interactions.2"1 It is very important in laser ablation to monitor the

beam quality such as the spatial- and time-distribution. To observe this propagation behavior, indirect tech-

niques such as the Schlieren method have been used.5 However, these methods cannot take an instantaneous

image of the laser pulse interaction with the material, because only the long-lived gradient in the refractive

index is measured after the excitation.

We propose a novel time-resolved imaging technique called FTOP (Femtosecond Time-resolved Optical

Polarigraphy) for visualizing the ultrafast propagation dynamics of intense light pulses in a medium.6 The

method probes the instantaneous birefringence induced by the laser's electric field in the atmosphere. Since

the induced birefringence has an ultrafast response in air, an instantaneous image of the laser pulse in the

interaction region can be visualized. By using FTOP, we are able to observe the ultrafast temporal evolution

in the two-dimensional spatial distribution of the optical pulse intensity through consecutive femtosecond

snapshot images. Information about the propagation dynamics is useful for laser ablation.

2. PRINCIPLE OF FTOP MEASUREMENT

2.1. Experimental setup and an obtained image
Figure 1 shows the experimental setup of FTOP. Horizontally linear polarized intense optical pulses (100-

fs, 7.0-mJ, 10-Hz, 800-nm) from a Ti:Sapphire amplifier system are split into a pump and a probe. The pump
beam carries most of the incident beam's energy.

After the beam passes through the variable optical delay, the A/2 plate makes the polarization of the pump
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2.0
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Figure 2 Image taken by FTOF

Figure I Experimental setup of Femtosecond Time-resolved Optical Folarigraphy (FTOF).

vertical, before it is focused in the air by a 30-mm
diameter plano-convex lens (f = 50 mm). The lens
diameter is larger than the cross section of the pump
pulse, which has a diameter of 20 mm and a 1/e diam-
eter of 12.8 mm. Meanwhile, the collimated probe
pulse synchronously irradiates the area around the fo-
cal point. The polarizer is used after the X/2 plate,
and the linear polarization angle of the probe is set to
exactly 45 degrees with respect to the horizontal plane
of the optical bench. After the beam passes through
the interaction region, the analyzer only extracts the
components perpendicular to the polarizer. The relay
lenses magnify the image, which is then detected by
the CCD camera. The CCD camera is rotated 90 de-
grees to improve the recognition in the perpendicular
direction to the light pulse propagation, because the
CCD has an insensitive area between the horizontal
scan lines.

Figure 2 shows an example of FTOP images. The
direction of pulse propagation is from top to bottom
as indicated by the white arrow. The bright area is
magnified and inset. The observed area is 2.3 mm x
3.1 mm at the interaction region. The CCD camera
has 480 x 640 pixels, and the corresponding spatial
resolution is 4.8 Jim/pixel

2.2 Vertical axis in FTOF image

Figure 3 is a diagram of relating the position of F i S u r e 3 D i a § r a m o f r e 3 a t i o n s b e t w e e n P o s i t i o n s o f

, , . . . . pump and probe pulses in interaction region
the pump and probe pulses in the interaction region at
five different moments. In the figure, the pump and the probe pulses propagate from top to bottom and from
left to right, respectively. Since the speed of both light pulses are the same, the spatial distribution of the
pump pulse intensity is detected as the spatial intensity distribution of the probe pulse. Therefore, the FTOP
image is created like a top view as shown in the right side figure, despite the fact that the probe pulse passes

Time
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across the interaction region horizontally.
Furthermore, the vertical length of the image corresponds to the pulse duration (shown as the thickness of

the pulses) and the response time of the optical Kerr effect. Then, the vertical axis of the FTOP image relates

to both the time- and space-axis, because the interaction time upon the spatial distribution of the pump pulse

provides this information.

3. ULTRAFAST DYNAMICS OF LASER PULSE PROPAGATION IN ATMOSPHERE
The FTOP image changes according to time, which is determined by different arrival times at the pump

pulse and the probe pulse interaction region. We can vary this timing by changing the optical path length of

one of those pulses to another one by using a "variable optical delay" (Fig. 1). The experimental condition is

the same as that described in the section 2.1. The energy of the pump pulse in front of the focusing lens is 3.5

mJ.

The consecutive time-resolved images for propagation in the atmosphere are taken at 91 temporal points

with a 66.7-fs delay step. The images are quite stable on a shot-to-shot basis. In order to improve the signal-

to-noise ratio, we integrate 10 shot profiles to produce data for one image. The background, such as the

emission from the breakdown plasma, is subtracted. Figure 4 shows 48 typical continuous snapshots. The

same areas of CCD images are extracted in the figure. The spatial distribution of the pump pulses are clearly

measured and move from top to bottom according to the change of time.

Time

Figure 4 Typical FTOP images of 48 continuous snapshots with a 66.7-fs delay step.

4. CAPABILITY OF SINGLE-SHOT PULSEWIDTH MEASUREMENT BY FTOP
As mentioned in section 2.2, the vertical axis of the FTOP image simultaneously represents the time and

distance, and the time depends on the pulse duration and the response time of the media. When the spatial

distribution is suppressed, the vertical axis of the FTOP image becomes the time-axis. As an example, we
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analyzed the right image of Fig. 5 (a) ,which is suit-
able for the condition. The intensity profile data was
created by adding data in the horizontal axis direction
from the data in the image. Figure 6 shows the pro-
file data. The right side corresponds to the bottom of
the image.

We found that the profile has 13 FWHM pixels,
and our calculation shows that the measured width is
208 fs using the spatial resolution of 4.8 urn/pixel and
a refractive index of air at 1.0. There are two impor-
tant points regarding an optical pulse duration of 100
fs. First, we can experimentally confirm that the re-
sponse time of the Kerr effect of air is ultrafast in the F ' 8 u r e 5 Intensity profile using right image of

order of 100 fs. Second, this method can be used to F i § - 8 <a> a n d m e a s u r e d P«Isewidth
. , , , . • , • (FWHM).

non-invasively monitor the pulse duration. In prin-
ciple, single shot monitoring can be performed. In addition, phase matching such as in the SHG autocorrelator
or SHG-FROG8 is unnecessary when using this simple measurement method. Therefore, FTOP can be one of
the suitable methods for measuring atto-second pulses with a very wide spectrum. In addition, there is the
possibility that the response time of the Kerr effect in the medium can be accurately measured by FTOP.

50 100 150

Pixel number of Y-axis

5. CONCLUSION
We have proposed a novel time-resolved imaging technique named FTOP (Femtosecond Time-resolved

Optical Polarigraphy) for visualizing ultrafast propagation dynamics of intense light pulses in a medium. By
using the optical Kerr effect, we have observed two-dimensional images of intense femtosecond laser pulse
propagation in air with femtosecond time resolution and clearly captured phenomena such as the ultrafast
temporal dynamics of filamentation. This information including the two-dimensional spatial distribution is
very useful for laser processing and laser ablation. This method can be applied to measurements of pulsewidth,
the optical Kerr constant and its decay time, and high-power pulse monitoring for space and time. Moreover,
a single shot record of the pump pulse propagation can be obtained by using a pulse train as a probe beam.
This will ensure precise observations even with shot-to-shot instability.
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Collinear laser-ion-beam spectroscopy is superior to conventional spectroscopy methods

because it provides mass separation and sub-Doppler resolution. We have used this technique to study

hyperfine structure and isotope shift in some light rare-earth ions such as Eu, Pr and Ce. In addition

to measurements for stable isotopes, those for radioactive isotopes have also been carried out with

samples produced by a reactor. These measurements have yielded interesting information on the

nuclear structure of these isotopes, which includes the electromagnetic moments and the change of

nuclear charge radii.

Keywords : Collinear laser-ion-beam spectroscopy, Mass separation, Hyperfine structur,

Isotope shift, Nuclear structure
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61.
Fabrication of Soft X-Ray Multilayer Mirrors by means of Ion Beam Sputtering

619-0215 -MmmM^WmMn 8-1
Masahiko ISHINO, Masanobu NISHII, Osamu YODA

Advanced Photon Research Center, Kansai Research Establishment,
Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute

8-1 Umemidai Kizu-cho, Souraku-gun, Kyoto 619-0215 Japan

We fabricated Mo/Si soft x-ray multilayer mirrors on Si wafer and polished ceramic glass
(CLEARCERAM-Z) substrates by ion beam sputtering method. The deposition system was
pumped down to a base pressure of 2xlO"6Pa and working pressure was around 2x102 Pa. The
Ar ion gun was operated at 1000V for acceleration with an ion beam current of 50mA. Si and
Mo target plates were mounted on a water-cooled holder and particular target was selected by
rotating the holder. Substrates were rotated similarly to the planetary motion for thickness
uniformity. Deposition on substrates was carried out at an ambient temperature, and layer
thickness was controlled by deposition time through fabrication.
The surface rms roughness of substrate was estimated by total reflection of CuK a, x-rays to

be 4 A and 10 A for Si wafer and ceramic glass, respectively.
In-plane uniformity of multilayer thickness was within ± 1% for both substrates.
We measured total reflectivity of multilayer mirrors by means of CuK a t x-rays. Reflectivity

of the first Bragg peak of Mo/Si multilayer on Si-wafer was as high as 95% of calculated ideal
reflectivity.

Keywords : Soft x-ray, Multilayer mirror, Ion beam sputtering, Rms roughness
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Fabrication of Thin Films for Electro-Magnetic Field Sensors
by Laser Ablation

Tatsuo OKADA1, Yoshiki NAKATA1, Mitsuo MAEDA1, Sadao HIGUCHI2, Kiyotaka UEDA2-3

'Graduate School of Information Science and Electrical Engineering, Kyushu University,
6-10-1 Hakozaki, Fukuoka 812-8581, Japan
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2-11-1 Iwado Kita, Komae, Tokyo 201-8511, Japan

3 Graduate School of Interdisciplinary Science and Engineering, Kyushu University,
6-1 Kasuga-Koen, Kasuga, Fukuoka 816-8580, Japan

BSO (Bi12SiO20) and Ce:YIG (CexY3_xFe5O12) films have been fabricated by laser-ablation

deposition for electric and magnetic field sensor applications. In the case of Ce:YIG, the control of

the charge state of Ce ions was very critical to obtain the garnet-structured thin films and the appar-

ent Faraday rotation was observed for the films deposited in an Ar background gas. In the case of

BSO, it was found that all the films deposited on YSZ and SiO2 substrates were crystallized with a

preferential growth along the (310) axis.

Keywords : Laser ablation, Thin film deposition, Electric field sensor, Magnetic

field sensor, Plume dynamics, Pulsed-laser deposition
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63.
Development of rare gas cryo-target for laser-plasma x-ray

source

N. OGIWARA, K. SUGANUMA, Y. SUZUKI, and S. NAGAI

ftfflftm, -Mummw^mmmtt%-\ (T619-0215)
Kansai Research Establishment, Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute,

8-1 Umemidai, Kizu-cho, Soraku-gun, Kyoto 619-0215

Abstract: In order to realize a high-intensity ultrafast soft x-ray source, we are now

developing a cryo-target of rare gases for a laser plasma. Making closely packed cryo-

condensed rare gases enables us to operate a laser plasma x-ray source with Ar and Kr

targets for more than 2-3 hr without any debris. In addition, these sources can be run

without any supplementary pumps.
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Design and Fabrication of Soft X-Ray Mirrors
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Soft x-ray photoelectron spectroscopic technology is important for measuring the chemical

status of material surface in the LSI manufacturing process. We report on non-spherical

mirrors focusing laser-induced plasma soft x-ray to fine sample surface.

We designed toric and ellipsoidal mirror as soft x-ray condensing means, simulated focusing

image, manufactured mirror surface on fused quartz substrate, and measured form accuracy.

Keywords : toric mirror, ellipsoidal mirror, non-spherical mirror, soft x-ray
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6 5 • Vacuum Ultraviolet Ar Excimer Emission
Initiated by High Intensity Laser Produced Electrons

Shoichi Kubodera and Wataru Sasaki

Department of Electrical and Electronic Engineering and Photon Science Center, Miyazaki University
Gakuen Kibanadai Nishi 1-1, Miyazaki, 889-2192 Japan

We have observed Ar2* emission using a tabletop femtosecond high intensity laser as an excitation source.
High intensity laser produced electrons via an optical field induced ionization (OFI) process initiated the
Ar2* production kinetics, which made themselves analogous to those produced in an electron beam
produced plasma. A fast conductive cooling of the OFI plasma was found to be appropriate to initiate the
excimer formation kinetics more efficiently.

Keywords: Vacuum ultraviolet, Excimer molecule, Short pulse laser, Conductive cooling

There have been considerable demands for the development of compact short wavelength lasers in
the vacuum ultraviolet (VUV) spectral region. Such compact short wavelength lasers would be applicable
to various scientific and industrial fields, such as photochemistry, biological science, and new types of
materials processing. Currently available practical compact VUV lasers are the ArF excimer laser at 193
tun and the F2 laser at 157 run, both of which are excited by a compact discharge device. Recently more
attention is paid to short wavelength lasers in the VUV in the future optical lithography industry. Rare gas
excimers have long been one of the very few laser media in the VUV spectral region [1]. The emission
wavelength of Ar2* is 126 run which is long enough to use transmission optical elements such as MgF2 and
LiF. The Kr2* laser has an even longer emission wavelength centered at 147 mn which relaxes the
conditions for optics and would become a competitor to the F2 laser at
157 run. Rare gases have a contrast to chemically active fluorine in the F2 laser.

A recent rapid progress of the ultrashort pulse high intensity laser technology makes it possible to
control major plasma parameters in an optical field induced ionization (OFI) plasma [2]. We have pointed
out that this OFI plasma may simulate certain plasma parameters of an electron beam produced plasma,
where rare gas excimer production kinetics are optimized for laser oscillation. The temperature of an
electron beam produced plasma could be simulated by choosing appropriate high intensity laser parameters
such as a focused intensity, wavelength, and the degree of the polarization. The electron density found in
an electron beam produced plasma may also be reproduced by producing a desired charged state of a
plasma by an adequate choice of such laser parameters. High pressure operation in the electron beam
excitation for efficient excimer production may be reproduced in a vacuum chamber by using a pulsed gas
jet to provide a temporally and spatially localized medium. The use of a pulsed gas jet will minimize
unfavorable nonlinear effects such as beam focusing and defocusing caused by high intensity laser
propagation and will maximize a three body recombination process for the efficient rare gas excimer
production [1]. In order to obtain a large excitation length, a plasma channeling or the use of a hollow
optical fiber may be utilized although this has not been verified yet.

In this paper, we report on the demonstration of the Ar2* production using a tabletop femtosecond
high intensity laser as an excitation source. High intensity laser produced electrons via the OFI process
initiated the Ar2* production kinetics, which made themselves analogous to those produced in the electron
beam produced plasma. A fast cooling of the OFI plasma was found to be appropriate to initiate the
excimer formation kinetics more efficiently.
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A tabletop Ti:sapphire oscillator amplifier system produced a femtosecond high intensity pulse at
800 nm. Maximum output energy was 2 mJ in a pulse width of 130 fs at a repetition rate of 10 Hz. The
laser pulse was focused into a rare gas jet placed in a vacuum chamber by using a thin lens with a focal
length of 35 cm. A maximum focused laser intensity in vacuum was measured to be 5 x 1014 Wcm"2, which
was high enough to tunnel ionize Ar to singly ionized Ar ion [3]. A pulsed gas jet was synchronized to the
laser operation at 10 Hz by a pulse generator. Laboratory grade Ar was used as rare gases and their
maximum backing pressures were 35 atm, which was limited by a capacity of our vacuum system. A X/4
waveplate was inserted in a laser axis to control the degree of the polarization of the laser beam.

VUV emission from the interaction region was detected by a visible photomultiplier tube with a
sodium salicylate scintillator coupled to a 0.2-m VUV spectrometer. Typical spectral resolution was 0.5
nm. An optical axis of a VUV spectrometer was placed either parallel to or orthogonal to a short pulse laser
irradiation axis in a vacuum chamber to observe VUV emissions. When it was placed onto the laser
irradiation axis, a Ceratron detector was used instead of a photomultiplier to minimize the detection of the
intense 800 nm laser light. Time-resolved signals of the VUV emissions were recorded using a 2 GHz
digital oscilloscope. Time-integrated spectral information was acquired using a boxcar integrator. Both
electronic devices were connected to a personal computer for data storage and further data processing.

Fig. 1 shows time-integrated spectra observed using an Ar gas jet. In both spectra, the laser beam
was linearly polarized and its focused intensity was 5 x 1014 Wcm"2. A backing pressure of Ar was 20 atm.
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Fig. 1 Emission spectra from an Ar gas jet observed
orthogonal to the laser irradiation axis (a), and onto
the laser axis (b).
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Fig. l(a) shows a spectrum observed when a spectrometer was placed such as to observe the VUV
emission orthogonally to the high intensity laser irradiation axis. We have observed Ar2* emission centered
at 126 nm and two Ar* resonance lines at 105 and 107 run. No other emissions including ionic lines were
observed in the spectral region between 30 nm and 300 nm. Ar* acts as a precursor of Ar2* in the three
body recombination process.

When the spectrometer was placed onto the high intensity laser axis, several high order harmonic
signals were observed as well as Ar2* and Ar* emissions as shown in Fig. l(b). This spectrum has not been
corrected for the spectral response of the Ceratron that had a rapid decrease of its sensitivity toward a
longer wavelength in this spectral region. Referring to the intensity ratio between Ar2* and Ar* found in
Fig. l(a), the Ar2* emission intensity would become twice as large as that of the 7th order harmonic
observed in Fig. l(b). Making an estimate with solid angle correction based on an emission geometry, Ar2*
intensity becomes at least several tens of times as large as that of the 7th order harmonic, indicating the
difference of the pulse duration of both emissions which was beyond the time resolution of this
measurement.

Note that no excimer emissions were observed when a self breakdown plasma was produced by a
nanosecond Q-switched Nd:YAG laser at an intensity of 10" Won"2. A nanosecond laser produced plasma
was uncontrollably heated and its density also uncontrollably increased, that did not fulfill the conditions of
the excimer production.

Fig. 2 shows the intensities of Ar2* emission and the 5th order harmonic signal as a function of the
degree of polarization of the laser beam. A circularly polarized laser beam emerged at 0° and 90°, and
linear polarization occurred at 45°. The 5th order harmonic signal becomes its maximum and minimum
when the laser beam was linearly and circularly polarized, respectively, as the nonlinear optics predicts. On
the other hand, the Ar2* emission intensity has almost no dependence on the degree of the polarization. The
electron temperature of the OFI plasma should be very sensitive to the polarization of an incoming laser
beam [2]. Calculated average electron temperatures of our Ar plasma are 4 eV and 70 eV for linearly and
circularly polarized laser beams, respectively. Such a large difference should have been reflected in the
excimer production kinetics. The resulting emission intensities, however, have no difference, indicating a
rapid cooling of the laser produced electrons in a plasma.

A cooling mechanism of an OFI Ar plasma has been evaluated numerically based on the energy
transport of electrons [4,5]. Neglecting the hydrodynamic motion and density gradients of such a plasma in
a subpicosecond time scale, the plasma cooling is considered due to thermal conduction of electrons after
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Fig. 2 Emission intensities of Ar2* and the 5th order harmonic
as a function of the degree of the polarization of the laser
beam. Scales at 0° and 90° correspond to the circularly
polarized beam, and that at 45° represents a linearly
polarized beam.
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the plasma initiating laser pulse. For a plasma with strong temperature gradients or in the collisionless
regime, electrons are assumed to be free-stream rather than diffuse. In this collisionless regime, the heat
flow is simply limited by the maximum flux and thus represented as (1);

3 d d
- « , ~(kT.) = —(Jh.kTv,)
2 dt dx

(1)

where n,, and Te are electron density and electron temperature, respectively. ve is the electron thermal
velocity. / is the so-called flux limit and is used as a maximum value of 0.6. The choice of the flux limit
makes a minor difference for the result.

By integrating the equation (1), the temporal change of the electron temperature of the OFI plasma
was evaluated. We have found out that the initial electron temperature of 70 eV decreases to 4 eV within
40 ps, which is a typical mean temperature of the secondary electrons found in electron beam excited rare
gas excimer lasers [1]. A conductive cooling, therefore, proceeds much faster than any of the kinetics for
the production of Ar2* excimer, which are typically on the order of nanosecond at most [1]. The difference
of the initial electron temperature of an OFI plasma caused by the difference of the degree of polarization
of the laser beam, therefore, should not be reflected on the behavior of the Ar2* emission intensity. This
cooling is favorable to initiate the excimer formation kinetics more efficiently. This type of plasma cooling
indicates that the appropriate choice of the degree of the polarization may play a role to minimize
competitive nonlinear effects such as high order harmonics observed in this measurement.

In summary, we have observed Ar2* emission using a high intensity laser produced plasma. The
production kinetics of the Ar2* excimer were initiated by the high intensity laser produced electrons. A fast
conductive cooling of the electrons plays an important role for the efficient excimer production. The
similarity between characteristics of the OFI Ar plasma and the electron beam produced Ar plasma that
was found in this study may be utilized to realize compact rare gas excimer lasers.

This research was partially supported by the TEPCO Research Foundation and a grant-m-aid for
scientific research of the Ministry of Education, Science and Culture, Japan.
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Recent progress in the design of aspheric wave-front recording systems has enabled
the manufacture of holographic gratings with strongly varied groove densities suitable for
soft X-ray flat field spectrographs. A holographic grating thus recorded was processed to
produce a laminar profile by reactive ion-etching. Measurements are reported here of the
absolute diffraction efficiency of this grating and of a comparable mechanically ruled grating
using a synchrotron radiation. It is found that the holographic grating is effective at
suppressing the higher orders. The spectral resolution was determined using a Carbon Ka
X-ray generator and a spectrograph with an imaging detector. The spectral resolution of the
holographic grating was about three times worse than that of the ruled grating.

Key words : Diffraction grating, Spectrometer and spectroscopic instruments.
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Lasers can be used for the study of unstable nuclei in combination with an Isotope

Separator On-Line (ISOL). Aiming at isobar-free isotope separation for heavy-ion reaction

products, we are developing an element-selective laser ion source, in which atoms are

resonantly excited and ionized with pulsed laser beams. Because the ion source is heated up

to about 2000"C, a certain number of atoms with low ionization potentials are also ionized

through surface ionization, and then become background ion beams. To suppress the surface

ionization, we have applied a Nb foil with a low work function as the wall of the laser ion

source. Pulse shapes of non-radioactive Ba ion beam from the laser ion source were measured.

The difference in pulse shape between the ion source with Nb foil and that with Re foil is

discussed.

Keywords: Isotope, Photo-ionization, Laser, Resonance, Ba, ISOL
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High Energy Ions and Neutrons Produced by Ultrashort Intense Laser Pulses
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Generation of D(d,n)3He neutron in plasmas produced by ultrashort intense pulse laser was

studied with a table-top TW Ti:sapphire laser. The 130fs, 200mJ pulses with a prepulse, 300ps prior to the

main pulse were focused on a deuterated polystyrene target by an aspherical lens, and the focal intensity

was 1018W/cm2. 10 neutrons per shot on the average were measured with a 3He detector. By ion energy

spectroscopy with CR-39 track detectors, it has been found that the number of high-energy deuterium ions

generated from the laser plasma was about 106 ions per shot in the energy range above 150keV.

Keywords: Ultrashort laser pulse, Laser plasma, Nuclear reaction, Neutron, High-energy ion
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Makoto SATO • Hiroyuki SASAI • Kazuo SANO • Yoshihisa HARADA

Shimadzu Corporation, Production Engineering Labolatory,.
1, Nishinokyo-Kuwabaracho, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto 604-8511, Japan

The appearance of third-generation synchrotoron radiation sources has demanded the

high performance grazing-incidence monochromators for VUV and soft x-ray region. Also the

diffraction gratings which were optical elements have been required the characteristic of high

heat-resistant, well cooling, with a large size and low-micro- roughness. In this paper, how to

product of the laminar gratings by means of holographic exposure method and ion-beam

etching technology, with direct etched in the silicon crystal blank are reviewed.

Keywords : grating , holographic exposure , ion-beam etching, silicon crystal, soft x-ray
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Soft X-ray Reflectivity and Structure Evaluation of Ni/Ti-based
Multilayer X-ray Mirrors for Water-Window Region

HisatakaTAKENAKA, Yasuji MURAMATSU*, Shigeki HAYASHI**, Hisashi ITO, Naoji
MORIYA**, Eric M. GULLIKSON***, and Rupert C. C. PERERA***

NTT Advanced Technology Co., Musashino, Tokyo J 80-8585, Japan
*NTT Lifestyle and Environmental Technology Laboratories, Musashino, Tokyo 180-8585, Japan

**Shimadzu Co., Hadano, Kanagawa 239-1304, Japan
*** Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL), Berkeley, CA 94720, USA

We fabricated Ni/Ti and Ni-N/Ti-N multilayer mirrors use as a grazing-incident angle reflector
to focus x-ray micro-beams. The multilayer structures were fabricated by magnetron sputtering. The
layer structures were evaluated by using an x-ray diffractometer and the soft x-ray reflectivities were
measured at Beamline 6.3.2 at the Advanced Light Source (ALS). Although the Ni/Ti multilayer has
a high interface roughness of about 1.36 nm, the soft-x-ray peak reflectivity of this mirror showed
fairly high reflectivity of 39%, at just above the Ti-absorption edge with a 9-degree incident angle.
The peak reflectivity of Ni-N/Ti-N multilayer mirrors was 36% in almost the same conditions as the
reflectivity measurement of the Ni/Ti multilayer.

Keywords : Multilayer mirrors, Water-window, Ni/Ti, Layer structure, Soft x-ray reflectivity

1. INTRODUCTION

The development of highly-reflective multilayer mirrors for use in the water-window region has been
desired for x-ray microscopy and x-ray photoemission spectroscopy, for example. For these applications,
reflectivity is one of the most critical parameters determining the performances of multilayer mirrors.
Ni/Ti-based multilayers are appropriate candidates for such mirrors because the combination of Ni and Ti
theoretically has high reflectivity at just above the Ti absorption edge (around 2.8 nm) because of the
optical constants of Ni and Ti. The reflectivity of multilayer mirrors is also related to their structures. The
interface roughness, intermixed widths, and the thickness ratio between each layer are important facts
affecting the performances of multilayer mirrors.

We have designed Ni/Ti and Ni-N/Ti-N multilayer mirrors to make an x-ray micro-beam with high
reflectivity, We used grazing-incident type optics, such as ellipsoidal mirrors, and have fabricated the
mirrors using a sputtering technique. We evaluated the structures and reflectivity of these multilayers using
a soft x-ray reflectometer.

2. DESIGN AND FABRICATION OF NI/TI-BASED MULTILAYERS

We calculated the soft x-ray reflectivities of many kinds of multilayers (Ni/Ti, Ni/Sc, W/Ti etc),
assuming that the multilayers had an ideal structure. The calculations were performed using the Fresnel
equation and Henke's optical data. Each of these multilayers has 20 layer pairs, at a wavelength of around
2.76 nm, with the peak reflectivity at a 9 degree grazing incidence. The periodic length was around 9.2 nm
and the thickness ratio between the high-Z layer and the low-Z layer was almost 0.35: 0.65. The calculated
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peak reflectivities of the high-Z /Ti multilayers have high reflectivities at 2.76 nm. For example, the peak
reflectivity of a Ni/Ti multilayer is a 78%, and that of a Co/Ti multilayer is also almost the same value.
Figure 1 shows the reflectivity profiles for five multilayer material combinations as examples.

A magnetron sputtering deposition system was used to fabricate the Ni/Ti-based multilayers1. It
basically consists of three fixed-source targets, a rotating substrate table, a substrate rotation-speed control
system, and a shutter-opening and -closing controller synchronized with the substrate rotation. The Ni/Ti
multilayer was deposited on Si wafers under an Ar gas atmosphere. In the Ni/Ti multilayer, the periodic
length of this multilayer was about 9.2 nm, and the thickness ratio between the Ni layer and the Ti layer
was about 0.35 : 0.65. The layer pairs were 20. In addition to this multilayer, we had also fabricated an Ni-
N/Ti-N multilayer under in an Ar +N2 (80% / 20%) gas atomosphere.

>
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N = 20
6 = 9 deg
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(ideal structure)
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2.5 3 3.5
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FIGURE 1. Calculated reflectivies of multilayers
at wavelengths around 2.76 nm at grazing incidence.

FIGURE 2. Calculated reflectivies of Ni/Ti and
Ni-N/Ti-N multilayers at wavelengths around 2.76
nm at grazing incidence

3. SOFT X-RAY REFLECTIVITIES AND LAYER STRUCTURES

Reflectivity for soft x-rays was measured at Beamline 6.3.2 2 at the Advanced Light Source at
LBNL. In this beamline the reflected beam from the multilayer sample is measured as the current from a Si
photodiode. The absolute reflectivities are obtained by dividing the reflected beam intensity by the full
beam intensity.

Figure 3 shows the measured and ideal reflectivities of the fabricated Ni/Ti multilayer. The
measured peak reflectivity is 39% at a 2.74 nm wavelength at the incident angle of around 9°. Tins peak
reflectivity is sufficient for our grazing incidence x-ray optics.

We estimated the periodic length, the layer thickness ratio, the interface roughness, the intermixed
layer thickness, and the density of the fabricated multilayer by using this measured reflectivity. The fitting
curve of the measured reflectivity is also shown in Fig. 3. The curve was calculated using the following
parameters: a periodic length of 9.21 nm, a layer thickness ratio of 0.43 : 0.57, an interface roughness of
1.36 nm, an intermixed width of 1 nm, and a density of 0.9 times the bulk of Ni and Ti. In this calculation,
we used NiTi as the intermixed layer, because x-ray diffractometer measurements of the annealed ( at
500°C, for 1 hour, in an Ar atmosphere) Ni/Ti multilayer showed the existence of a NiTi phase. There is
large deviation in the reflectivity between the measured and fitting reflectivity under 2.74 nm. We assume
that this is because of the Ti- and Ni-oxide layers on the surface of this multilayer.
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FIGURE 4. The measured and ideal
reflectivities of the fabricated Ni-N/Ti-N
multilayer, and fitting reflectivity.

Figure 4 shows the measured and ideal reflectivities of the fabricated Ni-N/Ti-N multilayer. The
measured peak reflectivity is 36% at a 2.74-nm wavelength and an incident angle of around 9°. This peak
reflectivity is slightly smaller than that of the Ni/Ti multilayer in spite of the big differences in the optical
constants between the Ni and Ni-N layers, and of that between the Ti and Ti-N layers. It is supposed that
the interface of the Ni-N/Ti-N multilayer is smoother than that of the Ni/Ti multilayer.

We estimated the periodic length, the layer thickness ratio, the interface roughness, and the density
of the fabricated multilayer by using this measured reflectivity. The fitting curve of the measured
reflectivity is also shown in Fig. 4. The curve was calculated using the following parameters: a periodic
length of 8.84 nm, and a layer thickness ratio of 0.36 : 0.66, an interface roughness of 0.76 nm, and a
density of 0.9 times the bulk of Ni and Ti. We did not consider intermixed layer in this calculation, because
x-ray diffraction of the annealed ( at 500°C, for 1 hour, in an Ar atmosphere) Ni-N/Ti-N multilayer only
revealed Ni and Ti phases. The interface of this multilayer is smoother than that of the Ni/Ti multilayer.

This work was supported in part by the "Advanced Photon Processing and Measurement Technologies"
program, which was assigned to the R&D Institute for Photonics Engineering by the New Energy and
Industrial Technology Development Organization (NEDO) of Japan.
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Femtosecond technology for science, industry and medicine
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Five years after introduction of the first ever prism less sub-20 Femtosecond

oscillator,inventor of the chirped mirror technology are ranging from 10-fs-high power

Oscillators with peak power levels up to MW regime, to ultra fast amplifier system in

the GW regime, which became commercially available now. Advances in the optical and

mechanical design yield highly compact and reliable laser systems ready to serve for

scientific application as well as for real world application in diagnostics, medicine and

micro-machining.

Keywords : chirped mirror technology , short pulse laser
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' ^ • Time-resolved absorption spectroscopy of optically pumped
Si by using fs-laser plasma x-ray

Hidetoshi NAKANO, Peixiang LU, Tadashi NISHIKAWA, and Naoshi UESUGI
NTT Basic Research Laboratories

3-1 Morinosato Wakamiya, Atsugi, Kanagawa 243-0198, Japan

Femtosecond laser-produced plasmas emit ultrashort x-ray pulse that is synchronized to a
femtosecond laser pulse. By utilizing this feature, we demonstrated time-resolved soft x-ray
absorption measurements of optically pumped silicon near its LIIJII absorption edge by means
of pump-probe spectroscopy. As a result, we observed more than 10% increase in the
absorption near absorption edge caused by laser pulse irradiation, which means that the
transition of core-electrons was rapidly modified by excitation of valence electrons.
The recovery time constant of this change was measure to be about 20 ps.

Key words: Soft x-ray absorption, Time-resolved spectroscopy, Short pulse

1. Introduction
High-density plasmas created near a solid surface by an intense femtosecond laser pulse have
become more attractive for their potential use as ultrafast bright x-ray sources with recent
development of high-power ultrafast laser technologies [1, 2]. These plasmas emit x-rays
with ultrashort durations in the range from sub-keV to MeV energy regions. These x-rays
not only have short duration, but also synchronize to the femtosecond laser pulse. These
features are extremely important to be utilized as diagnostic probes to realize pump-probe
type experiments for observing dynamic response of materials pumped by ultrashort laser
pulse in atomic scale and with high temporal resolution. From this point of view, efforts
have been made to demonstrate time-resolved diffraction [3, 4] and absorption measurements
[5, 6] using femtosecond laser-produced plasma x-rays. Among them, more attention is paid
in diffraction measurements, since x-ray diffraction provides direct information of atomic
positions and molecular structure. However, x-ray absorption measurements also play
important roles in material study. From x-ray absorption spectrum, we can extract
microscopic information on material such as electronic states of atoms, chemical bonds, local
structures, and so on. Also, by pump-probe absorption spectroscopy using short x-ray probe
pulse, we can expect to probe dynamics of core-electrons in optically pumped materials
instead of that of valence electrons, which have been well studied by laser spectroscopy.
In this paper, we will demonstrate time-resolved absorption measurements in soft x-ray
region by means of pump-probe spectroscopy [7]. We observed that the soft x-ray absorption
in silicon membrane near its LIIJII absorption edge was modulated by an irradiation of a
femtosecond laser pulse, which excites valence electrons.

2. Experimental setup
As shown in Fig. 1, the experiments were carried out using a 100-fs, 10-Hz Ti:sapphire laser
system operating at a wavelength of 790 nm. The 50-mJ laser pulses were sent into a beam
splitter, where 80% of the energy was reflected. Reflected light was focused onto a flat target
using a 200-mm focal length MgF2 lens at the normal incidence to generate broadband soft
x-ray pulses. The intensity of the focused light was 1.5xlO16 W/cm2. We used a 4-jim-thick
Ta film deposited on a Si wafer as a target, and scanned it to expose fresh surface for each
laser shot. The emitted soft x-rays were focused by grazing incidence concave mirrors onto a
100-nnrthick silicon membrane. The sample was set on a pinhole with a diameter of 100 ^m.
Soft x-rays that passed through the sample were again focused onto the entrance slit of a
flat-field grazing incidence spectrograph. The spectrograph had a ruled unequally grooved
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grating with a nominal groove number of 1200 mm1. To detect soft x-rays (10-15 nm), we
used a microchannel plate detector combined with a cooled CCD. The remaining 10 mJ of
laser light was sent into an optical variable delay line and a variable attenuator, and then
softly focused onto the sample by a 500-mm focal length lens. To ensure the spatial
overlapping, the spot size of the focused laser beam was set at 5 mm in diameter. Incidence
angles of soft x-ray and laser light to the sample were 0° and 45°, respectively. The estimated
soft x-ray photon flux at the detector was ~1000 photons/A in each pulse. The spectral
resolution of our setup was higher than 400 (in X/AX) near 100 eV.
Figure 2 shows the spectral and temporal characteristics of soft x-ray pulse used as a probe.
The soft x-ray pulse duration was measured by using an x-ray streak camera having a
temporal resolution of 3 ps. This figure shows that the temporal resolution of our system
was limited to ~10 ps.

3. Change in soft x-ray transmission by femtosecond laser pulse irradiation
Figure 3 shows typical transmission spectra with and without laser pulse irradiation. In
each curve, 45 shots were accumulated. In this case, the time interval between laser and soft
x-ray pulses was 0. Curve a, the thick dotted one, shows the transmission spectrum when
the pumping laser light was blocked. Curve b, the thick solid curve, was obtained when the
sample was irradiated by a laser pulse with intensity of 3xlO10 W/cm2, which was well below
the damage threshold (-0.1 J/cm2). The thin dotted curve, curve c, shows the normalized
difference between curves a and b. The differential transmittance TD is defined as

Ti:sapphire laser

100fs,40mJ

Plasma forming

Focusing lens
(/"= 200 mm;

Target
(4-u.m Ta)

Lens

Grazing incidence
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spectrometer
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> Prcjbe"\Sample/~V V*"
I pulse ^ — S \
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MCP
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CCD

Laser Soft x-ray
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Fig. 1 Experimental setup for time-resolved soft x-ray absorption measurements by means of
pump-probe spectroscopy.
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Fig. 2 Time-integrated spectrum (a), streak image (b), and line trace of the streak image (c) of
the soft x-ray pulse emitted from Ta-plasma created by a 100-fs Ti:sapphire laser pulse.
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TD=(TP-Tj/Tu, where TP and Tu

represent the transmittance of the sample
with and without laser pulse irradiation,
respectively. Curve c shows that a
significant change in transmittance only
appeared near the LIIJII absorption edge.
The most significant dip in the differential
transmittance appeared at 99.5 eV, which
corresponds to the energy difference
between the Linn level and the top of the
valence band.

Figure 4(a) shows the differential
transmission spectra at various time
delays XD between pump and probe pulses
when the intensity of the pump pulse was
3xlO10 W/cm2. The delay step is 6.6 ps.
At each step, 45 shots were accumulated.
Change in transmission was clearly
observed only at the delay -20 ps < XD <
10 ps. Here, XD represents the time delay
of the arrival of the probe pulse at the
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Fig. 3 Transmission spectra of Si membrane
near Z.//,///absorption edge. Thick solid and
dotted curves [(a) and (b)] represent
transmission spectra observed with and
without laser pulse irradiation, respectively.
Thin broken curve (c) shows the differential
transmission spectrum to show the difference
induced by the femtosecond laser pulse
irradiation.

sample surface. To obtain these curves,
we confirmed at each step that there was no big difference among transmission spectra
measured in the case of no pumping laser pulse. Therefore, we can exclude the possibility of
irreversible processes induced by strong laser pulse irradiation on the sample, such as
destruction. In Fig. 4(b), the depth of the dip in the differential transmission at 99.5 eV is
plotted as a function of delay time XD. In this figure, the dependence of the relative increase
in absorption on time delay at XD < 0 ps fitted the pulse shape of the soft x-ray within error
bars. This means that the absorption change built up almost instantaneous (< 10 ps). On
the other hand, in the positive delay region, we can clearly see the recovery of absorption
change at 99.5 eV. By fitting this result to an exponential function, we obtained the recovery
time constant of about 20 ps.

4. Discussions
The most possible reason for absorption change is a shift of the absorption edge. Since the

^-*H 13.3 ps
6.6 ps

26.6 ps
20 ps

90 95 100 105 110
Photon energy [eV]

-20 40 600 20

Delay [ps]

Fig. 4 (a) Differential transmission spectra of Si membrane induced by laser pulse
irradiation at various delays of soft x-ray probe pulse, (b) Depth of differential transmission
at 99.5~eV as a function of soft x-ray pulse delay time. The dotted curve represents the
temporal profile of the soft x-ray probe pulse, which was observed with an x-ray streak
camera.
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LIIJII absorption edge is sharp, a sharp dip near the absorption edge can appear in the
differential transmittance if the edge shifts. We observed that the absorption edge shifted
about 0.2 eV toward lower energy side when the sample was pumped by a laser pulse with an
intensity of 3xl010-W/cm2. However, the amount of the absorption edge shift was close to the
resolution of our equipments. The initial density of photo-induced electron-hole plasma was
estimated to be 1020 cm"3, which is high enough to modify the band edge. It is well known
that in highly excited semiconductors, the band gap energy shifts downward due to
renormalization of the band energy [8]. By using an empirical formula given in Ref. [8], the
amount of band gap reduction is estimated to be 0.15 eV when the density of photo-induced
induced carriers is 1020 cm'3. This estimation supports our assumption in which the LIIJII
absorption edge downward shift is related to the band gap renormalization in optically excited
semiconductor. Downer et al. observed the temporal evolution of absorption in the visible
region modified by 2xlOu-W/cm2-intense laser pulse irradiation [9]. In their paper, strong
absorption change was reported to recover within tens of picoseconds. They concluded that
the initial change was due to light absorption in high-density electron-hole plasma. In our
case, soft x-ray absorption change was observed within the period of electron-hole plasma
decay time. When the high-density electron-hole plasma exists, the electronic structure of
the silicon is modified. Therefore, the Zrabsorption edge corresponding to ionization
potential could have shifted when the plasma existed. To make the origins clear, further
studies are required.

5. Summary
By using a femtosecond laser-produced plasma x-ray with pulse duration of 10 ps, we
demonstrated time-resolved soft x-ray absorption measurements of optically pumped silicon
by means of pump-probe spectroscopy. As a result, we observed, that more than 10%
increase in soft x-ray absorption near the LIIJII absorption edge in silicon was induced by
irradiating with a 3xl010-W/cm2-femtosecond-laser pulse. This absorption change recovered
within about 20 ps. To our knowledge, this is a first observation of rapid modulation in soft
x-ray absorption induced by a laser light, which excites valence electrons. The origin of this
absorption change is most likely an absorption edge downward shift related to the band gap
renormalization due to creation of high-density photo-induced electrons and holes.
Further applications of ultrafast x-rays from femtosecond laser-produced plasmas can
potentially be used to study dynamics of core-electrons, photo-induced phase changes,
chemical change in materials, and so on.
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Ultra-short pulsed hard X-rays are generated by focusing femtosecond laser beams onto metal

targets with a table-top-terawatt system. Temporal and energy profiles of the generated X-rays are

measured with an X-ray streak camera and an X-ray CCD camera, respectively. X-rays with a pulse width

of 6ps and an energy of 8 keV are generated from a copper target with a power density of 1017 W/cm2.

Keywords: Terawatt laser, Hard X-rays, Picosecond pulsed X-rays, Laser plasma
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/ 4fc • Super-broadband, Ultrafast Optical Measurements

Hajime NISHIOKA, Kazuto KUSAKABE, Nozomu KON, and

Ken-ichi UEDA

Institute for Laser Science, University of Electro-communications

1-5-1 Chofugaoka, Chofu, Tokyo 182-8585

Ultrafast coherent detection with monocycle temporal resolution has been demonstrated.

Frequency-resolved phase sensitive mapping (phasescope) of the coherent transient

phenomena in the 300-800 nm spectral ranges was carried out using spectrally divided

transform limited pulses. The hypercontinuum coherent light source having a bandwidth of

1.6 PHz was used for both the pump and probe beam. Optical phase mapping of transient

phenomena in an active medium was shown with a temporal resolution of 1.4 fs.

Key words: ultrafast phenomena, coherent transient phenomena, ultrafast measurements,

supercontinuum

The super-fast phenomena down to sub-femtosecond region essentially have very

broadband width that covers entire light wavelength region^ from the UV to IR. The

super-fast and super-broadband measurements certainly show intrinsic information of

transient response relating with all of energy levels in the material. On the other hand for

real time measurements, group delay dispersion determines shortest pulse width. The

dispersion in a sample itself is usually more critical than the laser pulse limitation; the

REAL measurements below 10 fs time scale still have some difficulties.

A weakly chirped, coherent ultra-broadband light source, for example femtosecond

super-continuum generated in rare gas, has sufficient bandwidth for the sub-fs phenomena,

but it is not transform-limited. We cannot compress this broadband and chirped pulse to a TL

pulse with present dispersion compensation techniques. However, the light source has

continuous phase structure and possibility to form the super-short TL pulse. When we divide

this coherent light source into narrow spectral components, the Fourier phases between

different frequencies are fixed. Each spectral component should have relatively long

temporal duration and forms a TL pulse. By measuring cross-correlation traces

simultaneously in these frequency components, we can detect frequency resolved super-fast

coherent phenomena.
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In this paper, we have demonstrated

frequency resolved coherent detection by

using of the transform limited

multi-channel cross-correlation techniques.

The hyper-continuum femtosecond light

pulse [l] covering from 150 nm to the far

infrared was generated in rare gas by a

self-trapped Tî AkOa laser pulse. The

frequency bandwidth of 1.6 PHz

corresponds to 0.2 fs temporal resolution.

This broadband laser beam was splited into

two beams by grazing incidence quartz

plates. The frequency-resolved

phase-sensitive cross-correlation was taken

by a broad range polychromator

(HAMAMATSU PMA-ll) which covers

300-800 nm spectral region with a 1024 ch

CCD array. The spectral bandwidths of 1.5

nm in each channel fairly form TL pulses in

these spectral regions. Not only light source

but also photo detectors must have flat

frequency response for the desired spectral

regions. Measuring spectral function of

these apparatus by the polychromator itself,

the flat frequency response in the detection

system was achieved with software

calibration. Figure 1 is showing the 3D

phase of frequency resolved

auto-correlation. The resolution in optical

delay was 0.04 fs (12 ± 0.5 nm). The lower

trace of Fig. 1 showing intensity is given as

the Fourier transform of the upper phase

Optical Delay

Optical Delay

- 2 - 1 0 1 2

Optical Delay (fs)

Fig.l Temporal resolution of the system.

The phasescope viewing as a function

of wavelength (a), and frequency (b).

The intensity profile of correlation is

shown in (c).

diagram. The temporal resolution of 1.4 fs

was obtained for the 300-800 nm bandwidth. The phase resolution in the common Fourier

spectroscopy is given by number of fringes so that the resolution is decreased with increasing
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of temporal resolution. The resolution

for monocycle phenomena is only unity.

In our technique, the resolution is given

by product of number of band-limited

(extended) fringes and spectral

resolution of the polychromator i.e.

1000xl000=106. The scaling in the

resolution is given by squire of the

spectral resolution of polychromator. The

ultra-high phase resolution also makes

possible that mono atomic layer scale

positional detection in the optical delay.

Using this technique, we have

demonstrated transient response of the

fast and active (excited) material. A

femtosecond laser dye, Rhodamine 6G

solved in methanol was used as the

sample. The sample was strongly

excited by the hypercontinuum as

shown in Fig.2. Excited spectra of the

dye and corresponding phase maps are

shown in Fig.3. After the pumping pulse,

absorption saturation, gain buildup, and

excited state absorption were observed.

In the phase maps Fig.3, anomalous

dispersion in the gain and absorption

bands was clearly observed. The group

velocity and its dispersion given by

phase matching between different

frequency components, the frequency

coherence, can be directly read in this

map without any transformation. For

example, the group delay for the gain

JV^Optica! delay White laser

- — Pumping

— Probing

Sample

Probe output
(to polychromator)

Fig.2 Experimental setup for the pump-probe

phase mapping measurements.

Gain (558 nm)

Absorption (528 nm)

400 500 600 700
Wavelength (nm)

800

Absorption

Optical Delay

Optical Delay

Fig.3 Femtosecond response of an excited dye solution. Transient absorption and

gain spectra (a), initial view of absorption (b) and transient phase shift (c).
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band and the advance in the absorption band are clearly observed.

In conclusion, we have demonstrated phase mapping of coherent transient phenomena

in the active medium by the hypercontinuum coherent light source. The phase resolution of

greater than 106 was achieved. Extending this technique to the pump-pump-probe echo

regime, femtosecond phase sensitive excitation and detection are possible.
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Y 5 • Target Surface Structure Effects
on X-ray Generation from Laser Produced Plasma
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We demonstrated two different methods to increase the x-ray conversion efficency
of laser-produced plasma by modifying the target surface structure. One way is
making a rectangular groove on a target surface and confining a laser-produced
plasma in it. By the plasma collision process, a time and wavelength (4-10 nm)
integrated soft x-ray fluence enhancement of 35 times was obtained at a groove
width of 20 /xm and a groove depth of 100 fim on a Nd-doped glass target. The
other way is making an array of nanoholes on an alumina target and increasing
the laser interaction depth with it. The x-ray fluence enhancement increases as the
ionization level of Al becomes higher and the x-ray wavelength becomes shorter.
Over 50-fold enhancement was obtained at a soft x-ray wavelength around 6 nm,
which corresponds to the emission from Al8+>9+ ions.

Keywords : Laser plasma, X-ray, Grooved target, Nanohole target

X-ray generation from femtosecond laser-produced plasma is an attractive way to obtain
short pulse x-rays. However, due to the formation of solid density plasma at the target surface, [1]
most of the incident femtosecond laser pulse is reflected[2] and this limits the conversion effi-
ciency. Thus, there is a need for the laser-pulse energy to be more efficiently converted to the
x-ray wavelength region from the viewpoint of practical application. One of the attractive way
to increase the efficiency is to adopt a structured surface target which has a low average density
with a high local density. Experiments have been conducted with colloidal metal (gold and
aluminum) targets[3, 4] made by evaporating metal in a background of several Torr of gas and
porous Si targets[5, 6] made by anodizing. In hard x-ray energy regions (>1 kev), they achieved
large x-ray conversion efficiency enhancement of one or two orders of magnitude.[3, 6] On the
other hand, no large enhancement was obtained in soft x-ray energy regions (<1 kev).[4, 6]
This report demonstrates two different methods to increase the soft x-ray conversion efficency
of laser-produced plasma by modifying the target surface structure.

The targets were mounted on an xyz translation stage in a vacuum chamber and was rastered
to expose a fresh surface at each laser shot. The Ti:Al2O3 laser beam at 790 nm was focused on
the target at a normal incidence. The pulse duration was 100 fs and the spot size at the focal
point was about 30 fim. The peak laser intensity on the target was 1.5 x 1016 W/cm2. The soft
x-ray spectrum was measured with a flat-field grazing-incidence spectrograph and the soft x-ray
pulse shape was measured by a single-shot x-ray streak camera. They were mounted at a 45°
angle to the target normal.

The first method is confining a laser-produced plasma in a rectangular groove formed on a
target. In order to make a narrow gToove width similar to the laser beam spot size, Nd-doped
glass targets [7] were used. A minimum groove width of 20 /xm can be made on the target. The
Ti:Al2O3 laser pulse was focused on the bottom of a groove at a normal incidence as shown in
Fig. 1.

Figure 2 shows the soft x-ray pulse shapes dependence on a groove width measured from a
45° angle to the target normal and parallel to the groove direction. The time-integrated soft
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x-ray fiuence on the groove target increases as the groove becomes narrower and deeper. The
35 times x-ray fiuence enhancement was obtained with a grooved Nd-doped glass target with
a groove width of 20 fim and a depth of 100 /mi. It is also observed that the soft x-ray pulse
shape consisted of two components. The primary part was an x-ray pulse with a short pulse
duration (several picoseconds) generated just after the laser pulse irradiation. The secondary
part was an x-ray pulse with a long pulse duration (sub-nanosecond) generated after the primary
part with sub-nanosecond delay. The delay time and the x-ray pulse duration of the secondary
part became longer as the groove became wider and deeper. It is found that this delay time
corresponds to the expanding plasma arrival time at the groove sidewall calculated with the
plasma expansion velocity[1]. This result indicates that the secondary x-ray part was generated
by the collision of the laser-produced plasma from the bottom of the groove with the plasma
reflected at the groove sidewall. The enhancement of the soft x-ray fiuence was obtained by this
plasma collision process. The peak intensity of the primary x-ray pulse can also be increased as
the groove becomes narrower due to the plasma confinement, and an enhancement of 2.4 times
was achieved.

The second method is making an array of nanoholes which are perpendicular to the target
surface on an Al plate. The targets were made by utilizing the anodic oxidation of an aluminum
plate. After degreasing an Al (99.99%) plate in acetone, a mirror surface was achieved by
electro-polishing it in a solution of perchloric acid and ethanol. Then, the anodizing was carried
out at a constant voltage of 40 V in a 0.5 wt% oxalic acid solution at 17°C for several hours. By
a field-assisted dissolution mechanism, [8] an anodic-alumina layer which has central, cylindrical,
and uniformly sized pores that run perpendicular to the surface is formed on the aluminum
plate.[9, 10] Figure 3 shows the schematic diagram of this structure.[9] The mean cell size
(distance between the adjacent pores) which can be controlled by the anodizing voltage was
around 100 nm. The mean pore diameter of the target was around 40 nm. This pore diameter
can be widened by dipping it in 5 wt% phosphoric acid after the anodizing. Therefore, the
porosity of the target can also be controlled by the dipping time. The structure of these targets
are quite different from the previously reported colloidal metal target [3, 4] which consists of
fractal chains of clusters and the porous Si target[5, 6] which has winding pores.

Figure 4 shows the time-integrated soft x-ray spectral fiuence from the target obtained with
the 150 minutes dipping. In order to clearly show the x-ray fluence enhancement effect with
this target, soft x-ray fluence from an ordinary flat surface (electro-polished) aluminum plate
was also shown by the dotted line. The intensity scale on the aluminum plate was expanded
10 times. The fluence drop seen below 8 nm is due to the low sensitivity of our measurement
system in this wavelength region. Around 30 times x-ray fluence enhancement was achieved by
the anodic-alumina target over the entire soft x-ray wavelength region from 5 to 25 nm. The
conversion efficiency was estimated as 0.008%/(A-sr) at a wavelength of 14 nm. This value is
almost the same as that obtained by the pre-pulse technique.[11] At a wavelength longer than 15
nm, the anodic-alumina target has several emission lines which do not appear on the aluminum
target. These lines correspond to the emission lines from oxygen ions (O3+, O4+, O5+). It is
also observed that the enhancement increases as the soft x-ray wavelength becomes shorter and
the ionization level of Al becomes higher. Over 50-fold enhancement was obtained at an x-ray
wavelength around 6 nm. There are no emission lines from oxygen ions in this spectral region,
and this emphasis was occured on the emission from highly charged Al ions (Al8+, Al9+).

The mechanisms of this large soft x-ray intensity enhancement by the nanohole-alumina
target can be explained as follows. On the usual solid density material, energy penetration
depth of the femtosecond laser pulses is much shorter than the laser wavelength, i.e., around
50 nm.[3, 12] Thus, the interaction volume between the laser light and the solid material is
limited. However, laser penetration depth can be expanded by using a structure which has
cylindrical pores that run perpendicular to the surface on the anodic target. In order to estimate
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the laser penetration depth of our target, nanohole-alumina layer thickness dependence of the
generated soft x-ray intensity was measured. Various targets with different nanohole-alumina
layer thicknesses were made by controlling the anodizing time. The soft x-ray intensity from
these targets increases as the nanohole layer becomes thicker until the thickness reaches 20 /im
which is much larger than the laser penetration depth of the solid density material. The larger
surface area of the target also increases the size of the area that interacts with the femtosecond
laser pulses. Furthermore, by widening the pore diameter of the anodic target by dipping it in
phosphoric acid, the wall thickness of each pore becomes thinner than the energy penetration
depth of the solid density matter and the whole volume of the material can be heated by the
laser, and plasma cooling due to heat conduction into the underlying cold bulk is suppressed.
These mechanisms increase the amount of the material which can interact with the femtosecond
laser pulses and rise the plasma temperature. Thus the soft x-ray emission enhancement can be
obtained especially at the shorter wavelength region.

Figure 5 shows the x-ray (> 0.1 keV) pulse shapes measured with an x-ray streak camera
(time resolution of 3 ps). The x-ray pulse duration (full width at half maximum) generated from
the anodic-alumina target obtained with the 150 minutes dipping in phosphoric acid was 17 ps.
We also measured the x-ray pulse duration generated from the ordinary flat aluminum target
with the same conditions, and that was 5 ps. Due to the lower heat conductivity of the anodic-
alumina target, the x-ray pulse duration expands 3 times. However, it still much shorter than
that obtained by using a pre-pulse technique (over 100 ps).[ll] The x-ray pulse peak intensity
of the anodic-alumina target was 5 times higher than that of the flat aluminum target, and 3
times higher than that obtained with a pre-pulse.

By making a rectangular groove and nanohole arrays on the target surface, the laser produced
plasma formation process can be controlled. With this methods, both the time-integrated soft
x-ray emission fluence and the peak intensity of the x-ray pulse can be increased.
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Development of high-avarage-power-laser medium based on silica glass
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We have developed a high-average-power laser material based on silica glass. A new method using

Zeolite X is effective for homogeneously dispersing rare earth ions in silica glass to get a high quantum yield.

High quality medium, which is bubbleless and quite low refractive index distortion, must be required for

realization of laser action, and therefore, we have carefully to treat the gelation and sintering processes, such as,

selection of colloidal silica, pH value of for hydrolysis of tetraethylorthosilicate, and sintering history. The

quality of the sintered sample and the applications are discussed.

Keyword: high power laser, silica glass, sol-gel, zeolite X

1. INTRODUCTION

For the fusion driver, a high thermal tolerant material is required to achieve high repetition rate of laser

operation and large scalability of the material. Silica glass is one of the most attractive materials for high-

average-power laser, because of the favorable thermal and mechanical toughness, high optical transmittance in

ultraviolet to infrared region (200 nm~2500 nm), low nonlinear refractive index (n2=0.95xl0-13) compared to

the other commercial laser glasses, and its capability for larger scalability.

There are two main problems to fabricate a laser glass based on silica glass, that is, to get high quantum

efficiency of the medium and high optical qualities, for example, bubbleless glass and no refractive index

distortion. At first, we have developed a new method to disperse homogeneously rare earth ions in SiO2 glass

using Zeolite X, in order to get a high quantum yield on silica glass based laser medium [1]. The quantum yield

reached to 50±3.4 % at 1.0 wt% Nd2O3, this is superior to the other method [1,2].

We have been developing to make a high quality laser medium with lower scattering and optically

homogeneous medium using zeolite method for the ICF use and industrial application. Scattering and distortion

of materials are caused by small bubbles or fluctuation of refractive index in silica glass. Generation of bubbles

depends on conditions of the gelation, drying processes, and sintering history.

In this report, we describe the quality of laser material based on silica glass and its applications.
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2. SAMPLE PREPARATION

Sol-gel method with colloidal silica was used to fabricate rare earth doped SiO2 glass samples [3],

because of convenience to laboratory use, crack less bulk samples, and a good match for zeolite which is used as

a doping precursor. The sol-gel method is composed of five main processes, hydrolysis of

tetraethylorthosilicate (TEOS), admixture of colloidal silica and zeolite, gelation, drying and sintering. We

should carefully treat the processes to reduce bubble and optical distortion.

Although low sintering temperature (1IOO~12OO°C) to make quartz glass is an advantage of the sol-gel

method, heat treatment at 1760°C is required to get a transparent material if we use zeolite for a doping

precursor. The high temperature induces bubbles derived from silanol species (Si-OH) in the samples.

Silanol species should be removed to reduce bubbles in the glass. Silanol species are included in gelation

samples like follows; 1. silanol species at the surface of colloidal silica or in it, 2. silanol species in hydrolyzed

tetraethylorthosilicate. (TEOS) which we call binder. Therefore, we have carefully to chose the colloidal silica

which has the lowest silanol species, and have to determine effective parameters of silanol reduction in

hydrolysis process which effectively reduces the silanol species [4].

There are two types of colloidal silica, that is, a Siquid phase synthesis type (L-CS) and a gas phase

synthesis type. Infrared spectra show gas phase synthesis type, OX50 (Degssa), includes the lowest silanol

species, in fact, OX50 was the most effective to reduce bubbles. As pH value of hydrochloric acid is decreased

or the stirring time is increased, the substitution of silicon is increased, and therefore we determined the pH

value of hydrochloric acid is selected between 1.0 and 1.5 [4].

We have carefully to choose appropriate control scheme of temperature and atmosphere to remove the

hydroxyl species in the samples. Gelation samples, as the pore is collapsed, gradually shrink with temperature

rising, temperature and atmosphere should be controlled before the shrinkage of sample is finished.

An effective history of temperature and

atmosphere is as following three processes; I. the

sample was heated at 800°C for 8 hours in air to

remove organic matter in the sample, 2. after that

samples were heated from room temperature to

1000°C in vacuum, and kept at 1000°C for one hour J \ _

in He gas flow, and then, heated to 1300°C in ^ OSAKA UNIVERSITY

vacuum and down to room temperature, 3. Finally
25mm

the sample were heated from room temperature to "̂ S •

1760°C in the air, and then kept at 1760°C for one

hour in the air and down to room temperature. V: f

Figure 1 shows a rare earth doped silica glass with '

above temperature history, and the sample is very pig. 1 A rare earth doped silica glass.

clear and transparent.

Granular distortion often remains in rare earth doped silica glasses. Figure 2 shows the distorted He-Ne

beam patterns through samples and a He-Ne beam pattern. Although the distorted beam pattern was observed

due to the internal optical distortion in Fig.2 (a), the beam pattern is nearly the same as the He-Ne beam pattern

when we used rapid cooling in sintering process (Fig. 2(b)). It is shown that the rapid cooling method is
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effective to remove optical distortion. We are making larger samples and planning to examine more precise

optical quality and laser operation.

(a) Er doped SiO2 glass(1.0wt%);
Sample thickness; 3.20mmt
- without rapid cooling method -

(b) Nd doped SiO2 glass(1.0wt%)
Sample thickness; 2.35mint
- with rapid cooling method -

(c) HeNe laser

Fig. 2 Optical distortion of the rare earth doped silica glasses

3. APPLICATIONS

The method for homogeneous dispersion of rare earth ions in silica glass can be also applied for the other

luminescent centers, for example, the other rare earth ions, and also transition metal. Many luminescent

material can be made by silica based materials, and we found the other useful luminescent materials based on

silica glass, such as, copper and bismuth doped silica glass [5 ,6]. Both glasses are very attractive, because Cu

doped silica glass (CuQG) works as an energy converter of UV absorption (around 300nm) to green luminescent

(around 550nm) with high quantum yield (r|=0.78) [5], and Bi doped silica glass has wide band infrared

fluorescence (peak wavelength;! 140nm, FWHM;220nm) which can be used for the ultra-short pulse generation

like Ti:Al2O3 [6]. A few contamination in the silica glass may not change the thermomechanical properties of

doped silica glass, in fact, aluminum dopants in Nd doped silica glass does not effect the thermal expansion

coefficient until several Al2O3mol% [7], so silica based laser material can allow high repetition rate operation.

Figure 3 shows that an idea of laser system using silica laser material [8]. Nd or Bi doped silica glass

can be used as an amplifier material. As the figure of the silica material is easily changed to optical fiber,

luminescent doped silica glasses are also useful as an oscillator material. Oscillator can be made by Nd or Bi

doped fiber with fiber loop mirror (figure-8 ring oscillator), figure-8 ring oscillator generates 100 fs pulse train

[8]. The generated pulse is stretched by fiber grating, and then the stretched pulses are amplified by a fiber

amplifier, after that the pulses are induced to main amplifier chain. A fiber oscillator has many advantages,

alignment free, smooth beam pattern, compact system, and so on. Cu or Ce doped silica glass can also be

useful of a UV energy converter of flash lamp excitation source. High efficiency and high repetition rate laser

system will be constructed by using luminescent doped silica glasses.
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Pump

Isolator Oscillator
Polarization controllers

Fig.3 An idea of laser system using silica glass material

4. CONCLUSION

We described about the fabrication method and the quality of the rare earth doped silica glass. For

bubbleless glass, it is important to determine the selection of appropriate colloidal silica, pH value of the binder,

the stirring time of binder and temperature control. We also show a potential of silica based material for high-

average-laser system.
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We have proposed a method to generate almost linearly polarized resonant transition radiation X rays by

using a rectangular slit placed on an electron beam axis. Our calculation predicted that the linearity is 93.5% for

the resonant transition radiation X-ray beam extracted through a slit of 0.5 mrad long and 0.2 mrad wide in case

of 1-GeV electron beam irradiating a 7.5-nm thick Kapton foil stack.

Keywords: Resonant transition radiation, X-ray source, linearly polarized X-ray beam

1. Introduction

In recent years, resonant transition radiation (RTR) has been studied from a point of an X-ray source

because of the increasing demand for an inexpensive intense X-ray beam in various fields [1-6 and refs. cited

therein]. Transition radiation (TR) is an electromagnetic wave emitted when a charged particle crosses a

boundary of different dielectric media. When a relativistic electron passes many thin foils placed periodically in

vacuum, that is a foil stack radiator, TR X rays emitted from the respective boundaries can interfere with the

others and the interfered TR is called RTR. RTR has a high energy-conversion efficiency from electron to

photon, and X rays can be efficiently produced by lower energy electrons in RTR than in synchrotron radiation.

Therefore, RTR is expected to be an alternative brilliant X-ray source on the laboratory accelerator basis.

In our previous study, we experimentally confirmed that the energy spectrum of RTR depends on the

material and foil thickness of the thin-foil stack radiator. We showed that a brilliance of 1012 (photons/s/mrad2/

mm2/0.1%b.w. /mA) can be obtained and it is comparable to that of the synchrotron radiation emitted from a

bending magnet in GeV-electron facilities [7]. The next step is to clarify the polarization property of RTR as an

X-ray source. Here, we propose a method to obtain a linearly polarized RTR X-ray beam originating from RTR

and show the calculated polarizability.

2. A method to obtain a linearly polarized RTR X-ray beam

RTR emitted when an electron is incident on a radiator to the surface normal is polarized in the radiation

plane spanned by the emitted photon and the incident electron beam directions as shown in Fig. 1 [8]. The

radiation planes are symmetric with respect to the electron axis because of the angular distribution property of

RTR, whose cross sectional view is shown in Fig. 2. Therefore, the integrated RTR is not polarized, but RTR is

linearly polarized if we extract a part of the RTR beam passing through a rectangular slit along the radial

direction of radiation plane distribution.

Present address: Naruto University of Education, Takashima, Naruto-cho, Naruto, Tokushima 772-8502 Japan
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electric fie
TR photon

radiation plane
FIGURE 1. Polarization of RTR photon emitted when the electron beam is incident on a radiator to the surface

normal. The hatched plane defined by two axes of the emitted photon and the incident electron is referred to as

the radiation plane.

vertical sS it

horizontal slit
radiation plane

FIGURE 2. Cross-sectional view of the distribution of the radiation plane. The electron beam direction is

normal to the paper. RTR X-ray beam extracted through a rectangular slit shown in the figure as a horizontal or

vertical slit is expected to be almost linearly polarized.

3. Calculation

We have done a calculation for the linearity of the extracted RTR X-ray beam. RTR X rays are produced

from a 7.5-nm thick Kapton foil stack radiator irradiated with a 1-GeV electron beam. Fig. 3 shows the

calculated angular distributions of RTR X rays at a photon energy of 4.3 keV. As known from the Fig. 3, RTR X

rays are concentrated in a small forward hollow cone. Then, we calculated the percentage of the horizontal and

vertical components of the radiation plane direction, that is the polarization direction, for the X-ray beam

passing through a rectangular slit of 0.5 mrad long and 0.2 mrad wide. For the case of horizontal slit as shown

in Fig. 2, the horizontal and vertical components are 93.5 % and 6.5 %, respectively. It can be said from the

result that the extracted RTR X-ray beam is almost linearly polarized.
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-1
Emission Angle (mrad)

FIGURE 3. Calculated angular distribution of RTR X rays at photon energy of 4.3 keV. RTR has doughnuts

like distribution if it is sliced normal to the electron beam axis.

4. Conclusion

We have proposed a method to generate linearly polarized RTR X-ray beam using a rectangular slit

crossing an electron beam axis. The calculated result shows that the linearity of 93.5 % is achieved for the

mentioned parameter, and we conclude that the proposed method can produce almost linearly polarized X-ray

beam. We have already done an experiment to verify the calculated result and are going to persuade an analysis

for its results now.
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